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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this thesis. we show how model checking can be used to verify functional re
quirements on workflow specifications. To specify workflows, we use UML activity 
diagrams. Since UML activity diagrams lack a formal semantics. we define a formal 
semantics for activity diagrams that is suitable for workflow modelling. 

To define the problem more precisely. in Section 1.1 we introduce some termi
nology. Then, in Section 1.2, we define the problem. In Section 1.3, we explain 
tlw problem-solving approach. Section 1.4 gives an outline of the remainder of 
this thesis. 

1.1 Background 

A workflow is an operational business process. Workflow management is con
cerned with the control and coordination of workflows. Several computer-based 
systems have been developed that implement workflow management. either as a 
dedicated system or as part (component) of a larger system, for example as part 
of an Enterprise Resource Planning system. \Ve call such systems workfiow man
agement systems1 (WFMSs). Workfiow management systems, once used, arc vital 
for an organisation. since the processes that they support are usnally primary and 
secondary processes. Malfunctioning of WFMSs hampers the functioning of or
ganisations. and may lead to a decline in the quality of products and services that 
the organisation delivers to society. In recent years, there has bee11 a trend to 
use WFMSs to integrate distribnted systems which may be cross-organisational. 
In this case malfunctioning of one WFMS can affect more than one organisation. 
making the correct fonctioning of a WFMS even more critical than before. 

An important function of WFMSs is to enforce certain ordering rules between 

1 In this thesis. we use the term 'workflow management system· to denote every computer 
system or part of a computer system that implements workflow management functionality, even 
though in literature the term is reserved for a dedicated computer system. 
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business activities. For instance. in a workflow that handles iusurance claims, an 
example ordering rule could be that after a claim is registered. it is checked. Apart 
frorn ordering rules, a \YFMS enforces other rules, for example allocation rules, 
which state to which actor in the organisation a WFMS may allocate an activity. 
In this thesis, how('Ver, WC' only consider ordering rules. 

Rules that a WFMS must enforce, like ordering and allocation rules, are spec
ified in a workflow specification. A workflow specific at ion (s~·nonyms: workfiow 
design, workflow schema) defines a workflow that behaves according to the rules 
defined in its workfiow t>pC'cification. 

Running example. Throughout this thesis we use the workflow of a small 
production company as running example (adapted from an example pro
Yided by the \Yorkflow :\Ianagement Coalition [161]). The workflow begins 
when the company receives an order. NexL the departments Production 
and Finance me put to work. After the order has been received, Finance 
checks whether the customer"s account limit is not Pxceeded by ac<·epting 
the order. If Finance rejects tlie order, the wbole workfiow stops. Otlwrwise, 
Finance sends a bill to the customer and wails until the customer pays. If 
the customer does not pay within t\\"O weeks, Finance sends a reminder to 
the customer. If the payment arrives. Finance handles the payment. If the 
paymC'nt is ok. Finance has finished. OtherwisC'. the customer is notifi('d and 
anotlwr bill is sent to the customer. and the subprocess described bdore is 
repeatl~d. Aft<'r the order has been received, Production checks whether the 
desired product is still in stock. If not. a production plan is made to produce 
the product. If according to Finance the order can bP accepted, the product 
is either prod llCed according to the made production plan, or taken from 
stock. If both Production and Finance have finished. the product is shipped 
to the customer and the workflow stops. 

Like any design. a workfiow specificat.ion needs to he comrmmic:at('d to differ
ent groups of people, like end users, managers. and tPclmical staff. Hence. it is 
desirable that workfiow specifications ar<' writtl'n in a language that is known to 
all these groups. One wa~· to achiew this is to use a standard language. :-Iore
over. it is desirable that the workfiow language is graphical. Experience shows 
that graphical languages are easier to understand by most people than textual 
ones (consider for <'xamplc the large amount of graphical languages for specifying 
systems in <'nginecring sciences [GD] and computer science [157]). 

Current!~·. no such graphical standard language for workfiow modelling ex
ists. The Workflow Management. Coalition, an industrial standardisation body 
for Workflow Management. has proposed a textual stm1dard language [IGO]. but 
the purpose of that language is to facilitate the interchange of workfiow specifi
cations between software products, not between people. Consequently, models in 
this language are hard to read by people. 

Some people have propot>ed to use Petri nets as a sta11dard language for work
flow modelling [2, !"i5. 58, 132]. Petri nets are graphical. With Petri nets, businet>s 
activities and the ordering between busi11l'ss activities ca11 be spl'cified. This aspect 
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of workflows is called the control-flow dimension or process dimension of workflows 
in literature [2. 118]. Petri nets offl'r some support for modelling resources as well 
(the resource dimension of workflows), but they are not widely used for this pm
pose. 

Recently. anotlwr modelling language has been proposed for describing and 
defining workflows, namely UML activity d'iagro.rns [150, 59, 71]. The Unified 
l\fodl'ling Language (UML) is a dl1-facto industr.v standard consisting of several 
graphical laHguages for representing software system designs [ISO]. The language 
of activity diagrams is one of these graphical languages. The notation of activity 
diagrams is based 011 Petri nets, flowcharts and sL1techarts. Like Petri lll'ts, actiY
ity diagram:o are useful for modelli11g business activities and the ordering between 
businl'ss activities. Activity diagrams offer some limitl'd support for modelling 
resources, but they cannot model the resource usage of workflows very well. In 
this thesis, we use UML activity diagrams to model the process dimension of 
workflows. Figure 1.1 shm,·s the activit~· diagram of the workflow of the running 
example. Ovals represent activity states. rounded rectangles represent wait states, 
and directed l'dges represent transitions. Further details on the notation are given 

Make pro
duction plan 

[insufficient stock] 

Receive 
order 

Check 
customer 

Produce 

Send bill 

reminder 

Handle 
payment 

Figure 1.1 Workflow of production company 
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in Chapter 3. 

Any workflow specification has to satisfy several requirements, depending upon 
the workflow that is being modelled. For example, if the workflow specification is 
put to use in an organisation, an example requirement could be that its workfimv 
instances do not deadlock. Or in the case of a workfiow that handles insurance 
claims. that a claim is only accepted if it has !wen checked twice. Snch require
ments are called fu,nctional requirements. Functional requirements specify what 
should be done. They ar<' contrasted to performance requirements, that specify 
how \\·ell something should be done. An example of a performance requirement is: 
"95% of all workfiow instances arc handled within one week". Every performance 
requirement presupposes a functional requirement. since specifying how well some
thing should be done presupposes specifying what should be clone as well. In this 
thesis, we only consider functional requirements. 

Functional requirements of workfiows can be checked at nm-time by inspect
ing the behaviour of the WFJ\IS, the organisation and the environment of the 
organisatio11, such as customers. If some requirement is seen to be violated. the 
corresponding 1vorkfiow specification can be repaired. Dut not onl~· the workfim\· 
specification needs to be repaired, the running workfiow instances of this crro
neons specification must be repaired as well. For example, sonw part of a running 
workfiow instance may have to be redon<'. or perhaps the whole workfiow instance 
must start all over. If a workfiow specification has a lot of workflow instances or if 
performing a certain activity is very costly. repairing is very expensive. l\Ioreover. 
it may displease cnstomcrs. It is therefore desirable to detect errors in a workflow 
specification before the workflow specification is put to use. 

Some errors can be found by thoroughly testing the workflow specification with 
some example scenarios b<'fore using it in a WFJ\IS. But since a workflow specifica
tion can have infinitely many scenarios due to loops and data. not every possible 
scenario can be tested. The main disadvantage of testing is that, as Dijkstra 
pointed out [52], it shows the presence of errors, but not their absence. In other 
words. if the workflow specification passes all tests. it is still uncertain whether 
or not the workflow specification satisfies the requirement. Another disadvantage 
of testing is that repairing an erroneous model can still be very costly, since some 
previous design steps, like mapping a workfiow specification to the input langnage 
of the workfiow management system, may have to be redone completely. 

It is therefore desirable to detect errors in a workfiow specification at design 
time. not at run time. There are several ways to do this. The simplest way is to 
visually inspect a workfiow specification. Drawback of inspection. however, is that 
like with testing not all errors may be spotted. I\Ioreover. workflow specifications 
can be very complex due to the presence of parallelism, event-driven behaviour, 
real time, data and loops. If the workfiow specification is too complex, visual 
inspection may not be possible or reliable anymore. In addition. the meaning of a 
workfiow specification is usually ambiguous and unclear, that is, different people 
may attach a different meaning torr workflow specification. Consequentl_v. different 
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people might answer the question whether the workfiow specification satisfies a 
particular requirement differently. 

A workfiow specification can be made unambiguous and clear by attaching a 
formal, mathematical sema11tics to the workfiow specification. A formal semanhcs 
maps a workfimv specification to a mathematical structme2

. This mathematical 
structure we call the formal semantics of the workfiow specification. Advantage 
of a workfiow specification with a formal semantics is that it has an unambiguous 
and dear meaning, because there is only one mathematical structure that is the 
meaning of the specification. Another advantage of a formal semantics is that it 
provides a basis for tool support. Tools can mechanically wrify requirements on 
workflow specifications that are so complex that they cannot be verified manually 
by a person. A formal semantics makes clear what has to be implemented i11 a 
tool and does not leave tool implementors with any open issues in the semantics 
that they have to resolve in order to implement the semantics. 

But not every formal semantics is suitable for a workfiow specification. The 
mathematical structure represents the real-world behaviour of the workfiow, so 
that the mathematical structure can be used to analyse the real workfiow. So, the 
mathematical struc:i ure must represent the exec:Htion of the real ,,-orkliow accu
rately, otherwise the mathematical structure may satisfy a particular requirement 
while the real workfiow does not, or the mathematical structure may fail to satisfy 
a requirement whereas the workfiow does satisfy this requirement. This relation 
between actual workfiow execution and mathematical structure is depicted in Fig
ure 1.2. 

The main problem with UML activity diagrams is that they have no formal seman
tics. Although the OMG has provided a semantics for Ul\IL [150]. this semantics 
is informal. As pointed out above, verification of functio11al requirements of work
fiow specifications requires a formal semantics. In addition, th<' OMG semantics 
of l'l\IL activity diagrams is not entirely Sllitable for workf!ow modelling. In other 
words, a formalisation of the OMG semantics of UML activity diagrams does not 
represent workfiow execution accurately. We show this in Chapter 9. 

As Petri nets have a formal semantics, they do not have this problem. In fact, 
some authors [73] have proposed to just use the P<'t.ri net Loken-game semantics for 
activii.v diagrams. as the syntax of activity diagrams resembles the syntax of Petri 
nets. The formal semantics of Petri nets has been defined, however, independently 
from workfiow modelling. Although there is a lot work done on applying Petri nets 
to workfiow modelling (see Chapter 8), we do not knmv of any work in literature 
in which the relation between a Pl'tri net semantics and the real-world behaviour 
of workfiows is sketched. Jt is therefore unclear whether there is a semantics of 
Petri nets that resembles the real-world behaviour of workfiows. It is true that 

2 In systems engineering [20], this mathematical structure is usually called a 'model'. What 
we call 'workflow specification' would be called a "\\·orkflow design· in systems engineering. In 
computer science, however, the term 'model' is used in a broader sense and includes the notion 
of a semi-formal design (specification) with a formal syntax but with an informal, intuitive 
semantics. To avoid confusion. we do not use the word 'model' in this thesis. 
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Workflow specification 

is similar to 
Actual workflow execution ------------------ Mathematical structure 

Figure 1.2 Helatio11 bet~wecn workfim1· execution and formal semantics 

there are some V/FJ\ISs that use the s.vntax of Petri nets for specifying workfiows. 
It is doubtf11l, however, whether these WFMSs attach the token-game semantics 
of Petri nets to such specificatious (Section 8.8). (See Chapter 8 for an extensive 
comparison of our activity diagram semantics with different Petri net semantics.) 

A popular approach to the verification of functional requirements of hardware and 
software s\·stems is model checking [-12 .. '.1:3]. Modd checking is a technique for a11to
matically verifying functional requirements of behavioural models. The functional 
requirements are specified in temporal logic. The checked behavioural models are 
mathematical structures and shonld not be confused with workfiow specifications. 
Several tools, called model checkers, exist that implement model checking. Model 
checkers verify a functional requirement by searching the complete state space of 
the behavioural model. If the model checker docs not find an error, the require
ment is certain to hold. If the model checker docs find an error, the model checker 
retmns a counterexample in the form of a sequence of states that violates the 
requirement. For example, if a hehavio11ral model fails to satisfy the functional 
requirement. that it does not contain a deadlock, then the model checker retmns 
a sequence of states that leads to the deadlock state. This feedback of the model 
checker can help the modeller in finding the error and repairing it. 

The most important other technique for formal verification of functional prop
erties is theorem proving [ 13]. Ad vantage of model checking over theorem proving 
is that with model checking, user requirements can be verified automatically with
out any user interaction. whereas with theorem proving, user interaction may be 
required. Also, if the functional requirement fails to hold, the model checker re
tun1s a counterexample whereas theorem provers do not do this. Finally, model 
checkers arc faster than theorem provers [43]. 

Disadvantage of model checking is that the model checker can handle finite 
state spaces only. whereas theorem proving can handle both finite and infinite 
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state spaces. (The state space of the model mrnit be finite, since model checking 
is an exhaustive search on the state space of the model.) 

But even a finite state space may be too large in practice to be verified by 
a model checker. This problem is alleviated by symbolic modl'l checkc~rs, which 
represent the state space symbolically. A symbolic representation of the state space 
can be model checked more efficiently than an explicit representation. Symbolic 
model checking has been successfully applied to behavioural models that have over 
1020 states [28]. 

In this thesis, W<' use model checking to verify functional requirements. 

1.2 Problem statement 

Having sketched the background of this thesis, we now formulate the goal of this 
thesis as follows. 

The goal of this thesis is to define a formal semantics of activity dia
grams that is suitable for workfiow modelling. The semantics should 
allow verification of functional requirements using model checking. 

The goal sketched above is still rather vague. We make it more concrete by stating 
two requirements that must be satisfied by the formal semantics. These require
ments help to evaluate the developed semantics and also give guidance in finding 
a suitable semantics. 

The formal semantics must represent workfiow behaviour accurately. 

Since we use activity diagrams to model the process dimension of workfiows. 
we only consider the process dimension of workfiow behaviour in this thesis, 11ot 
the resource dimension. By 'accurately', we mean that the formal semantics of an 
activity diagram as workfiow specification is a realistic and faithful representation 
of the real-world behaviour of the corresponding workfiow. From an inaccurate 
semantics, no reliable analysis results can be inferred. Then analysis is useless 
and ineffective. Therefore, the semantics must represent all relevant aspects of 
workfiow behaviour. 

The formal semantics must be "easy to analyse" for a model checker. 

Ideally. to allow for efficient model checking, the state space of the semantics 
of an activity diagram must be as small as possible. 

These two requirements on the semantics are conflicting. An accurate seman
tics of activity diagrams for workfiow modelling deals with all relevant aspects of 
the execution of workfiows in an organisation. It will therefore be more detailed 
and more difficult to analyse than an inaccurate semantics. Whereas a simple 
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semantics that is easy to analyse will contain less details. ancl will therefore be less 
accurate than a more complex semantics. 

We do not put the requirement that the formal semantics must be "easy to use" by 
a workftow modeller. No matter how praiseworthy such a requirement is. it is harcl 
to validate. and requires a large empirical evaluation of the sema11tics, which is 
beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, we think that a semantics satisfying 
the two requirements listed above, especially the first one, will likely be easier to 
use by workflow modellers than a semantics not satisf~·ing these requirements. 

An often heard claim is that a semantics should be "simple". The argument. is 
that using a simple semantics complex constructs can be modelled in a structured 
way. But a simple semantics is not by definitio11 a good semantics. because it 
can be too simple. Then the semantics is inaccurate. Or as the German architect 
Tessenow once said: ''The simplest is not always the best, !mt the best is always 
simple". We therefore do not require the formal semantics to be simple. 

\Ye will not be co11cerned with the question how our semantics could be im
plemented by a state of the art WFl\IS. The problem with commercial state of 
the art WFMSs is that the semantics they attach to an input workflow specifica
tion is not known. Only by observing the behaviour of the WFMSs at run time. 
some of the meaning becomes known. \rnt not all of it. Am! the textual standard 
language proposed by the \\"orkflow l\lanagemeut Coalition [160] does not even 
have a formal sema11tics. It is therefore not possible to relate any formal execution 
semantics. not even the Petri net one. to the behaviour of a real-world \VFl\IS. 
Nevertheless, in Chapter 9 we briefly relate the current state of the art WFl\ISs 
to our semantics, but not in detail. 

1.3 Problem solving approach 

We solve the problem in five st.eps. 

1. We study the domain of workflow modelling in order to identify requirements 
on the formal semantics of activity diagrams. The requirements are char
acteristics of workflow executions that in our opinion should be reflected in 
the formal semantics. The study is based on literature and on several case 
studies that we did. 

2. \Ye define a formal semantics for activity diagrams that satisfies the require
ments identified in the first step. We take the existing execution semantics of 
statecharts and Petri nets as starting point. Petri nets are investigated be
cause they look like activity diagrams and because the~· are frequently used 
for formal workflow specification. Statecliarts are investigated because they 
too look like activity diagrams, but in addition the current Ul\IL semantics 
of activity diagrams is defined in terms of statecharts. Stateclmrts are not 
used ver~' often for formal workflow specification. 
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We define the semantics directly or1 the syntax of activity diagrams. The 
alternative is to translate the syntax of activity diagrams into th<' syntax of 
a formal language, that already has a formal semantics. This is the approach 
adopted in almost every other formalisation of UML activity diagrams (sec 
Chapter 9). Drawback of this approach is that the design choices made iu 
the semantics of the formal language are made to apply to Ul\11 activity 
diagram as well. Although in principle there is nothing wrong with this, it 
may have several awkward consequences for workflow modelling, as we show 
in Chapter 9 for c;everal of these other formalisations. 

3. In fact, we will define two semantics. The first one, called the requirements
le11el semantics. is easy to analyse hnt somewhat abstract. whereas the sec
ond one, called the implementation-level semantics, is difficult to analyse 
but an accurate representation of the behaviour of real workfiows. Both 
semantics are based on existing semantics. 

4. We study the relation between the two semantics in order to find out for 
which activity diagrams and which requirements the requirements-level se
mantics and implementation-level semantics give similar results. For such ac
tivity diagrams and requirements, we can safely use the requirements-level se
mantics and obtain verification results that also hold for the implernentation
level semantics. In addition, we gain more insight in the differences and 
similarities between the two semantics. 

5. We use the requirements-level semantics to verify functional requirements 
of workflow specifications using model checking. Thus we can evaluate how 
vvell that semantics can be used to verify requirements of workflow models. 
We focus on functional requirements and activity diagrams that arc invariant 
under the requirements-level and implementation-level S<'mantics in the sense 
as described in the previous item. Thus. the obtained verification results 
carry over to the implementation-level semantics, even though that semantics 
is considerably more complex than the requirements-level semantics. 

1.4 Outline 

The remainder of this thesis is structured according to the problem solving ap
proach outlined above. 

Chapter 2 explains and analyses the domain of workflow modelling. An inter
pretation of workflow specifications is presented. We will argue that a workflow 
specification prescribes the behaviour of a \YF\IS. hut not of the organisation in 
which the WFMS is embedded. 

Chapter ;) defines the syntax of activity diagrams. The underlying structure of 
an activity diagrams is formally defined. The specification of activities is discussed. 
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Chapter 4 discw.;scs the design choices made in our semantics. The choices arc 
motivated by the analysis of the domain of workflow modelling that was done in 
Chapter 2. Both the Petri net and stateclmrt execution semantics are considered 
as a starting poiut for the semantics. The statechart execution is chosen. since it 
fits our purposes best. The requireme11ts-lcvcl and implement a ti on-level semantics 
are informal!~, introdncecl. 

Chapter 5 formally defines the requirements-level and implementation-level 
semantics. The semantics is defined in terms of transition systems. 

Chapter 6 studies the similarities and differences between the rcquirements
level and implementation-level semantics. A class of activity diagrams that have 
similar behaviour. at a certain level of abstraction, in the requircmeuts-lcvel se
mantics and implementation-level semantics. is defined. 

Chapter 7 discusses possible semantics for some constructs 11ot considered in 
the previous chapters. Among others, object flows are discussed. 

Chapter 8 compares the two semantics with several Petri net variants. The 
comparison focuses on the modelling of several aspects of workflow modelling. 

Chapter 9 compares the two semantics with other related work, including the 
informal OMG semantics of UML activity diagrams and formalisations of that 
semantics. Other formal workflow modelling languages are also discussed. 

Chapter 10 discusses tool support that we developed for verification of func
tional requirements on acti\·it~- diagrams using model checking. The tool trans
lates an activit>· diagrams into an input for a model checker c1ccording to our 
requirements-level semantics. If the modd checker returns a c01111tcrexample. the 
tool highlights a COJTl'Sponding path through the activity diagram. The tool allows 
the verification of workflow specifications tliat have event-driven behaviour, data, 
real time and loops. A class of functional n•quirements that arP insensitive to the 
requirements-level aud implementation-level semantics is definl'd. If a functional 
requirement in this class is verified against an activity diagram of the class defined 
in Chapter 6. the rl'sult of the verification under the requirement s-lcwl semantics 
is the same as the result under the implementation-level semantics. 

Chapter 11 applies the verification approach of Chapter 10 to two real-life case 
studies, that are basl'cl on workflows actually in use in organisations. Lessons 
learned are discussl'd. 

Chapter 12 contains conclusions, a smrn11ary of contributions, and gives direc
tions for future work. 

Preliminary results of the research reported in this thesis appl'ar in the follow
ing publications [6:~. G.J. 65. 66. 67]. 



Chapter 2 

Workflow concepts 

In 1 his chapter we explain and analyse the domain of workfiow modelliug. First we 
focus on workfiows in general, th<'n we :t,oom in on workfiow management systems, 
and final!.\· we explain how we interpret workflow specifications. In the remainder 
of this tl1csis we use the analysis done in this chapter to define and motivate our 
semantics. 

Section 2.1 explains wliat workfiows arc. Section 2.2 explains how workfiow 
management systems coordinate workfiows. Section 2.3 discusses the architecture 
of workfiow management systems. Section 2.-.1 focuscs on the class of software sys
tems that. workfiow management systems belong to. the class of reactive systems. 
Finally. Section 2.5 discusses various possible interpretations of a workfiow spec
ification. The tirst three sections of this chapter are based on literatme (among 
others [2. 31. 7G. 81. 82. lo:3. 118. 135. 159. lfil]) and scwral case studies that we 
did. 

2.1 Workflows 

The following concepts arc important for workfiow modelling (see Fignre 2.1 ). A 
business process is an ordered set of business activities. The goal of a business 
process is to ddiver a certain requested service or product. For example, if .John 
Smith sends an insurance claim to his insurance company. then a business process 
that handles the insurance claim will be started in the insurance company. 

A bvsirzess actic'ity or ucth·ity is an amount of work that is uninterruptible 
and that is performed in a non-zero span of Lime. For example, in an insurance 
company possible activities are Check credit and Hrmdle payme'llf. Al'tivities are 
done by actors. Actors are persons or machines. A machine can be a computer. 
A person nsually makes use of a computer (machine) to do his activities. If an 
actor is a rnac:liine, 110 intcractio11 with a person is needed to do the activity. So 
then the activity is automatic:. 
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Figure 2.1 Workfiow concepts and their relation 

A work:flow is an operational business process. A workfiow specification defines 
a workf\ow. A workflow specification is also called workflow schema or workflow 
design. The Workfiow Management Crn1Jition (WFMC) calls a workfiow specifi
cation a process definition [161]. An instance of a workfiow specification is called 
a case. 

In a case. work items are passed and manipulated. An example of a case is the 
process that handles the insurance claim of John Smith. An example of a work 
item is the claim form of John Smith. More in general, in a case case attributc8 
are read and updated. Case attributes are work items and other relevant data of 
the case. Actors update case attributes in activities. Case attributes, including 
work items, are usually stored in a database system; see Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 

At any moment in time, the case may be distributed over several actors. A dis
tributed part of the case 1ve call a thn:wl. borrmYing terminology from UJ\IL [150]. 
Each thread has a local state. There arc two kinds of local state. 

• In an activity 8tate an actor is executing an activity in a part of the case. 

• In a wait state the case is waiting for some external event or temporal event. 

We allow multiple instances of states to be active at the same time. For exam
ple. suppose that two activities A. B that are active in parallel are each followed 
by the same activity C. That is, if A (B) terminates, C starts. If both A and B 
terminate at the same time, the result is that two instances of C will be active at 
the same time. The global state of the case is therefore a bag (synonym: multisct). 
rather than a set. of local states of the distributed parts of the case. 

The dPfinition, creation, and management of cases is done by a workfiow man
agement system (WFMS), on the basis of workflow specifications. In this thesis. 
any computer system that implements workfiow management functionality is called 
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a WFMS. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we explain how WFMSs control and coordinate 
cases using workflow specifications. 

Workflow specifications have two important dimensions: the process or control
flow dimension and the resource dimension. The process dimension concerns the 
ordering of activities in time (what activities have to be done in what order). The 
resoun;e dimension concerns the structure of the resources in the organisation 
(who has to do an activity). 

In the process dimension, there are several ordering constructs possible between 
activities. The most obvious ones are sequence (activity A is done before activity 
B), choice (either A or B is done but not both), parallel composition (A and B 
are done in parallel), and iteration (A is done zero or more times. after which B is 
done). Van der Aalst et al. [7] have found other ordering constructs that are also 
used in existing workfiow specifications. 

In the resource dimension, the relevant characteristics of the actors are mod
elled. Actors are grouped according to organisational units they belong to. Actors 
are also grouped according to roles. A role is a set of characteristics of actors [161]. 
For people, a role can refer to skills, responsibility, or authority. For example, in 
an insurance company an example role might be senior officer. For machines, a 
role can refer to computing capabilities, for example a machine with the Windows 
NTTl\1operatiug system. For each activity a role is specified that states which 
actors are allowed to do the activity. For example, if an insurance claim of over 
€ 5000 is processed, it might be specified that the activity Check payment is done 
by somebody with the senior officer role. Roles link activities and actors. and thus 
link the process and resource dimension. 

Sometimes, the intermediate concept of a group is used. A group is a set of 
actors, who all can play the same role. By allocating an activity to a group of 
actors, rather than to a single actor, actors have more flexibility in selecting their 
work and a more efficient division of labour can be brought about. To keep the 
presentation simple, we do not consider groups in this thesis. 

In this thesis, we focus ou modelling the process dimension of workflows. When 
we use the term workfiow specification, we refer to a specification i hat describes the 
process dimension of a workfiow. Iu the remainder of this chapter, we sometimes 
refer to the resource dimension, i.e. actors. in order to explain the concept of 
workfiow management more clearly. 

2.2 Workflow management 

Before we explain how \\·orkfiow management s~·stems (\VFl\ISs) coordinate work
flows, we discuss the subtle difference between a WFMS on the one hand, and a 
workfiow system (WFS) on the other hand. A WFMS is a general purpose ma
chine: it needs a workflow specification to make it useful for a particular purpose. 
Compare this to a computer that iweds a program to compute something specific 
and a database management system that needs a database schema to store some 
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specific data. A WFMS that is instantiated with one or more workflow specifica
tions is called a workflow system (WFS). just like a database management system 
instantiated \Vith one or more database schemas is callee! a database system. Until 
now, when we used the term 'WFMS', we sometimes intended a WFS. From now 
on. we will use the term 'WFS' whenevc•r we mean a WFMS instantiated with a 
vvorkflow specification. 

Cases arc controlled and coordinated by workflow systems (WFSs). For each 
case that a WFS controls and coordinates. the WFS t'Ilsures that the actors do 
the activities of that case in the right order, by informing the right actors at the 
right time that they have to do some activities. Which order is right and which 
actor is right is specified in the workflow specification with which the \\'FS was 
instantiated. Enforcement of rull's in a workflow specification by a WFS is called 
enactment [161]. 

Figure 2.2 shows how a \YFS interacts with actors and a database system. 
Actors, database system and WFS together are part of the organisation. The 
organisation has an environment with which it interacts. The most important 
entities in the environment are the cm;tomers to which the organisation delivers 
its products and services. 

A \\'FS informs actors that they may start some new activities. \\'hen an 
actor completes, it notifies the \VFS that it has finished its activity. An actor is 
under the social obligation to only start an activity once the WFS has notified him 
that he may start the activity. l\Ioreovcr, an actor should finish an activity he is 
working on. These may seem obvious constraints or assumptions; nevertheless we 
state them here explicit!:.· for better understanding of workflow management. 
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A typical input event for a \VFS is an activity termination event. If a WFS 
receives an activity termination event, the WFS mnst decide what activities have 
to be done next. In order to decide this, the \YFS needs to know what activities 
are currently being executed. In other words, the WFS needs to know the state 
of the case. In the exampll' \vorkfiow of the production com pan~· (Figure 1.1). the 
WFS must know that it is in state Receive order when the termination event of 
activity Rf'ceire order occurs. in order to make the right decision1 . 

In addition. the WFS needs to know what transitions are possible from the 
current state to another state. The WFS makes a decision by choosing one of 
the pos!'ible transitions a11d taking it. By taking a transition the state of the 
case is changed. For example, in the workflow of the production company. there 
is only one transition leaving state Receive order. Thus, if activity Receive order 
terminates, the WFS can only decide to next enable activities Check stock and 
Check customer and update the state of the case from Receive order to Check 
stock, Check customer. 

:'\ext. the \\TS needs to allocate the activities to some actors. The \YFS first 
looks at the role specified for each new activity and chooses an actor that belongs 
to this role. It then allocates the activity to this actor, and informs the actor that 
it should do the activity. 

Both the possible states of a case and transitions between these statl'S are 
defined in a workfiow specification. In addition, the workflow specification contairni 
allocation rules. specified in terms of roles and actors. bnt we leave them out of 
the discussion as they do not belong to the process dimension. Using the workflow 
specification, the WFS maintains the state of each case. If an event occurs. the 
vVFS roates the case: it changes the state of the case, i.e., it takes a transition, and 
informs the relevant actors what activities have to be clone next. Typical input 
events arc activity termination events. but other events (e.g. external. temporal) 
arc also possible (see Section 2.4). We come back to the issue of state and transition 
in Section 2 .4 

Every case has some data associated with it, for example the name and address 
of the applicant of an insurance claim. The data is used and changed b:; actors in 
activities, and maintained by a database system. A database system ensures that 
all data it maintains is consistent and stays consistent [56. 152]. For example. if 
the name of a client is changed, the database system removes the previous name, 
in order to ensure that each client in the database system only has one name. 
J\Ioreover, a database system ensures that the data is maintained in a reliable way. 
Reliability means that if tbc database system fails or goes down. the data can be 
recovered. 

The unit of consistent and reliable database access is called a transaction [56, 
152]. An (A Cl D) transaction [56. 152] is a sE'quencc of update (change) and read 
(use) operatious on a database that must be executed atomically and in isolation 

1 Throughout this thesis, names of activities arc written in italic whereas names of nodes and 
states are written in sans serif. 
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from each other. Execution of au activity corr('sponds to a transaction: During 
execution of an activity. the database is access('d by the actor. in order to read 
or update some data. There are many possible links between an activity and 
a transaction [79]. One transaction can correspond to one or more activities or 
even the whole workflow. In this thesis, we make the choice that every activity 
corr('sponds to a unique ACID transaction. The ACID transaction is started by 
the \\'FS when the activitv starts executing: the ACID transaction is e11ded by the 
WFS when the activity has terminated. More advanced transaction concepts with 
relaxed atomicity and isolation, are also possible for workflows, see for example 
Grefen et al. [83]. but we do not consider those here. 

Two important properties of transactions arc atomicity and isolation. Atom
icity means that a trammction is not done partially: either it completes or is 
undone. Isolation means that two parallel transactions do not interfere with each 
other: intermediate results of each transaction are hidden from other trammc
tions. An example of inkrferencl' is when two parallel transactions both update 
the same address. The WFS can prevent interference by forbidding two interfering 
transactions, i.e., their corresponding activities, to be active at the same time. 

Unlike actors, the \\'FS does not update data, since it does not do activities, 
but coordinates them. Sometimes, however, the WFS uses (reads) data variables 
to decide which activity should be started next. These variables are stored in the 
database system. For example, if Check stock terminates, the WFS uses boolean 
insufficient stock in order to decide whether or not Make production plan needs to 
be clone. Such data is called control data [102]. All data other than control data 
is called prnduction data [102]. A typical example of production data are work 
items. As production data is not used by a WFS, we do not consider it here. So 
case <'lttributes represent control data. 

The whole organisation is an open system that interacts with its environment. 
Therefore. the environment can interact with each of the parts of the organisation. 
as shown in Figure 2.3. For example, a custom('r of th(' production company can 
interact with the company, with employees of the company (the actors), with a 
database system. and even with the \\'FS, for example to retrieve the current state 
of his order. 

2.3 Architecture of workflow systems 

Figure 2.3 shows the architecture of an abstract workflow system; it decomposes 
the workflow system in Figure 2.2. The architecture is based upon several existing 
architectures of\YFSs [31. 81. 118, 159]. '.\:"ote that the architecture focuses m1 the 
process dimension of workflows; the resource dimension is left out. In this thesis 
we assume that th(' WFS controls a single case. A genPralisation to a WFS that 
controls multiple cases is straightforward under the assumption that cases do not 
interact with each other. The main components of the WFS arc the queue and the 
router. The environment interacts with the WFS by putting events in the queue. 
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Figure 2.3 Abstract workflow system architectnre 

On basis of these events and the current state of the case. the router component 
of the vVFS routes the case as prescribed by the workfiow specification of the case. 
As a result, some new activity instances can be started. All attributes of a case, 
i.e., both production and control data, are stored in the database (see Figure 2.2). 
The state of the case is maintained by the WFS itself. In this thesis, we do not 
treat tllE' state of the rase as a case attribute: instead. it is a kind of meta attribute 
of the case. Scheduled timeouts are maintained and raised by the clock manager 
on basis of an internal dock. 

Note that the case attributes are updated during an activity by the actors, not 
by the WFS. For example, an actor may update a work item hy editing it with 
a word processor. But the transitions between the states of the case (activity or 
wait) arc performed by the vVFS, not by an actor. 13y taking these transitions the 
vVFS routes the case. 

2.4 Reactive systems 

Workfiow systems are reactive systems. A reactive system is a software system 
that maintains an ongoing interaction with its environment [91. 122, 157]. The 
goal of a reactive system is to create certain desirable effects in its ('nvironment 
by reacting to input events in a certain way. For a WFS, characteristic input 
events are activity termination events, in Figure 1.1 for example the termination 
of activity Receive oTder. A WFS uses other events as well, that we will describe 
below. And a characteristic desirable cf.feet of a \VFS to an activity termination 
event is the enabling of new activity instances, for example enabling Check stock 
and Check customer if Receive order terminates. and informing the appropriate 
actors that they have to do some new activities. 

The reaction of a reactive system often depends upon the current state of the 
system and the input event that is responded to. As we saw in Section 2.2, this 
is also true for WFSs. For example, in Figure 1.1, if event receive payment occurs, 
th(m activity Handle payment will only be started if the case is in state WAIT-3. 
Moreover, the reaction may leave the system in a different state than it was before. 
So in the activity diagram of Figure 1.1, if event receive payment occurs while the 
case is in state WAIT-3, the next state of the case will be Handle payment. The 
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Action 
enable 
Check: stock:, 
Check: c11.stome1· 
enable jfah: 
production plan 

Next state 
Check stock, 
Check cus
tomer 
Make produc
tion plan 
WAIT-1 

enable Handle pay-
Handle paymenl ment 

Table 2.1 Some EGA rules for workfioff of production company (Figure 1.1) 

WFS reaches this state by routing th<' case. 
Reactive s:v·stems are often contrasted to transformational svstcms [91. 122. 

l!i7]. A transformat.ional system. computes an out.put from an input. The output 
only depends upon the input and not upon some internal state of the system. The 
011tput does not have any intended effect upon the envirom1wnt. A transfonna
tional system only interacts with its environment to collect input and to deliver 
ontput. During computation, the interaction of a transformational system with 
its environment is 11ot important. 

Reacti\'C systems should also be contrasted with ac:ti,·e systems. An acfr1•e 
system decides itself when it will do something and what it will do then: it does 
not respond to its environment. An active s:»stem has therefore no interaction with 
its environment, i.e., it is closed. when~as a reactive system is open. Nevertheless. 
parts of the active system can interact with each other, in other words. they can 
react to each other. At a suitable level of abstraction, a reactive system compm,;ed 
with au environment is a closed, active system. 

The behaviour of a re<ictivc system can be described using reaction rules of 
the form event-condition-action (ECA) [157]. An ECA rule e-c-a has the following 
meaning: 

if event e occurs and condition c is trne. then do action a 

The condition can refer to an internal state of the system. Actions can update the 
iuternal state of the system. Table 2.1 shmYs some ECA rules for the workflow of 
the production company. Since we are only concerned with tlw proc<'SS dimension 
of \\·orkflows. the selection and notification of actors (the resource dimension) is 
not shown as part of the net.ion. 

Note that second and third entr.v of Table 2.1 together represent a choice. 
Although the outcome of this choice is presnmably influenced by the environment 
of the \VFS. i.e .. attribut(' insufficient stock is updated in one of the activities. the 
choice is made by the v\:FS. 

ECA rules impl('ment the ordering rules mentioned in Section 2.1. thus cnforc-
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ing sequence. In Chapter 3, we will see that ECA rules are also used in activity 
diagrams to label the edges. 

\Ve now describe the three compoIH'nts of an ECA rulE' in more detail. 

Events. An e·1•ent is some instantaneous. discrete change in the state of the 
world [157]. Examples of events are pushing a button, receiving a l(~tter, picking 
up the phone. Since en~nts are i11stantaneo11s, they occur at a point in time; they 
do not have any duration. An event can also be modelled in UML; there it is 
called a signal [150]. 

There are several kiwls of events, some general and some particular for work
flows (sec Figure 2.1). First, the change that the event signifies can be referred to 
by giving a name to the change itself or to 1he condition that changes [157]. This 
gives us two kinds of events. Both kinds can be specified in Ul\IL [ISO]. 

• A named event is an event that is given an unique name [150, 157]. For 
example. in Figure 1.1 receive payment is a11 external event. 

• A condition change P.Vent is an event that represents that a boolean condition 
has become true[150, 157]. To represent condition change events, UML uses 
the keyword when. For example. when(c) is the condition change event that 
represents that condition c becomes true. 

Second, a temporal event is a moment in time to which the system is expected 
to respond. i.e. some deadline [150. 157]. In the U:'.\IL. there are two kinds of 
temporal events, relative and absolute. Relative temporal events are specified 
with the after keyword whereas absolute temporal events are specified with the 
when keyword. The after( n) event expression, where n is a positive integer, means 
that n time units after the source of the edge was entered a timeout is generated. 
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For example in Figmc 1.1. two weeks after node WAIT-3 is entered, a timeout is 
generated. The when(t) event expression, where t represents a set of points in 
time, means that the firl:lt timepoint from now that is in t, a temporal event is 
generated. For example, if today is March 15. then the temporal event of when(first 
of month) \vill be generated at April 1. 

Third, a typical kind of event in a workflow is a termination event, which 
denotes that a certain activity has terminated (it is not important who the actor 
was). Above, we have already seen examples of termination events. Termination 
events can be seen as a special kind of condition change event: it will be convenient. 
however, to treat them separately from condition change events. Termination 
events cannot be denoted in Ul\IL. 

A useful distinction between events is whether they are generated by the en
vironment or by the system. If an event is generated by the environment of the 
system. so outside the system, it is e.rtcrnal. If an event is generated by the system. 
it is internal. An event is either external or internal but not both. 

Finally, an event can be either broadcast or point-to-point. A broadcast ecent 
Cb can trigger arbitrarily many ECA rules with event label e0 at the same time, 
whereas a point-to-point c1•ent ep can trigger at most one ECA rule with lctbel ep. 

Conditions. Conditions are boolean expressions. They can only refer to the 
internal state of the case and to control data, i.e., to some case attrihutes. Evalu
ating a condition should not have a side effect. 

Actions. The only actions we consider are changing the state of the case. notify
ing the appropriate actors that they have to do some new activities, and generating 
internal events. In Section 2.5, we will see that the informing of actors can be ab
stracted from. \Ye do not consider update actions on case attributes, as case 
attributes are updated by actors in activities, not by a WFS. 

2.5 Interpreting workflow specifications 

Iu this thesis we use activity diagrams to specify workflows. Since the goal of the 
thesis is to define a semantics for activity diagrams, we must devote some attention 
to the question what actually the meaning of a workflow specificatiou is. In other 
words. what does a workflow specification specify'! 

As (~xplained in Section 2.3, a workflow specification defines ordering rules, iu 
this case ECA rules. between business activities. The ordering rules prescribe how 
a WFS must behave in order to ensure that activities an~ done in the right order. 
The meaning of a workflow specification should therefore be defined in terms of a 
WFS. 

Adopting this interpretation has some subtle consequences. We can illustrate 
this best by referring to the definition of activity state. As explained in Section 2.1, 
in an activity state of a workflow, an actor is busy executing an activity. This 
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description takes the perspective of the organisation. From the perspective of thc 
\VFS, however, an activity state of a workflow is a state in which the vVFS has 
enabled some activity by informing some actor that he can start the activity. The 
\VFS wads in the activity state for an activity termination event, that signifies 
that the actor has completed the activity. 

Consequently, for the WFS, the activity is a kind of black box. Only the 
outcome of an activity has an effect on the execution of the workflow; how this 
outcome is reached is not interesting from the perspective of a WFS. Activities 
are therefore specified declaratively. An imperative specification would imply that 
the \VFS does the activity. But the outcome of an activity is not computed by 
the vVFS. "''e therefore specify activities declaratively as black boxes. 

Another consequence is that we abstract from the fact that an actor may not 
be irnrnediately i:\vailable to do a certain i:\c:tivit:v·. If a \VFS enters an acti\·ity state. 
it mcn·l)· informs the relevant i:\Ctor that he should do the corresponding activity, 
but thc actor docs not have to start immediately. During analysis, we will assume 
that the actor behaves in a fair way: he will eventually execute the activity. 

Putting this one step further, we altogether abstract from actors. We just 
assume that an activity, once enabled, will terminate. That an actor is needed to 
perform an activity is irrelevant for the process dimension of workflows. 

The most important consequence, however, is that the workflow specification 
specifics a reactive system, since a WFS is a reactive. Usually another interpre
tation is adopted, namely that a workflow specification specifies an active system. 
For example, if a Petri net is used to model a workflow, representing activities by 
transitions, it is tacitly assumed that an active system is modelled: the transitions 
in a Petri net are active transitions, not reactive ones (see Chapter 8). Activitics 
then are white boxes rather than black boxes. t:nder such an interpretation, a 
workflow specification presumably specifics the behaviour of the entire organisa
tion, including the \YFS, and its em·iromncnt, rather than only the \VFS. (A Petri 
net caimot model only the organisation. since even an organisation is reactive: it 
interacts with its environment, for example customers.) It may be clear that it is 
far more difficult to model a complete organisation and its environment accurately 
than Lo model a single WFS accurately. \Ve therefore do not interpret a workflow 
specification as specifying an active system. 

Sunnnarising, states in a workflow specification are states of a WFS during 
which it waits for some events. When thP events occur, the ECA rules of tlH' 
workflow specification tell the WFS what it should do. Activities are specified 
clec:larativcly as black boxes. Actors are abstracted from. 
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Chapter 3 

Syntax of activity diagrams 

This chapter introduces the syntax of activity diagrams, as described in the current 
version (1.4) of UML [150]. The semantics, the mapping from the syntax to a 
mathematical structure. will be defined in the next chapters. 

Section 3.1 explains the syntactic constructs that can be used in UML activity 
diagrams. Section 3.2 introduces the notion of an activity hypergraph as the un
derlying syntactic structure of a U~\IL activity diagram. Section 3.3 explains how 
an activity diagram maps into an activity hypergraph. Finally, Section 3.4 explains 
how activities are specified. The first section is based on the U:tvIL stand;ud [150]. 

3.1 Syntactic constructs 

An activity diagram is a directed graph, consistiug of nodes and directed edges. 
The most commonly used nodes arc shown in Figure 3.1. An activity diagram 
models the behaviour of a system. A node represents a state of the system. (Our 
terminology differs slightly from literature. where the term 'state' is used instead 
of 'node'; and likewise 'transition' instead of 'edge'. Since the terms 'state' and 

G 8 GZJ 
atomic activity node wait node compound activity node 

I- () • (!) 

fork/join node decision/merge node initial node final node 

Figure 3.1 Activity diagram nodes 
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'transition' denote a semantic concept, not a syntactic one, we prefer the terms 
·node· and ·edge'.) 

In an atomic activity state1 the system waits for termination of an activity 
that has been enabled upon entry of the state. In a wait state the system waits 
for the occurrence of an event, e.g. some deadline occurs or a customer sends 
some additional information. A wait state is also used for synchronisation of a 
thread with other parallel threads: in the wait state the s~·stem then waits for the 
completion of the other parallel threads. We come back to this issue on page 28. 
In a compound activity state another activity diagram is executed. This other 
activity diagram is started when the compound state is <'ntered. \Yhen the activity 
diagram finishes, the compound activity state is left. 

The system starts in the initial state and ends in one or more final states. 
A final state means local termination of the corresponding thread; other parallel 
threads can still continue to execute. Using a fork (a bar with one incoming edge 
and more than one outgoing edge) a thread can be split in seYeral parallel threads. 
Using a join (a bar with more than one incoming edge and one outgoing edge) 
multiple parallel threads can be merged i11to one thread. In a decision (a diamond 
with one i11coming edge and more than one outgoing edge) 011e of the outgoing 
edges is chosen, if the incoming <'dge is taken. In a merge (a diamond with more 
than one i11coming edge and one outgoing edge) the outgoing c'clge is taken. if one 
of the incoming edges is taken. 

Nodes are linked by directed edges, that represent sequence. We will use the 
term ·edge· throughout this thesis to sta11cl for directed edge. The node that the 
edgC' leaves is called the source; the node that the edge enters is called the target. 
The edge always points at the target. An edge is labelled with a11 ECA rule e[ cl/ a, 
where e is an event expression, r· a guard condition expression, and a an action 
expression. Events are also called signals in UML. Each of these three components 
is optional. An edge with label r:[ c]/ a has the following meaning: If the system 
is in the source state, the event e occurs, and the guard condition c evaluates to 
true, then the source state is left, the actions a are performed, and the target state 
is entered. Since the transition is triggered by the occurrence of e, event e is called 
the trigger event or simply trigger of the edge in UML [150]. Note the similarity 
with the ECA rules discussed in Section 2.4. 

Sometimes we give an edge a name for ease of identification. \Ve write this 
name in front of the ECA label, followed by a colon. For example. el : e[c]/a 
labels an edge with name el and ECA label e[ cl/ a. 

\Ve now discuss events, guards, and actions in more detail. The events that 
can be specified in activity diagrams we already listed in Section 2.4. Termination 
events are not specified explicitly in an activity diagram. \Ve use the convention 
that an edge leaving an activity node A and having no visible event labcL is 
implicitly labelled with a termination event that signifies that the enabled activity 
A has terminated. Below, we will forbid that an edge that leaves an activity state 

1 Ul\IL 1.4 calls an activity node an action state [1.SOI. 
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has any other event expression in its label. since that would denote an interrupt, 
whereas an activity cannot be interrupted. since ii is atomic. 

A guard expression is a boolean expression that can refer to local variables of 
the activity diagram. The local variables of an activity diagram are booleans, in
tegers and strings. Guard expressions can be combined using the logical operators 
/\, V and ' . Special guard expressions arc the in and else predicates. Predicate 
in(name). where name is a node name. is true if and only if the system is in state 
name. Predicate else can only be used to label an edge that leaves a decision node 
(represented by diamond). It cannot be combined with other guard expressions. 
so for example [else /\ x=lO] is not a guard expression. Predicate else ahbre\·iates 
the negation of the disjunction of the guard labels of the other edges that leave 
the decision node. For example in Figure 1. L the else predicate on the edge that 
enters node Notify customer abbreviates not( payment ok). If an edge does not have 
a guard expression, the eclg(' is implicitly labelled with guard expression [true]. 

Actions arc clone by the system if and when it takes the edge. The only action 
expressions we allow are sets of send event action expressions. The events in the 
set arc generated if the edge is taken. Other action expressions in an edge label 
would change the case attributes. But case attributes are changed by actors in 
activities, not by the WFS. We therefore do not allow any other action expressions. 

The UML defines some extra symbols for event sending and reception. The 
sending of an event can be represented by a convex pentagon that looks like a 
rectangle with a triangular point on one side. The label of the symbol specifies 
which ewnt is sent. Figure 3.2(a) shmn an example. The event sending symbol 
is similar to a wait node whose outgoing edge generates the event. The activity 
diagram in Figure 3.2(a) is equivalent to the activity diagram in Figure 3.2(b). 

The reception of an event can be represent by a concave pentagon that looks 
like a rectangle with a triangular notch in one of its sides. The label of the symbol 
specifies which event is received. Figure 3.2(c) shows an example. This symbol is 
similar to a wait node whose outgoing edge is triggered by the event. The activity 
diagram in Figure 3.2(c) is cquivalcnt to the activity diagram in Figure 3.2(d). 

The notation presumes that a wait node only has one outgoing edge. If a wait 
node has morn than one outgoing edge, such as node WAIT-3 in Figure 1.1, then 
the notation cannot be used for this node. 

V\'c will not use these extra symbols in the remainder of this thesis. 

UML constructs removed. 

• lJpdate actions on edges. As explained above. an update action \YOllld denote 
an update on a case attribute. But case attributes are updated in activities 
by actors, not in transitions by the V\TFS. WP therefore do not have update 
actions on edges. ~ote that technically speaking. update actions can he 
added without a problem to the syntax and semantics, along similar lines as 
in existing semantics for statecharts r46. 62]. 
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A B A B 

(a) (b) 

A e B B 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.2 Abbreviations for e,·ent sending and e\-cnt reception 

Note that the state of the case is not represented as a case attribnte. The 
\YFS updates the state of the case while routing the case. 

• Synchronisation states synchronise parallel threads. A synchronisation state 
is similar to a wait state: the only difference is that it has a bound \d1ereas 
as a wait state has not. The bound limits the number of outgoing edges 
that can be taken, bnt does not limit the number of times the wait state is 
entered r150]. 

Synchronisation states can be added without a problem. but we do not con
sider them here. We did not 11ced them in our case studies. 

• Do-activities in T;l\IL l.clc are activities performed by the software system. 
In our case, the software system is a WFS. The activity states in a11 activity 
diagram then represent execution of business activities. Business activities 
arc clone by actors. not by tlw \\TS. So \W do not use clo-actiYities to model 
business activities. 

• Swirnlanes allocate activities to software packages. actors, or organisational 
units. \Ye do not consider swimlanes. since they are part of the resource 
dimension of workflow modelli11g and do not impact the execution semantics 
of activity diagrams. \Ye here assume that enough resources are available to 
carry out every enabled activity e\·entually. 

• An object flow node represents an object in a certain state. Objects arc 
processed in activities. An object can be input to an activity. represented 
by a clashed edge from an object flow node to an activity node, or output 
from an activity, represented by a clashed edge from an activity node to an 
object flow 11ocle. 

The sema11tics of object flows and object flow uocles in the new UML ver
sion (2.0) will differ considerably from the semantics in version lA of UML, 
cmrent at the time of writing (2002). We explain this in Chapter 7. Objects 
arc not control data. So object flows and object flow nodes are not needed 
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to Illodel the process dimension of workflows. \Ye come back to object flows 
in Chapter 7. 

• Other constrncts. like deferred events awl dynalllic concurrency. Wf' discuss 
in Chapter 7. 

Pseudo nodes and compound edges. Although we stated at the beginning 
of this section that nodes represent states, this is not true for all nodes in an 
activity diagram. The fork and join node and the decision and merge node are 
called pseudo nodes in UML2 [150]. Pseudo nodes do not represent system states 
but are syntactic sngar nsed to glue edges together. A set of edges that is glued 
together is called a compound edge in UML [lSO]. 

Compound edges have the following two properties. First, a compound edge 
is atomic: either all edges in the compound edge are taken. or none. Second. all 
edges in the componnd edge are taken at the same time. That is, it is not allowed 
to first tak<' the first. part of a compound edge, then wait for some event, and then 
take the second part. 

The intended meaning of a fork or join node and decision or merge node is 
as follows. Both a fork node and a join node are AND nodes. All incoming and 
all outgoing edges of an AND node belong to the same compound edge and thus 
are taken simultaneously. Both a decision node and a merge node arc OR nodes. 
Precisely one of the incoming and one of the outgoing edges of the OR nodl' belong 
to the same componnd edge and thus are taken simultaneously. In Section 3.3 we 
cliscnss this in more detail. 

Like an ordinary edge, a compound edge has an ECA label. The ECA label is 
derived from the edges contained in the compound edge as follows. 

• The trigger event of the componnd edg(' is the trigger event of one of the 
component edges. Below we require that at most one edge in the compound 
edge has a trigger evc11t. 

• The guard of the compound edge is the conjunction of the guard conditions 
of all the edges in the compound edge. 

• The set of semi actions of the compound ('dge is the union of each individual 
set of send actions of every edg<~ in the compound edge. 

B~, taking the edges in a compound edge. some non-pseudo nodes are left (the 
sources) and other 11011-pseudo nodes are entered (the targets). Y\'c call these nodes 
the sources and targets of the compound edge. To describe th(' effect of taking 
a compound edge 011b' the sources and targets of the compound edge need to be 
known. The edges that are part of the compound edge and the pseudo nodes 
that link them can he abstracted frolll. So, we can model a compound edge as a 

2 UJVIL defines initial and final nodes also as pseudo nodes. but since these do not glue edges 
together, we regard them as real nodes in this thesis. 
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transition from some sources Lo some targets. Such a transition is called a directed 
hypcrcdge, or hyperedge for short. 

The difference between a (directed) hyperedge and a (directed) edge is that a 
hyperedge can have more than one source and more tlrnn one target \Yhereas an 
edge always has a single source and a single target. So an edge can be seen as a 
hypcredge with a single source and a single target. Like an edge, a hyperedge is 
labelled with an ECA rule. The ECA rule of a hypercdge is the ECA rule of the 
corresponding compound edge. 

Due to compound edges. the syntactic structure underlying a C"t\IL actiYity 
diagram is not a graph, but a hypergraph. A hypergraph is graph with hyperedgcs 
instead of edges. In Section :3.2, we will formally define the hypergraph structure 
that underlies a Ul\11 activity diagram. In Section 3.:1, we will explain how an 
activity diagram maps into a hypergraph. 

Concurrent termination. With a join, two or more parallel threads can be 
merged into one thread. Both the incoming and outgoing edges of the join are 
part of the same compound edge and thus are taken at the same time. 

If more than one of the sources is an activity node, this may lead to awkward 
situations. As explained above, the intended meaning of an activity node is that 
the system waits for termination of an activity that has been enabled upon entry 
of the state; the activity node is left when the activity terminates. But when 
two acti,·ity nodes are both sources of the same compound edge. this meaning no 
longer holds. 

For example, in Figure 3.:{(a) activiti<~s A and B are active in parallel. Both 
need not terminate at the same time. So suppose A terminates before B. Then 
ideally node A should be left. since in A the system waits for the termination of 
activity A. But the other edge that leaves B is not yet enabled. 

There are two options for the system: either staying in A, or leaving A and 
not yet entering the join node. With the first option, the system is still in A even 
though A has terminated. That is not desirable, since the intended meaning of 
an activity state is that the corresponding acti\·ity has not ~·et terminated: the 
state is left when the corresponding activity terminates. We therefore reject the 
first option. With the second option, the system must stay somewh('re between A 

WAIT-1 

WAIT-2 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.3 Concurrent termination 
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and the join. Then. the state of the system is apparently the edge leaving A and 
entering the join node. But an edge is not a state: a system cannot 'be' in an 
edge. An edge merely denotes sequeuce between states, but is not a state itself. 
\Ne therefore reject the second option too. 

Hence we forbid the activity diagram in Figure 3.3(a). A corrected version is 
shown in Figure 3.3(b). When either A or B terminates in the corrected workflow 
model. immediately the corresponding activity node is left. When both activities 
have terminated the final state can be reached. It is possible to introduce the 
convention that Figure 3.3(a) abbreviates Figure 3.3(b). But to be totally explicit 
about the semantics of activity diagrams, we will not do that. 

\Ye therefore require that if a compound edge leaves an activity node. it does 
not leave any other node. The constraint ensmes that if an activity terminates, 
the corresponding activity node can be left by taking a compound edge. An activ
ity diagram not meeting this constraint can be easily transformed in an activit~, 
diagram that does meet these constraints by inserting an extra wait node after 
every appropriate activity node, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. In the next section 
we will formalise this constraint. The UML standard [150] does not impose this 
constraint. 

Constraints on syntax. Constraints labelled UML are defined in the UML 
standard [1.50]. All other constraints arc defined by us. 

1. UML Every edge that leaves an activity node or a compound activity node 
is only triggered by a termination ewnt, i.e .. it does not have a visible ewnt 
label. 

Event expressions other than termination events would denote an interrupt, 
whereas an activity cannot be interrupted. since it is atomic. 

2. UML If two edges both leave the same decision node, then they do not both 
have label [else]. 

Otherwise the predicate else would be ill-defined. 

3. UML Every pseudo node has at least one incoming and at least one outgoing 
edge, except the initial node (only has outgoing edges) and the final node 
(only has incoming edges). 

This constraint prevents that the system gets stuck while taking a compound 
edge. 

4. UML Every edge that leaves a pseudo node does not have a trigger event. 

UML Every edge that enters a join node does not have a trigger event. 

These constraints ensure that a compound edge is triggered by a single event. 

5. UML Every edge that leaves an initial node does not have a trigger event. 
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The initial state should be immediately left when the activity diagram is 
started. If an edge that leaves an initial node would have a trigger event, 
the initial state may not be immediately left, since the trigger event may not 
occur. 

6. Between a join or fork node and any other kind of node, there can be at 
most one edge. The Ul\IL has a softer constraint: it is allowed to have more 
than one edge bet\vecn a join or fork node and another pseudo node. 

This constraint rules out activity diagrams in which a join gets stuck. For 
example, in Figure 3A the join requires that both edges leaving the decision 
node are taken wherrns the decision only allows one edge to be taken. \Ye 
therefore forbid the activity diagram in Figure 3.4, even though the UML 
accepts it. 

WAIT 

Figure 3.4 Ill-defined join 

This constraint also rules out activity diagrams in which by taking a fork 
node the same node is entered twice. For example, the activity diagram 
Figure 3.5(a) is forbidden. since the same node Bis entered t\vice. But this 
is not a serious restriction. Figure 3.!l(b) shows an activity diagram that 
does not violate this rule and that has the same intended meaning as the 
activit.v diagram Figure 3.5(a): after activity A completes. two instances of 
B are started. In general, activity diagrams iu which taking a fork enters 
a certain node n twice can be simulated by activity diagrams in which the 
fork enters n and a copy of n with the same label as n. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.5 Bxample of forbidden fork and allowed fork 

UML 1.4 has adopted a constraint that every activity diagram must have bal
anced forks and joins. that is. every fork must be eventually followed by a join. 
and multiple layns of forks and joins must be well nested. This constraint ensures 
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that ewry acti\·ity diagram can be translated into a C~IL statechart. which giws 
the semantics of an activity diagram in UML 1.4. UML 2.0, under development at 
the time of writing, will not adopt this constraint, as it will define the semantics of 
activit.v diagrams independently from statecharts. \Ve 1 oo have not adopted such 
a constraint. as it restricts the concurrency (parallelism) that can be expressed in 
an activity diagram (see Section 9.1). 

3.2 Activity hypergraphs 

In the previous section (page 27). we sa\\· that a compmmd edge corresponds c:loscly 
to a hypercdge. Thus, we can model an activity diagram with its compound edges 
as a hypergraph: a graph with hypcredges instead of edges. In this section, we 
define such a hypergraph structure. called an activity hypergraph. This structure 
is not defined in the Ul\IL standard. The activity hypergraph is the syntactic 
structure for whicb we will define two execution semantics. Figure 3.6 shows the 
activity hypergraph that underlies the activity diagram in Figure 1.1. Section 3.3 
explains hmv an activity diagram maps into an acti\·ity hypergrnph. 

[insufficient stock] [not i 

[customer ok & insufficient stock] 

receiv Handle 
~~~~ payment payment 

after(2 weeks) 

Send 
reminder 

Figure 3.6 Activity hypergraph of activity diagram in Figure 1.1 
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Syntax of activity hypergraphs. We assume there is a set of activities Activities 
and a set of events Events. Set NamedlnternalEvents is defined below: it is a subsPt 
of Euents. 

An actii.·ity hypergmph is a tuple (Nodes. Ei·ents. Guards. HypcrEdges. LVar) 
where: 

• Nodes is the set of nodes. 

• El'ents is the set of eveut expressions. 

• Guards is the set of guard expressions, 

• HyperEdges is the transition relation between tbt' nodes of thP activity dia
gram. 

• L Var the set of local variables. Evny variable m a guard <'xpression is a 
local variable. 

\\"e now discuss these elements in more detail. Set Nodes is partitioned into 
set AN of activity nodes. set W"N of wait nodes, set FN of final nodes, and one 
initial node 'initial. Every activity node has an associated activity, denoted by 
the function act : AN ---+ Activities, that is enabled upon entry of the node. ln 
Section 3.4 we discuss how activities can be specified. To distinguish between an 
activity and an act ivit:; node. activities an' written in 'italic whereas activity nodes 
are written in sans serif. We nse the convention that in the activity diagram, an 
activity node a is labelled with the (nam<' of the) activity act( a) it controls. So 
we have for example act( Check stock) = Check stock. Note that different activity 
nodes may have the same label, since they may enable the same activity. Wait 
nodes are labellecl WAIT with an additional number for ease of reference. 

Set Events is partitioned as follows. There are several kinds of events: namccl 
external events, named internal events, condition change events, termination events. 
and temporal eve11ts (cf. Section 2.4). These event typ<'S are mutually exclusive: 
an event has only one t~·pe. \\'e partition set Events in six subsets: 
N amcdExternalEvents, N amcdlnternalEvents, ConditionChangeEucnts, 
TerrrrinationEvents, WhenEvents and AjtnEvents. Sets WhenEvents and 
AjterEvents together comprise the set of temporal events. Note that an event in 
WhenEvents is a temporal event, not a condition change event. 

A terminatiou event denotes that a certain activity node has terminated. By 
function act, the termination event indirectly also denotes which activity has ter
minated. The bijective function term defines for each termination event the ac
tivity node that has terminated. 

term : TerminationEvents >---'» AN 

A termination event refers to an activity node and not directly to a terminated 
activity for the following reason. An activity can belong to more than one activity 
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node. i.e., more than one activity node can enable the same activity. So. more 
than one iustance of the same activity can be active at the same time. Then if 
one activity instance completes, only knowing which activity terminates does not 
provide enough information to decide which node should be left. 

As explained in Section 2.4, events can be eitlier external or internal, but 
not both. \Vhether an event is external or internal depends upon its type. Named 
events can be either external or internal. Condition change events and termination 
events are always external. Temporal events are a special case: they could be 
considered either as external or internal. \\'e consider them as external here. 

We also explained in Section 2.4 that an event can either be broadcast, trigger
ing possibly more than one compound edge. or point-to-point. triggering at most 
one compound edge. Function sendtype : Events ---+ {be, p2p} specifies for each 
event whether it is broadcast or point-to-point. 

Every activity termination event is point-to-point. since it denotes completion 
of one instance of an activity node. Every timeout event (after) is point-to-point., 
since the timeout is generated some finite amount of time after the corresponding 
compound edge became relevant.. Every global temporal event (when) is broad
cast. Named events and condition change events can be either point-to-point or 
broadcast. In this thesis. we use the convention. however, that they are broadcast. 
This convention is also adopted in UML. 

Table 3.1 summarises the kind of events and their properties. Completion 
events denote completion of a wait node. They are only needed in the implemen
tation-level semantics, which we define in Section 5.4. For a motivation why they 
are needed, see Section 5.4. Although completion events are not used in the syntax 
of activity hypergraphs, for the sake of completeness, we have included them here. 

Set Gurffds is the set of all boolean expressions on set LVar. using boolem1 
connectors /\, V, • . Special gnard expression is in( name), which is true if and 
only if the system is in node name. 

Hyperedges have several parameters. For every hypercdge h E HyperEdges, 
source( h) is a non-empty set of source nodes. from which the hypercdge h departs. 
The source nodes are left if h is taken. Symmetrically. target(h) is a non-empty 

Event type external internal broadcast point- to-point 

named x x x (x) 
condition change x x (x) 
termination x x 
when (temporal) x x 
after x x 
completion x x (x) 

Table 3.1 Event properties. An entry '(x)' is possible, but not considered in this 
thesis 
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set of target nodes. which are entered if the hvperedge h is taken. 
Like every edge in an activity diagram, every hyperedgc h in an activity hyper

graph is labelled with an ECA rule. The trigger event of h is denoted by event ( h). 
Below, we will pnt the constraint that a hyperedge cannot be triggered by more 
than one event. Thus, a hypercdge has either no trigger event or only one trigger 
event. ~re nse s~·mbol J_ as R special event label to denote that a hyperedge has 
no trigger event. So event ( h) E Events U { J_}. 

Every hyperedge h has a gnard expression (pot>sibly [true]). denoted quard(h). 
Guard expression guanl(h) should be valid. i.e. guard(h) E Guards. 

Moreover, every hyperedge h has an action expression. The only action expres
sions we allow in h,vpercclges are set:-; of send event actions: other action expres
sions would change the case attributes, which is undesirable, as case attributes are 
changed in activities. Given a hyperedge h. the set of events generated by taking 
h is denoted sendnctions ( h). Every hyperedge h can only generate named internal 
events: sendactions ( h) c;:; N amedlnternalEvents. 

Local nuiablcs in L \far represent the case attributes. As explained 011 page lG. 
case attributes represent control data. 

Note. In the remainder of this thesis, we will nse the term ·activity diagram· 
when we actually mean an activity hypergrnph. And we will show activity dia
grams when we ac:t1rnll~· intend to show activity hypergraphs. This is not harmful. 
however, as each activity diagram maps in1o a unique activity hypergraph (see 
Section 3.:l). 

Constraints on activity hypergraphs. 

l. For every hyperedge h that has activity node a as source, a is the only 
source of h. Consequently. if a hyperedge has more than one source\ none of 
its sources is an activity node. 

I;/ h E Hyperl~'dges I;/ a E AN • a E source( h) => som·uc ( h) = {a} 

We motivated this constraint already on page 28. 

2. Every hypcredge that leaves an activity node is labelled with a corresponding 
activity termination event. 

I;/ h E HyperEdqes I;/ a E AN• a E source(h) => 
( event(h) E TerrninationEvents /\ tr:rm(eu('rlt(e)) =a) 

:l. The initial node is only part of the sources of a hyperedge. Moreover, if it is 
source of a hypercdge, it is the only sonrce of that h:-·pereclge. 

I;/ h E HyperEd.qes • ir1itial ¢ target(h) 

!\ ( initial E soun:e ( h) => so1m:c ( h) = {initial} ) 
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A final node is only part of the targets of a hypercdge. Moreover, if it is 
target of a h_vperedge, no 11on-final node is target of that hypercdge. 

\:/ h E HyperEdycs • FN n .source(h) = 0 

/\ ( FN n target(h) f 0 =;. target(h) c:;; FN) 

4. Hyperedges leaving the initial node have no trigger events, and the disjunc
tion of their guard expressions is a tautolog~·. 

\:/ h E HyperEdges • source(h) = {initial} =;. 

cvent(h) = J_ 

/\ v{ guard(h) ! h E Hypr:rEdges /\ sour·ce(h) ={initial}} 

This constraint ensures that the initial state can be left immediately (sec 
Constraint 5 on page 29). 

3.3 From activity diagram to activity hypergraph 

The mapping from activity diagrams to activity hypcrgraphs consists of three 
steps: ( 1) rewriting of some s~·ntactic expressions. (2) eliminating hierarchy (com
pound activity nodes), and (3) computing hyperedges. Steps 1 and :~ have been 
implemented in TCM [60]. 

Rewriting of some syntactic expressions. First, else is replaced by the ex
pression it abbreviates. Second. we replace every after( t) label of hypercclge h with 
after( t,h). This replacement makes the after constraint unique for two hypereclges, 
ensuring that if two hypereclges have the same after label, there is no confusion as 
to for which hyperedge the timeout is meant. Third. edges leaving some activity 
node o. and having no trigger event are labelled with term -l (a). 

Eliminating hierarchy. An activity diagram can contain compound activity 
nodes. Ever:" compound activit\· node is decomposed into another activity diagram 
that specifies the behaviour of the compound activity 11ocle. \Ye require that 
the transitive closme of the decomposition relation be acyclic. We eliminate a 
compound activity node n by replacing n by its corresponding activity diagram. 
The initial and final nodes of the corresponding activity diagram are OR nodes. 
·which are eliminated as follows. Every compound edge that enters n is glued 
together with every compound C'dge that leaves the initial node. Every compound 
edge that leaves n is glued together with every compound edge that enters one of 
the final nodes. 
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Computing hyperedges. We first define a compound edge. A compound edge 
is a set of edges that are linked by AND (fork/join) and OR ( dccision/merg<') 
nodes. satisfying the following constraints. 

• If an edge in a compound edge ce enters or leaves an AND node, then every 
edge that leaves or enters the AND node is part of ce. 

• If an edge in a compound edge ce enters (leaves) an OR node. then there is 
one edge in ce that leaves (enters) the OR node. 

Not every compound edge that satisfies above rules is well-defined. Compound 
edges are not well-defined if they contain cvcles. Cycl<'s are bad for the following 
reasons. 

• Sometimes a compound edge with a cycle is unreachable: the compound edge 
does not start with an mm-pseudo node. For exarnple, in Figure 3.7(a) there 
are two compound edges. namely {el,e2,e4} and {e2,e3}. The compound 
edge { e2,e3} is not well-defined since it is unreachable. 

• Sometimes a compound edge with a cycle is reachable but cannot be exe
cuted. For <'xample, in Figure 3.7(h) there is one compound edge, namely 
{e5,e6,e7,e8}. This compound edge is reachable but not executable: Edge 
e6 can only be taken after e7 has been taken. whereas edge e7 can only he 
taken after e6 has been taken (remember that an edge denotes sequence). 
So e6 and e7 cannot be taken, and therefore the compound edge cannot be 
taken. 

A hove discussion can be summarised by quoting the definition of a (well
defincd) compound edge in the UML standard [150]: .. a [well-defined] compound 
edge is an acyclical, unbroken chain of edg<'s". 

As explained on page 28, the effect of a compound edge can be specified with a 
hyp<'redge. The hyperedge specifies which nodes are left and which are entered if 
the compound edge is taken. The hyperedge neither refers to the edges contai11ed 
in the compound edge, nor to the pseudo nodes that link them. 

e2: 
e6: 

e7: 
e3: 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. 7 Two ill-dcfiued compound edges 
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------~> 

------~> 

------~> 

------~> 

Figure 3.8 Example comp11tations of liyperedges 

\c\'p compute hyperedges by processing the pseudo nodes of the activity diagram 
one by one. Figure 3.8 shows the most simple mappings. An OR node with n 
incoming or n outgoing edges maps into n 11ew hyperedgcs. An AND node maps 
into 011e new hyper<'dge. 

The only difficulty that arises is when an AI\D node is connected with an OR 
node. Then the order of processing is significant: processing an AND node before 
an OR node gives a different result than processing an OR node before an AND 
node. For example, the pseudo nodes in the activity diagram on the lcfthand side 
in Figure 3.9 can be processed in two ways. Processing the OR node before the 
A.0JD nodes giws the hypergraph in the top right, whereas processing the A.:\D 
node before the OR node gives the hypergraph in the bot.Lorn right. The intended 
mappi11g is the one on the bottom right: either node W3 or W4 is entered but not 
both. So, AND nodes should be processed before OR nodes. 

By Constraint G on activity diagrams. listed on page 30. we have that com
putation of a compound edge always produces a set of source nodes and a set of 
target nodes, rather than a bag. 

Like an edge, a hyperedge has an ECA label. The ECA label of the hyperedge 
can be derived from the labels of the edges that are glued together. By Constraint 4 
on activity diagrams, listed on page 29, at most one edge in a componncl edge has 
a trigger event. This trigger event is the trigger event for the hypcreclge. The 
guard condition of the hyperedgc is the conjunction of the guard conditions of the 
edges that are part of the corresponding compound edg<'. The events generated 
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wrong 

right 

Figure 3.9 Two possible computatio11s of hyperedges 

by the hyperedge are the events gC'nerated by the edges of the compound edge. 

3.4 Specifying activities 

Above, we focused on possible semantics for edges in an activity diagram. We now 
focus on the semantics of nodes. more precisely the semantics of activity nodes. 

We explained in Section 2.5 that the actual execution of activities falls outside 
the scope of the system being modelled. a \VFS. since activities are clone lw actors. 
:\Ioreoyer. we do not model actors: \Ye simpl~· assume that an activity. once it 
becomes enabled, will terminate sometime in the fntnre. The only releYant aspect 
of the execution of an activity is that when it terminates, some of the control data 
may have been changed. This affects the routing of the case. 

We therefore specify the effect of an activity declaratively using pre and post
conditions. A precondition is a logical expression that is used by tlte \\:FS to 
decide when the acti1·ity may be started. A postcondition is a logical expression 
that is used by the \\TS to decide when the activity has been completed. Both 
pre and postconditions refer to control data. 

Unfortunately, pre and postconditions do not have a standard semantics as 
pointed out by Bussler [29]. That is, they can be interpreted differently hy different 
WFSs. For example, if in the workfiow of Figure :1.lO(a) activity A completes 
and x is 5. then some WFSs will stop the whole workfiow, i.e, the workfiow of 
Figure 3.lO(a) be\rnyes similar to the workfiow of Figure 3.lO(b). Other \YFSs. 
however. vvill wait until x gets a value greater tha11 IO (Figure 3.lO(c)). Yet other 
WFSs will skip Band proceed with C (Figure 3.lO(d)). Similarly, a postcondition 
has different interpretations too. If a postcondition fails to hold, the WFS can 
decide that tlw activity has to lw redone, or that the whole workfiow is stopped. 

Since pre and postconditions have such an unclear semantics, we decide not to 
model them implicitly as in Figure 3.lO(a) but explicitly using guard conditions 
as in Figures 3.lO(b)-(c). Then the semantics of the pre and postcondition follows 
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Precondition: X> 10 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 3.10 Vvorkflow with precondition and three possible interpretations 

immediately from the workflow specification. 
In Section 2.2 we explained that a WFS can prevent interfering activities from 

being active simultaneously, thus enforcing isolation between activities. In order 
to do so. the WFS needs to know what activities interfere with each other. The 
interference information can be defined either explicitly by the workflow designer, 
or the WFS call derive it automatically from the specification of activities. In this 
thesis we only consider the last option. 

In database theory, a useful criterion for detecting interference bctw(~en trans
actions is scrialisability [56, 152]. Roughly speaking, if two transactions both 
simultaneously access (observe/update) the same variable and in addition one up
dates the variable. then the two transactions are not serialisable (commutative) 
and thus they interfere with each other. We take a similar approach and specify 
for each activity the variables it observes (reads) and the variables it updates. 
From this information, the ~·Fs can derive whether or not two activities interfere 
with each other. 

Formally. in c'vcr'): ac:tivit)· a E Actfrities that is controlled by an activity 
diagram. some local variables may be observed or updated. \\'e denote the observed 
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variables by Obs(a) C::: LViir. and the updated variables by Upd(u.) C::: Ll/ar. \Ye 
require these two sets to be disjoint for each activity. l\ote however that it is 
possible to have Ohs (a) = Cpd ( b). if a f- b. 

Two activities arc in conflict or intFrfere. if one of them obsencs or updates 
a local variable that the other one updates. (This definition is similar to the 
definitiou of confiict equivalence in database theory [56. 152].) 

A 1_ JJ ¢c} ( Obs(A) U Upd(A)) n Upd(B) f- 0 

v ( Ob.s(B) u Upd(B)) n Upd(A) f- 0 

Note that this particularly implies that we only allow autoconcnrrcucy (two in
stances of th<' same activity that are active at the same time) if the antocoucurrent 
activity docs not update any variables. 

The euvirou!lH'nt of the organisation may also change or update some variables, 
denoted Obs(erru) and Upd(env) where env is a special symbol, en11 rt Act.iuities, 
representing the environment. The WFS cannot prevent the environment from 
interfering with an activity that accesses the same variable; such a prevention is 
the job of the database system. 

For our numing example (see Figure 1.1 on page 3), we specify that activity 
Check stock updates variable insufficient stock, that Check customer updates cus
tomer ok. and that Handle payment updates payment ok. The environment does 
not update any of these variables. 
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Design choices in semantics 
of activity diagrams 

We use U:t\IL activity diagrams to specify workflows. As explained in Chapter 2, 
a workflow specification prescribes how a workflow system should behave. We 
therefore motivate and define the execution semantics of activity diagrams in terms 
of WFSs (see Section 2.5). In this chapter we discuss the design choices we make 
in our semantics for activity diagrams. We give an informal introduction to two 
semantics that both satisf~· the same design choices. lmt are otherwise completely 
different. One is a high-level semantics which assumes that a vVFS is infinitely fast 
and reacts immediately to events. whereas the other one is a low-level semantics 
which does not make this assumption. In the next chapter, we formally define these 
two semantics. A comparison of both semantics with Petri nets can be found in 
Chapter 8. A comparison with other related work c:a11 be found in Chaptl'r 9. 

Section 4.1 explains what (a state of) the mathematical structure looks like. 
The design choices that \Ye made for the semantics are motirnted by the domain of 
workflow systems as explained in Chapter 2. Section 4.2 looks at how a11 activity 
diagram changes states. We study two existing execution semantics, thl' Petri net 
token-game semantics and the statcchart semantics. Since the statechart semantics 
fits our purposes best, we take that semantics as a starting point. Section 1.3 lists 
several issues in the semantics that have to be resolved. and for each issue we 
show the choice that we make in order to resolve the issue. Section 4..1 i11formally 
introduces two semantics that both satisfy these choices but that are othenYise 
completely different from each other. 

4.1 Mathematical structure 

From the discussion in Chapter 2. we rnnclude that workfiow systems have the 
following characteristics. 
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• A WFS is reactive. A reactive system runs in parallel with its l'nvironment 
and responds (reacts) to input events by creating certain desirable effects in 
the euvircmml'nt [91. 157]. For a \\TS. typical input events arc activit~· 
termination l'vents. in Figure 1.1 for example that the Receive order ac:tivit~· 

node terminates. Other events are also possible (cf. Figure 2.-+ 011 page 19). 
Ancl characteristic desirable effects for a \VFS are the enabling of new activity 
instances. 

• A WFS has coordination functionality. A WFS does not execute the 
activilil's themselves, but it merely coordinates the execution of the activities 
by th<' actors (people or machines) 1 . For example, in Figure 1.1(page3) the 
\VFS docs not check a customer itself, but merely tells the relevant actors 
that one of them can start checking the customer. Case attributes are only 
changed in activities by actors, not by the WFS. 

The semantics of activity diagrams must be able to represent these aspects 
accurately. 

As cxph1incd in Chapter 1, every formal semantics is a mapping of a syntactic 
structnrc into a mathematical structure. The structure we use in this thesis is 
that of a nrn (to be precise. a set of runs). A run (or a trace or scenario) is a 
sequence of states connected by state changes. A state is a condition oft he world. 
for example: cLc1 ivity Receire order is being executed. A state change is a change 
in condition of the world. for example: acti\·ity Recei1•e oniPr terminates. State 
changes arc instantaneous . .\"on-instantaneous state changes can alwa!·s be split 
into an instantaneous begin and encl state change. So time only elapses iu a state. 

Runs arl' frl'quently used to give a semantics to reactive systems [90, 122]. 
They are also used as a semantic domain in model checking [-±2]. So, runs arc 
suitable to represent the behaviour of workflows and in addition can he used for 
model checking hrnctional requirements. Moreover, the Ul\IL action semantics [12] 
employs a similar notion as semantic domain. 

Since a nm is a possible behaviour of a WFS, states of the nm arc states of 
the WFS. Keeping in mind the characteristics of a WFS, we define that a state of 
a run consists of the following components: 

• the state of the case (i.e, which nodes m the activity diagram arc active, 
possibly mnltiplc times), 

• the qucnc of input events of the WFS, 

• the case attributes and their values, and 

• the scheduled timeouts and the value of the internal clock. 

1 Sometimes. there can be confusion if the \\'FS runs on the same computer as the application 
software that performs an activity: but e\·en then the application software differs from the \\TS. 
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A queue of input events is needed because of the first characteristic: a \VFS is 
a reactive system. I 11 a reactive system state changes are caused by input C\Tnts. 
This means that the \VFS must have some interface with the cnviromnent to 
obsen·e the input events. \Ve therefore use an input queue in which l'Vl'nts arc 
kept. The case attributes are needed to evaluate the guard conditions on the 
hypereclges, i.e .. they are only used for routing the case. Timeouts arc raised by 
the \VFS itself, on the basis of an internal clock. 

The second \NFS characteristic, coordination, has several implicatious. First, 
activities arc do11c hy the environment in states of the WFS, i.e. during an activity 
state the \VFS waits for an activity to complete (see Section 2.G). Activities 
take non-zero time to execute. Second, an activity is specified declaratively, in 
particular its postcondition. This was explained already in Section 2.!l. Third, 
in a reaction case attributes are not changed. Instead, changing (updating) of 
case attributes is done by the environment of the WFS. Also, the WFS docs not 
maintain th<' cas<' attributes, this is done by its environment (usually hy a database 
system). 

4.2 Petri net token-game semantics versus state
chart semantics 

\Ve now han~ to decide how an acti\·ity diagram changes state. In other \\·orcls. we 
have to define the execution semantics of an acti\·ity diagram. Since i11 a11 ;ictivity 
diagram a dia11gc of state is modelled by an edge (a hypereclge in au activity 
hypergraph). w<~ look at the semantics of a (hyper)edge in this section. We keep 
in mind that au activity diagram prescribes how a WFS behaves. 

So the question to answer is: When is a hyperedge taken? There arc several 
existing semantics for graphical notations that answer this question differently. 
The most rcll'va11t ones for activity diagrams are Petri nets, since they look like 
activity diagrams, and statecharts, because they too look like activity diagrams 
and in addil ion tlic current UML semantics of activity diagrams is dcfi11cd in 
terms of statecharts, even though this will be changed in the futmc. Various 
semantics for Petri nets have been defined, but we focus on the standard tokcn
game semantics 11scd for low-level Petri nets. Timed and stochastic: Petri nl'ts have 
a more c:ornplicatC'd semantics that is too complex for our purposes. Stat!'charts 
are notorions for their many semantics; in 1994, Von der Beeck [18] listC'd already 
over twenty diffrrc11t semantics, without considering object-oriented statcchart 
variants. The introduction of UML has increased the number of semantics of 
statecharts considerably. All the different statec:hart semantics iigrl'c, however. on 
the semantics of hypcrcclges that we sketch below. Introductions to Pdri nets and 
their semantics arc by Peterson [136]. Reisig [141! and .t\Iurata fl20]. Introcluctions 
to statecharts aucl their semantics are by Hare! [88]. Hare! ctml :'faamad [DO] and 
\\'ieringa [1'i 7]. 
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Petri net 

Statechart 

Figure 4.1 Differences between Petri net token-game and statecharl semantics 

There arc two major differences between the Petri net token-game semantics and 
statechart semantics of hyperedges2

. First, in a Petri net, a hyperedgc (transition) 
is enabled once its input places are in the current marking. In a Petri net, a label 
on a hypcredgc does not influence the enabledness of that hyperedgc; the label 
is not interpreted. So. in Figure 4.1 the hyperedge in the Petri nd is enabled 
iff its input place is filled with a token. In a statechart, a hyperedge (transition) 
is enabled once the system is in the input states of the hypercdgc and both its 
trigger event occurs and its guard condition is true. The trigger event and guard 
condition arc specified in the label of the hyperedge; the label is interpreted. So. 
in Figure 4.1 the hyperedge in the statechart is enabled iff its input state is active 
and event e occurs and the condition c is true. 

Second. in a Petri net an enabled hypereclge may be taken. but it docs not have 
to be taken. In a statechart. an enabled h~·peredge m11st be taken. since the event 
occurrence must be responded to. Consequently. in Figure 4.1 if the hypereclge in 
the Petri net is crntblecl, we still do not know whether or not the hyperedge in the 
Petri net is taken. Whereas if the hyperedge in the statechart is enabled, we do 
know that it is taken. 

These difforrnces in semantics of hyperedges are due to a difference in intended 
use of the notation. Petri nets, under the token-game semantics, model the re
source usage of closed, active systems. Resources are represented by tokens. The 
presence of a token in a place gives information about the possibility to perform 
certain transitions, i.e., to use the resources in a certain way. A closed, active 
system decides itself when it should do something, i.e., take a transition; there 
is no environlll('!lt to provide stimuli to the closed, active system. Dy contrast, 
statecharts model open, reactive systems. The environment of an op('ll, reactive 
system provides the system with input events. The system must react to these 
events. The current state of a statechart gives information about what will happen 
if certain events occur. We conclude that the statechart semantics of hypcredges 
matches the domain of reactive systems best. 

Based on this analysis we draw the following conclusion. Since we use an activity 

2 In both Petri nets and statecharts a hyperedge is called a transition. but we prefer the term 
· hyperedge · since 'transition· denotes a semantic concept. as explained on page 23. 
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diagram as workflow specification. and a workflow specification prescribes how a 
\\'FS behaves. edges in an activity diagram (h,·peredges in an activity hypcrgraph) 
are transitions li:; the \\'FS. A \\'FS is a reactiw system. The statechart semantics 
represents reactive behaviour of a s:-'stcm more accurately than the Petri net token
game semantics. \Ve therefore take the statechart semantics as start.iug point of 
our semantics. 

After having defined our formal semantics in Chapter 5, we will study iu Chap
ter 8 whether and how Petri nets can be used to simulate our reactiv(~ semantics 
of activity diagrams. 

4.3 Issues in reactive semantics 

In the statcdmrL semantics, or rather any reactive semantics, the system takes 
a hyperedgc, i.e., makes a transition to another state, in response to some input 
events. There arc several issues that have to be decided upon in defining a se
mantics for r('activc systems. We label each choice that we make with a checked 
symbol/. 

First of all. can more than one event occur at the same time? We make two 
observations. First. although the chance of two events occurring simultaneously 
is rather small. ii is not equal to zero. Second, the reactive system (WFS) will 
respond to events by inspecting the contents of the queue. If no two events can 
occur simultaneously. the rate at ,,·hich eYents occur in the environment must be 
slower that th(' rate at ·which the \\'FS reads input ewnts (sampling rate). \Ye do 
not \\·ant to impose such a restriction upon the environment and therefore do not 
make such an assumption. 

/ Events can occur simultaneously. 

From this choice, it follows that two event occurrences arc either simultaneous, 
or some time elapses between them. 

Second, can an event trigger one or more than one hyperedge at the same 
time? We allow an event in general to be either broadcast, triggeri11g arbitrarily 
many hypercclgcs, or point-to-point, triggering at most one hypcreclgc (see Sec
tion 2.4). As <'xplaincd in Section 3.2, however, some events have a fixed scndtype, 
for example activity termination events. It does not make sense to broadcast an 
activity termination event of activity A, leaving arbitrarily many activity nodes 
that enable A, since only one instance of A has terminated and thereforp only one 
activity node should be left. If an event can both be broadcast and point-to-point, 
we use the broadcast interpretation as default (see Table 3.1 on page :~:·n . 

./ Events can be either broadcast or point-to-point. 

From these two choices. it follows that more than one hyperedge can be taken 
at the same time. Two hyperedges h and h' can be taken at the same time either 
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because their trigger events occur at the same time, or they have the same trigger 
event which is broadcast. The collection of h~·peredges that is taken at the same 
time is called a strp in statechart terminolog~· [90. 150]. 

Third. cl ming execution of the system. the e\·ent queue is filled with events. The 
system reads the events from the event queue and reacts to them. There should 
however be some removal policy. If an event is not removed after it is processed, 
it would continue to have an effect, which is undesirable. Since the result of the 
event occmTences is the taking of some hyperedges (a step). the events should be 
removed after these hyperedges have been taken. 

/ An event is removed after the step in which it is processed has hce11 taken. 

Fourth. there arc some obvious constraints that steps must satisfy. For exam
ple, every hypcredge in the step must be triggered by one of the input events, and 
no two hyperedgcs can leave the same node instance at the same time. In the 
next chapter, we will formalise these constraints. One not so obvious. but very 
important constraint is that a step is maximal. This constraint is satisfied by every 
statechart semantics. Not imposing this constraint would imply that some hyper
edges that arc e1iabled would not have to be part of the step. so would not have 
to be taken. Since an event is removed from the input after the subsequent step 
has been taken. this would mean that some input events would not cause all their 
effects. although. according to the workflow model. they should have these effect 
(enabled h:v·pcrc'dgcs should be t<tken). In other words. then the \\TS wonlcl not 
react folly to t hc'se input events. That is \vhy \\'e require that a step be maximal. 

/ Steps arc maximal. 

Fifth. events can be processed either immediately upon arrival or at fixed points 
in time. that is. at ticks of the clock for example once every !tom. The former is 
called au event-driven model whereas the latter is called a time-driven model. In 
STATEl'dATE both response regimes are supported: there the event-driven model 
is called an asynchronous time model, since it is asynchronous with n'spcct to the 
system clock. whereas the time-driven is called a synchronous time model. since 
it is synchronous with ticks of the system clock. In previous work [62, 63, 64], 
we used the terms 'clock-asynchronous' and 'clock-synchronous' scrnantics. The 
terminology we use here is borrowed from control theory [17]. 

For workflow modelling, the event-driven model is more appropriate. The 
time-driven model is useful for embedded systems. 

/ Events arc processed when they arrive (event-driven rnoclel). 

Sixth. it must be decided what should happen if an event occnrs that has no 
effect in t lte c:nrrcnt state of the s>·stem. In statecharts. as in control theor>· in 
general. the assumption is made that input events cannot be blocked. Instead, the 
system should lJl' able to respond to ever~· possible event occurrence. If 110 effect is 
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WAIT-1 WAIT-3 

WAIT-2 WAIT-4 

e3:f 
WAIT-5 

Figure 4.2 Event generation 

specified. nothing happens. We adopt this assumption too. UML statccharts also 
adopt 1 his assumption. but in addition allow for the deferring of an ewnt that has 
no effect in the current state. As soon as the system reaches a state in which the 
event is not deferred, the event is responded to. We come back to the deferring of 
events in Chapter 7. 

The alternative assumption is to block an unexpected event reception until the 
system is ready to respond to it. This latter choice is made in process algebra [97. 
127]. lJllt it puts a constraint upon the environment. \Ve do not want to put such 
a constraint upon the environment. 

/ Event receptions cannot be blocked. 

Finally, we discuss what happens when <'vents are generated. There are two 
differl'nt ways of interpreting event generation. The first one is to let the generated 
events have an effect in the current step ( cl10sen in the fixpoint stated1art seman
tics of Pnueli and Shalev [140]). the second one is to let the generated events have 
an effect in the next step (chosen in the STATEMATE st.atechart semantics [90]). 
To illustrate the difference between these two options, suppose in Figure 4.2 the 
current configuration is [WAIT-1,WAIT-2] and event e occurs. If edge el is taken, 
then according to the fixpoint semantics ev<~nt f is immediately available and con
sequently edge e3 can be takP11 simultaneously \\"ith edge el. \\'hcreas in the 
STATEl\IATE sema11tics, event f can only be sensed after the step in which it is 
generated is taken, so after edge el is taken. Consequently, if the cmrent config
uratioll is [WAIT-1,WAIT-2], and event e occurs, in the tixpoint semantics either 
step [el.e2] or [el.e3] is taken. but in the STATEMATE semantics, st<'p [el.e2] is 
taken. Step [el.e3] is counterintuitive here, since it seems that event e is ignored 
in node WAIT-2. So there are circumstances in which the fixpoint semantics com
putes a counterintuitive step (this was first pointed out by Leveson ct al. [117] 
using a similar example, but they mistakenly attribute the fixpoint semantics to 
STATE\IATE). That is \Yhy in practice the STATEI\!ATE approach is taken. even in 
the Ul\IL. We adopt the STATEl\IATE interpretation for event general ion as well. 
since it is also adopted by UJ\IL. 

/ Generated events are sensed in the next step. 
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-/ Events can occur simultaneously. 
/ Events can be either broadcast or poiut-to-point. 
/ An event is removed after the step in which it is processed has been taken. 
/ Steps are maximal. 
-/ Events are processed when they arriw (event-driven model). 
/ Event receptions cannot be blocked. 
/ Generated events are sensed in the next step. 

Table 4.1 Gcncrnl choices made in our reacti1·e acti1·ity diagram semantics 

As an aside, not<' in this interpretation too. there an' anomalies. One may for 
example get infinite loops of event general.ion that trigger each other, as pointed 
out by Lewson ct al. [117]: sec Figure 4.3 and the corresponding discussion on 
page GO. 

Table 4.1 summarises the general choices that we made. The first six assump
tions are made in every statedrnrt semantics, includiug STATEMATE and UML. 
(STATEl-.!ATE supports both an event-driven (asynchronous time) and time-drivt~n 
(synchronous time) model [90].) Some of the choices arc also made in other formal 
methods, like process algebra. but none of them makes the same choices. The last 
choice is made by both STATEJ\1ATE [90] and UML [150]. The fixpoint semantics 
of Pm1eli and Shalev [140], in which the alternative property is adopted. is widely 
stmlied b~· theoretical computer scientists. but we do not knmY of any practical 
application of this semantics. There is no tool that implements it. 

Although we !Jave made these choices, we have left open a lot of other issues. 
Many different semantics can be defined that satisfy the properties listed abow. 
In this thesis we will define two semantics, which are completely different frorn 
eacb other, even though both satisfy all the properties listed in Table -±.1. \Ye 
introduce these two semantics in the next section. 

4.4 Two reactive semantics 

Having resolved some general issues in the previous section, we still have a lot 
of other issues to decide upon. The main issues we did not deal with is whether 
the processing of events, i.e. reacting to them, takes time or not. This question is 
answered different Iv in \·arious stateclrnrt semantics. In the classical stateclrnrt se
mantics, such as the fixpoint semantics of Pnueli and Shalev [140] and the STATE
MATE semantics of Hare! and Naamad [90], the assumption is made that event 
processing ("taking a hyperedge") does not take time. 

This assumption is an example of what is called the perfect technology assump
tion in soft\vare engineering. The pe1ject technology assumption. introduced by 
Mcl\frnamin and Palmer [124] and subsequently adopted in Yourdon ·s structured 
analysis [162], states that the system under development has infinite processing 
power: It reacts infinitely fast and has infinitely many resources. The perfect 
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technology assumption is adopted in order to focus on specifying the interaction 
of a system with its environment, without being bothered by limitations of the 
implementation platform on top of which the system is implemented. In other 
words, the perfect technology assumption is adopted to focus on specifying what 
the requirements of a system are, so what effects the system should achieve in its 
environment, rather than on specifying how well the system achieves these cffpcts, 
for example how fast a response is. Models satisfying perfect technology are called 
<~ssential-level models in structured analysis [124, 162], lmt we prefer the term 
requirements-level models. 

In modern statechart semantics, especially the object-oriented variants, the 
perfect technology assumption is dropped. It is dropped because it is considered 
to be umealistic. The most important statechart semantics in this group are the 
(informal) Ul\IL statechart semantics, and its predecessor, the ROOM statcchart 
semantics [146]. Models that do not make the perfect technology assumption we 
call implementation-level models. 

As au aside. note that although the perfect technology assumption is usually 
made in structured analysis statecharts and not in object-oriented statecharts, this 
does not mean that an implemeutation-level semantics cannot be used in struc
tured analysis, or a requirements-level semantics in object-oriented statecharts. 
For example, in earlier work [62] we defined a requirements-level semantics for 
UML statecharts. 

In this thesis, we will define a requirements-level and an implementation-level 
semantics for activity diagrams, both in terms of WFSs. 

Requirements-level semantics. The requirements-level semantics we define is 
based upon the STATEMATE semantics of statecharts [90]. The perfoct technology 
assumption abstracts from internal implementation details of tlw \YFS. In the 
requirements-level semautics the WFS is therefore considered as a black box. 

If the processing of events does not take time (by perfect technology), and 
events are processed upon arrival (eyent~driYen model). then the logical choice 
is to let events be processed immediately. So, if an event occurs, the system 
(WFS) starts immediately processing the event and does not take time to process 
the eyents. In other \Yords, an event occurs simultaneously \Yith the subsequent 
reaction of the system. This assumption is called the perfect synchrony hypot.hesis. 
It was introduced by Berry and Gonthier [19] for the synchronous programming 
language EsTEREL and it was also adopted for other synchronous languages [86]. 
including the asynchronous (event-driven) semantics of STATE.MAT!·; [90]. 

One may wonder how the perfoct synchrony hypothesis is implemented in prac
tice. For sure. no system will react immediately to an event. 111 synchronous 
languages, the hypothesis translates into the constraint that the system is fast 
enough to be ready before the next event occurs [19]. So the system reaction may 
take time. but it is ahYays in time. before the next eYent arriws. ~ote that this 
actually puts a constraint upon the environment of the system, rather than the 
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e2:f/g 

WAIT-1 

e3:g/f 

Figure 4.3 Diverging activity diagrnm 

system itself. 
\Ye will pursue a different justification of the requirements-level semantics, by 

relating it (in Chapters ti and 10) to another semantics. the implementation-level 
semantics discussed below, that does not have the perfect synchrony hypothesis. 

As <'Xplained in the previous section, the system reacts to events by taking a 
step. If the system enters a new state by taking a step, some int<~rnal evn1ts can 
be generated and some ltyperedgcs can lw enabled in this new stat(', because their 
guard is true and either their trigger events were generated in the previous step 
or they do not have a trigger event. In that case the new state is unstable. By the 
perfect synchrony hypothesis, in such an unstable state immediately a new step is 
taken and another state is entered. If this other state is also unstable, again a step 
is taken, and a new state is entered. This sequence of taking a st.cp and entering 
a new state is repeated until finally a state is reached in which there are no events 
in the queue and there are no enabled hyperedges. Such a state is stable. The 
sequence of steps that is taken is called a .mperstep [90]. 

The superst('P may he nonterminating, because some hyperedges may enable 
each other. If a :mpers1 ('P does not terminate. we say tbc superstep di11nges. A 
simple example of a diverging superstep is shown in Figure 4.3. If the system is in 
state WAIT-1 and event e occurs. then edge el is taken and event f is ge11erated. 
The resulting state is unstable because edge e2 is enabled. Then. if edge e2 is 
taken, event g is generated and edge e3 becomes enabled. And taking edge e3 
generates event f. so edge e2 becomes enabled again. The superstep then diverges: 
it never terminates. This drawback of the STATEj\JATE semantics was first pointed 
out by Leveson et al. [117]. 

One final issue that we must decide upon is whether a single event is processed 
at a time or all events are processed in parallel. tinder the perfect synchrony hy
pothesis, it makes more sense to process all events at the same time. We therefore 
assume that all events arc processed in parallel. This assumption is also made in 
STATEl\IATE [90]. 

Figure 4.4 shows an example run of the activity diagram in Figure 1.1 (activity 
hypergraph in Figure 3.G) under this semantics. In each state. the set of running 
activities is shown, as well as the variables that arc updated by one of these running 
activiti<'s. The end value of a case attribute that is updated in an activity a can 
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be derived from the activity that is started when a terminates. 

Implementation-level semantics. In the second semantics, the perfect tech
nology assumpt.ion is dropped. Hence, the perfect synchrony hypothesis is dropped 
as well. So a reaction of the WFS takes time, and input events are not immedi
ately reacted Lo. In particular, while the WFS is busy reacting, the next events 
can already occur. The semantics is based upon the OMG semantics of UML 
statecharts [150]. In the irnplemmtation-level semantics. the WFS is considered 
as a white box. consisting of the components shmn1 in Figure 2.3 on page 17. The 
Router component is responsible for producing the desired reaction: routing the 
case to the new state, enabling some new activity instances to start. Figure 2.3 
resembles the architecture of workfiow systems [31, 81, 118, 159], and also the 
informal UML definition of state machines, underlying UML statecharts [150]. 

Since the perfect technology assumption is not made, the Router compo
nent has limited capacity. So it tc1kes time to process an event. whereas in the 
requirements-level semantics tlw \\.FS is infinite!)· fast . .l\Ioreover. \Ve will assume 
that a Router processes one event at a time, rather than arbitrarily many as in the 
requirements-l<~vel semantics. Hare! and Gery [89] call this single-event process
ing. The informal OMG semantics of UML statecharts [150] also uses single-event 
processing. 

When the Router starts routing. it picks some inpnt event from the queue. It 
routes the case by updating the state of the case. enabling some new activities 
to start, schednling some new timeouts, and remo\·ing some scheduled timeouts, 
because they have become irrelevant in the new state of the case. Afterwards, 
the Router starts processing the uext event from th<' queue. Since the uext input 
events might have arrived while the Router was busy routing the case, the content 
of the queue might have changed during routing. Note that this is impossible in 
the requiremcuts-level semantics, since there routi11g is instantaneous. 

Figure 4.5 shm\·s an example nm of the activity diagram in Figme I. I (acti\·ity 
hypergraph in Figure 3.6) under this semantics. In Figure 4.5, the term routing 
denotes that the Router is busy ro11ting the case. The imperfect WFS in Figure 4.5 
has the same input events as the perfect WFS of Figure 4.4. Note that the run 
in the implementation-level semantics (Figure 4.5) has twice as many states as 
the comparable run in the requirements-level semantics (Figure 4.4). In general, 
implementation-level runs have many more states tha11 requirements-level runs. 

Figure 4.6 shows in more detail how the state components of the \YFS change 
state during a run in the implementation-level semantics. Note that also in this 
semantics stat.<' changes are instantaneous. The scheduled timeouts arc not shown 
in the figure. A state change in a reactive system is either caused by ( 1) the 
occurrence of some input events, (2) picking of an event from the q11<~11e by the 
Router, (3) the reading of the current values of the case attributes by the Router, 
or ( 4) changing of the state of a case. leaving or entering states. by the Router. 
A state change can also consist of a combination of (1) \Yith one of (2). (3) or 
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requirements-level semantics implementation-level semantics 

- perfect technology - imperfect technology 
- parallel-event processing - single-event processing 
- event is immediately responded to - event is responded to at some later time 

Table 4.2 Differences between rcr1uirements and implementation-level semantics 

( 4). In the requirements-level semantics. these four state changes always happen 
simultaneously. 

The first and second type of state change only affect the state of the queue: 
the events arc added to the queue (first) and removed (second state change). The 
third state change only affects the case attributes: the current value of each case 
attributes is read in order to evalllate the guard cornlitions on hypercdgcs. Note 
that case attributes are maintained by the database. not by the WFS. So. the 
\YFS merely 11ceds a copy of them in order to evaluate guard conditions and route 
the case to the desired next state. The fourth type of state change only affect the 
state of the case: some nodes become active, others become inactive. 

Summary. Table 4.2 sums up the differences between the two semantics. Note 
that although in the implementation-level semantics one event at a time is pro
cessed, still more than one event can occur at the same time. I3ut in the re
quirements-level semantics events occmring in parallel are processed in parallel. 
whereas in the implementation-level semantics these events are processed one by 
one (single-event processing). 

Evaluating the two semantics, the requirements-level semantics is easy to anal
yse, but not completely accurate, because no real WFS will satisfy the perfect 
synchrony hypothesis. The implementation-level semantics is more accurate, but 
also more difficult to analyse tha11 the requirements-l<:'vel semantics. Huns in the 
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Figure 4.6 Structure of nm in impleme11tation-le1·el semantics 
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implementation-level semantics are harder to relate to the original activity diagram 
than runs in the requirements-level semantics, because in the implementation-kvcl 
semantics there is a delay between the occnrrcnce of an event and the subsequent 
reaction of the WFS to that event oc:cmTcm·e, whereas in the requirements-level 
semantics, there is no such delay. For example, the run in Figure 4.5 is harder 
to match with the activity diagram of Figure 1.1 than the run in Figure 4.4. 
l\Iorcover, the implementation-level semantics is more difficult to analyse for a 
verification tool, because there will be mon· states due to the delay in response to 
event occurrences. 

In this thesis. we focus on analysis of functional properties of workflows, for ex
ample the absence of deadlock. As we will show in Chapter 10, for such properties, 
it docs not matter whether the requirements-level semantics or implementatio11-
k'vel semantics is chosen: if a workflow specification contains for example a dead
lock in one semantics. it also will han' the deadlock in the other semantics and vice 
versa. So we can use the requirements-level Sl'mantics for analysis of such proper
ties with the assurance that the analysis result will also hold when the workflow 
specification is executed under the impkHH'JJtation-level semantics. 

Noie that we do not specify how the c11vironment behaves. In general, the 
exact behaviour of the environment is unknown. In our model checking semantics, 
we have simply assumed that the enviromnent can behave in every possible way, 
i.e., chaotically (see Chapter 5 for more details). For analysis purposes, we assume 
that the environment behaves in a fair way: see Chapter 10. 



Chapter 5 

Two formal semantics of 
activity diagrams 

In the previous chapter, we informally iutrodllced a requirements-level semantics 
and an implementation-level semantics for activity diagrams. In this chapter we 
define these two semantics formally. In the next chapter we will study similariti<'s 
and differences between the two semantics. 

Section 5.1 defines the semantic strnctme that we use, a Clocked Transition 
System. Section 5.2 defines the semantics of steps. As explained in the previous 
chapter. a step is the basic unit of reaction. The step semantics is used in both 
the requirements-level semantics and implementation-level semantics. Sections 5.:3 
and 5.4 define the requirements-level semantics and the implementation-level se
mantics. Each semantics maps an activity hypergraph to a Clocked Transition 
System. The requirements-level semantics has been implemented in a software 
tool (sec Chapter 10). We use a variant of the Z notation [148]; Appendix A 
explains the notational conventions we use. 

To stress the difference of both semantics with a Petri net token-game seman
tics, at the end of this chapter we define a Petri net-like token-game semantics for 
activity hypergraphs in an appendix. 

Apart from the work that has been douc on Clocked Transition Systems, men
tioned below in Section 5.1, another somc:e of inspiration has been the work of 
Damm et al. [46], in which a formal semantics of STATEMATE statecharts is de
fined in terms of a Clocked Transition System-like model. The layout of formulas 
has been heavily influenced by the writings of Leslie Lamport [114]. 

5.1 Clocked Transition System 

A transition system specifies states and transitions between these states. In this 
thesis, states are assignments of values to variables. Such an assignment is called 
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a valuation. A valuation maps a variable to a value. From now on. we will use 
the term 'state' as a synonym for 'valuation'. For example, if x is an integer, a 
possible valuation rJ could define (T(:r) = 10. A transition from one state to another 
represents that some variables arc assigned a different value. i.e .. the valuation 
changes. Assume some variables Var and a (typed) data domain D. Formally, a 
valuation rJ is a total, type preserving mapping from Var to D: 

rJ : Var -----+ D 

The set of all valuations on set Vm· is denoted "E( Var). A transition system whose 
states are valuations is called a K1·ipke st·1·1Lcture [42]. 

A Clocked Transition System (CTS) [!09. 123] extends a transition s:v·stem with 
some extra variables. clocks. that measure the passage of time. Clocks increase 
uniforml:v· whenever time progresses. They can be reset in system transitions. 
Clock rnriables alwa:v·s have type real. 

There is one special clock variable /..JC. that represents the master clock. i.e. 
the global time. The master clock MC can never be reset. 

The other clocks arc represented by set HT of clock variables. the Running 
Timers. \Ve will change the content of the set RT at run time by adding and 
removing clocks. We therefore assume that there always "enough" timers available, 
i.e. not in RT. such that they can he added to HT. The reservoir of available clocks 
we call ClockReservoir. 

Non-clock variables are called discrete variables in CTS jargon [109, 123]. They 
are represented by a set Di8c. 

Formally, a Clocked Transition System (CTS) is a tuple (Var. --'>, C5mit) where: 

• Var = Disc U RT U {MC} is a finite set of variables, 

• --'> c:;; "E(Var) x "E(Var) is the transition relation, 

• C5init E "E( Var) is the initial valuation. 

Instead of writing (rJ,()
1

) E -'> 1 we write (T-'>(}
1

. 

This definition differs slightly from the original definition of a Clocked Tran
sition System [109, 123]. In the original definition, Clocked Transition Systems 
have a constraint on all clocks, called 1.he time progress condition or clock in
variant, from which a special trar1sition relation --'>tick is implicitly derived that 
represents the passage of time. We will explicitly define a similar transition rela
tion to represent the passage of time; in this definition we will enforce a constraint 
similar to the clock invariant. 

The transition relation --'> is partitioned in two sets. data transit-ions, in which 
the clocks do not increase hut can he reset and in which discrete variables can 
change arbitrarily, and time transitions in which clocks increase but discrete vari
ables do not change. So data transitiom; are instantaneous, but time transitions 
are not. Note there is no transition possible in which both clocks are increased 
and some discrete variables change value. 

A path of a CTS is an infinite sequence 7f of valuations. 7f = rJorJ1 ... satisfying: 
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• Initiation: uo = D'init, 

• Consecution: for every i = 0, 1, ... , the valuation D'i+l is a --+ successor of 
u,,, 1.e., D'i--+ D'i+l · 

A run is a path satisfying 

• Time divergence: The sequence u0 (MC)u 1 (MC) ... grows beyond any bound, 
i.(' .. the value of MC increases beyond any bound. 

Tims a run cannot have Zeno behaviour. 

5.2 Step semantics 

Computing a step. A node can become active or inactive during execution. 
If it is entered, it becomes active: the system is in the corresponding state. If 

the node is left, it becomes inactive: the system is not in the corresponding state. 
Since activity diagrams allow for the specification of parallelism (fork and join), 
more than one node can be active at the same Lime. All the active nodes together 
represent. the global state, called the configuration. Since we use activity diagrams 
to model workflows, a configuration is a global state of the case (cf. page 12). 

Formally, the configuration is a bag of nodes. The configuration is not a set, 
because a node can be active more than once at the same time. Figure 5.1 shows an 
example to illustrate this. If a customer wants some goods and not enough goods 
are in stock, the company can already send the goods in stock to the customer 
aml produce the remaining goods in parallel. So Produce partial order and Take 
partial order from stock are active at the same time. If Take partial order from stock 
terminates. node Send partial shipment is entered. If next Produce partial order 
terminates, node Send partial shipment is entered again. Then two instances of 
node Send partial shipment are active at the same time, because the two shipments 
are processed in parallel. Thus, the configuration is a bag of nodes, rather than a 
set. 

Let C: denote the current configuration, C : bag Nodes and let E be the bag of 
input events, E : bag Events, to which the system responds by taking a step. 

Produce 
partial order 

Take partial order 
from stock 

Send partial 
shipment 

Figure 5.1 Multiple simultaneous instantiations of Send partial shipment 
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A hyperedge is relevant in C if its sources are contained i11 the current con
figuration. A hypc•rTdge can be releva111 more than once, since· its source nodes 
can be more than once in the configuration. For example. if i11 Figure 5.1 the 
cnrrent configuration C is rsend partial shipment. Send partial shipment]. then two 
instances of el arl' rdeYant. A hyperedgl' can11ot be relevant rnorc often than the 
munber of times any of its source nodes is in the configuration. The bag of relevant 
hyperedges, rele·uanl.( C), is defined as follows: 

relevant( C) 
<It 

{ h f---+ n E Hyperl~dqes x l\J1 I 

settolmq(source(h)) l;;;; C 

/\ n =min( { C tis I s E sourcc(h)}) 

} 

where r;;;; denotes hag containment. function scttobag maps a set into an equivalent 
bag: 

settobag(S) ;1' {sf---+ 1 I s E S} 

and, given a set X of natural numbers, min(X) returns the minimum number of 
the numbers in X. am! B ~ cl counts the 1111mlwr of times element el occnrs in bag 
B. 

A hypercdge is enabled iff it is relevant, it is triggered by an event in the input 
E, and its guard ('valuates to true. A guard expression can contain variables. To 
evaluate a guard expression, each variabl(' must have a value. A g11ard is evaluated 
in a valuation u by substituting for every variable v its value u(u). If g is true in 
valuation u, this is written as u f= g. For example, if u(:r) = 10 then u f= x ::'.". 5 
but u f= x = 8. Th<' bag enabledu ( C, E) of enabled hyperedges is defined formally 
as follows. 

enabled17 ( C. E) 
df 

{ h--->n E HypnEdges x l\J1 
1 

} 

h f---+ n E relevant( C) 

/\ ( event(h) EE V cuent(h) = .l) 
/\ a f= guard(h) 

v;here E is bag membership and as before .l denotes the absence of a trigger event 
(see page 3-±). 

A special guard l'Xpression is the in predicate. Given a node n, in(n) abbrevi
ates n EC. 

Given a configuration C and a bag E of input events, a bag of hyperedges 
H is defined to b<' consistent, written consistent( C, K H), iff all hyperedges can 
be taken at the same time. Some hypcrcdgcs cannot be taken at the same time, 
because either (i) they leave some somccs node more often than possible in the 
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rnnfiguration. or (ii) some point-to-point event in R triggers more than one hy
peredge in H. 

consistent( C. E. H) ~ (i±JiiEHsettobag(sou.n:c(h))) ~ C 

/\ \fcEE•sendtype(c)=p2p =? 

length( { h1--+n EH I cvent(h)=e})::.:; E ~ e 

where l±J dcnot<'s bag union, p2p stands for point-to-point (see page 33) and where 
lrcnqth ( B) counts the nnrnber of dements in bag B : X --+ N 1 : 

length( { :i: 1-+ n}) 

length( { :i: 1-+ n} l±J B) 

df 

df 

n 

11 + length( B) 

Configuration C is interferiny itf some of the activities enabled by the activity 
nodes in C update the same variable u, so they contiict. 

interfe1inq( C) 
df 

<=? 7a.bEC• a-=f.b =? --,(cdb) 

/\a=b =? C~a=l 

A bag of hypcrcdges H is define( l to be maximal iff for every enabled liyperedge 
h, the bag H l:+J [ h] is inconsisteni or the configuratio11 reached next is interfering. 
Notation [ h] dc110te:-; a bag that only contains h. We will define function nc:ctc:onfig 
below. 

ma:z:imal(T ( C. E, H) 
df 

<=? \I h E enableda( C. E) • h ~ H =? 

( --, consistent(C,E,Hi±J[hj) 

V intcrfr ring ( nextconfig ( C, Hl±J [ h ])) ) 

Finally, predicate isStep defines a bag of hyperedges S to be a step iff every 
h~·peredge in S is enabled. S is maximal and consistent. and the next configuration 
is noninterfering. The t\vo semantics that \VC will define in the next sect ions both 
use the predicate isStcp. 

isStepcr ( C. E, S) ~ S c::; enabledu ( C, E) 

/\ consistent( C. E, S) 

/\ --, interfering( nextcon.fig( C, S)) 

/\ rna:rima/O"( C. E. S) 

This definition of a step is declarative. Steps cau be computed, given some 
bag H of enabled hyperedges, by splitting H into maximal, consistent bags of 
hyperedges that. do not lead to interfering next configurations. 

Effect of step on configuration. By taking a :-;1.qJ. some nodes arc left and 
others are entered. Giwn a step II. the function left returns the bag of nodes that 
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are left if all the hyperedges in H are taken and the function enteTed returns the 
bag of nodes that are entered if all the hypc~redges in H are taken: 

lejt(H) df 

enteTed(H) 
df 

l±J settobag ( so11Tc·c ( h)) 
hEH 

l±J settobag(target(h)) 
hEH 

By taking a step the configuration changes. The function nextconfig returns the 
next configuration, given a configuration C and a consistent bag of hyperedgcs H: 

ne:r:tconfig( C. H) df 
( C l::J left(!!)) 1±1 enteTed(H) 

Example. Consider the example activity diagram in Figure 1.1 and its under
lying activity hypergraph in Figure 3.6. As explained on page 40, we let activity 
Check stock update the boolean variable insufficient stock, activity Check customr:r 
the boolean variable customer ok, and llo.ndlr payment the boolean variable pay
ment ok. Suppose the current configuration is [Check stock, Check customer]. In 
order to give an impression of all the different execution possibilities in this config
uration, we have listed in Table 5.1 for each of the relevant inputs that may occm, 
the configuration that is entered subsequently by taking a step. The comp11tcd 
step is implied by the reached configuration. 

insufficient true true false false 
stock 

customer ok true false true false 

Terminating 
activity node 

Check stock [Check cus- [Check cus- [Check [Check 
tomer, Make to mer, Make customer, customer, 
production production WAIT-1] WAIT-1] 
plan] plan] 

Check customer [Check stock, [Check stock, [Check stock, [Check stock, 
WAIT-2, WAIT-2, fi- WAIT-2, WAIT-2, fi-
Send bill] nal] Send bill] nal] 

Check stock & [Make pro- [Make pro- [WAIT-1, [WAIT-1, 
Check customer duction plan, d uction plan, WAIT-2, WAIT-2, 

WAIT-2, WAIT-2, Send bill] final] 
Send bill] final] 

Table 5.1 Possible next configurations for the activity hypergraph in Figure 3.6. 
final denotes one final node 
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Note that i11 this configuration, given a certain input, there is only one possible 
step. The only hyperedges that might be inconsistent represent different branches 
of a decision. Ewry decision in the example is deterministic. Hence. no two edges 
that might be inconsistent are enabled at the same time. Therefore, for each bag 
of input events in this configuration, the calculated step is unique. 

An example of a configuration in which, given a certain input, more than one 
step is possible, is configuration [WAIT-3,WAIT-4]. H the input is [after(2 weeks), 
receive payment]. there are two possible steps, one entering node Send reminder and 
the other one mtering node Handle payment. The \¥FS chooses arbitrarily one of 
these steps and takes it. 

5.3 Requirements-level semantics 

In the requirements-level semantics. we use the variables C, I, and L Var as discrete 
variables for the Clocked Transition System (see Section 5.1): 

Di8c = { C. I} U Lfor 

where, as before, C is the configuration, I is the current bag of input events, and 
L Var is the set of local variables of the activity diagram. 

We now explain how we model temporal events in the semantics. In UML, 
there are two kinds of temporal events, after and when events. after events are 
dealt with by timers in ClockResenJOir. whereas when events are dealt with by the 
master clock AfC. Remember that in Chapter 3, we parametrised each after(texp) 
expression with the hyperedge hit. belongs to: after( tc:rp, h ). For each after( texp,h) 
expression, a timer is started as soon as h becomes relevant; texp time units after 
the timer was started a timeout is generated. 

So, given a timer t belonging to expression after( te:rp, h), the deadline of t is 
texp. Thus, we can associate with each timer a deadline. denoted by function 
deadline : ClodReseruoir--+ N1 . ln order to make sure that there is no confusion 
between t\vo hyperedges with a similar after( texp) constraint. a timer always be
longs to at most. one hyperedge. Function hedge : ClockReservoir--+ IfyperEdges 
associates with every timer its unique hyperedge. 

Due to unboundedness of a nod(~, there does not have to exist an upper bound 
on the number of times a hyperedge is relevant at the same time. For example, in 
Figure 5.2 node WAIT is unbound(~d: there is no bound on the maximum number of 

after(1 minute) 
WAIT 

Figure 5.2 Example in which an unbounclecl immber of timers is nceclecl 
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its active instances. So, the hypcrcclge leaving WAIT can be relevant unbouncleclly 
often. Therefore. infinitely many timers are needed to generate all thP relevant 
timeouts. Hence. we assume that for ewry hypcrcdgc enough timers. i.e. possibly 
unboundedly many, are available. 

Temporal when events occur modulo a certain period. Thus, each when event 
w specifies a st't of points in time at which the event occurs. Denote this set by 
deadlines(w). The set of all when events also spccifi<~s a set of points, namely the 
union of all the individual sets. Dmote this set by deadlines( WhenE11cnts ). 

\Ve now spPcify the transition relation ----> for the CTS in the rcquirements
level semantics. The transition relation consists of sPven transition rdations. \Ye 
first give a bripf explanation of Pach relation; then we will formalise each relation. 

• relation ---->time represents the passage of time: timers are increased; 

• relation ----> event represents the occurrence of some events; 

• relation ----> r·etrieve_lvar represents the retrieval of the current values of the 
local variables. RetrieYal is needed for eYaluating guard conditions: 

• relation ---->unstable tests whether the current valuation is unstable. A valu
ation is unstable if there are some enabled hyperedges or the bag of input 
events is filled with some events; 

• relation ---+stable tests whether the current valuation is stable. If the valua
tion is :-;table. some new evPnts can occur: 

• relation ----> step represents that a step is computed and taken according to 
the step semantics outlined in Section 5.2. The configuration and the bag of 
input events are updated; 

• relation ----> end represents the termination of the case. 

In a requirements-level run. transitions must occur in a certain order. Fig
ure 5 .3 specihcs the order of the transition relations in the requirPments-level 
semantics. In the figure, a node represents a valuation. The initial valuation of 
an activity diagram is unstable by definition: a step is taken in order to leave this 
initial state and enter a stable state. 

There is a loop of transitio11s ---->step and ---->unstable in Figure 5.:3. So, more 
than one step ca11 be taken in response to some event occurrences. To he precise. if 
some eYent occms. the s\·stem state becomes unstable. The system then reacts by 
taking a step and entering a 11cw state. If this stat<' is unstable, then another step 
is taken. A maximal sequence of steps is called a snperstep. The superstep begins 
and ends in a stable state and all the intermediary states of the snperstep are 
unstable. As explained on page 50, the superstep can diverge; then tlH' superstep 
never ends in a stable state but keeps on taking steps and entering unstable states. 
There may be more than one step possible in an unstable state: then one of these 
possible steps is chosen and taken. 
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Figure 5.3 Exectztion cycle in requirements-Jen'] semantics 

Ideally, each workfiow should terminate, i.e., reach the state in which the only 
possible transition is --->end· But there ar<' some workfiows which fail to do so, 
either because they diverge, or because they deadlock. The verification approach 
presented in Chapter 10 allows, among others, to detect such failures. 

We now formally define each of thesC' seven relations. 
HclaLion --->time defines the passage of time. Timers are increased by some 

real nnrnlwr 6. They cannot be increased beyond their deadline, because timeout 
events must be generated on time. 

rr--+ tinie(}
1 ¢:} :3 ~ E IR. • ~ > 0 

/\ !J
1 

= 1J[ i"'.tERTt/a(t)+6. MC /a(AfC)+6] 

/\ v l E dcadlinrcs( WhenEl'ents) • 

1J(MC) < l => !J(MC)+6 s; l 

/\\It E a(RT) • 

!J ( t) < rfoadline (hedge ( t)) =? 

<T( t) + 6 s; deadline (hedge ( t)) 

Va.lnation 1J[x/val] assigns to variable x vall!c val and to every other variable y, 

y # :r, the value 1J(y). Symbol & denotes a hulk update: 

a[&xEX x /val,,] 
df 

where n = #X. 
The defined constraints upon clocks nsc a guard condition, modelled with the 

implic:at ion ( =?). for the following reason. If a clock reaches its deadline. tim<' can 
no longer pass. because a timeout must be gcm•ratecl. But afterwards. in a later 
time transition. if the clock has reached its deadline and has not been switched 
off. it should be able to increase beyond any bol!nd. The consequent of the guard 
condition docs not allow such an increas<'. That is why an implication is used. 
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after(1 minute)[false] 
WAIT-1 1----------- WAIT-2 

Figure 5.4 Example in which timer cannot be switched off after timeout 

Consider for example the activity diagram in Figure 5.4. Suppose the system 
enters configuration [WAIT-1]. After 1 minute, time can no longer progress for 
the corresponding timer and a timeout is generated (by relation ___, event specified 
below). In the example, the edge leaving WAIT-1 can never be taken, because its 
guard condition is false. Thus, node WAIT-1 cannot be left. The defined constraint 
on clocks, including MC, in ___,time allows the timer to keep on running even after 
it has reached its deadline. Thus, the constraint prevents that time stands still in 
case some timers have reached their deadlines but are not switched off. 

Relation ___,event defines that events occur. The only component that changes 
is I, the bag of input events. The non-occurrence of events is excluded: no change 
is not a change. The occurrence of events must satisfy some additional constraints, 
that we will discuss below. Line by line, the definition says that a bag E of event 
occurrences is allowed if and only if: 

• the bag is not empty; 

• a broadcast event can only occur once; 

• only activity nodes that are in the current configuration can terminate; 

• if the master clock MC has reached the deadline of a when event, the when 
event is generated; 

• if n after timers are the same, i.e. reach their deadline simultaneously, then 
n after events should be raised. Two timers are the same if and only if they 
belong to the same hyperedge hand have the same value, so they are started 
at the same time. Note that by definition, timers that belong to the same 
hyperedge have the same deadline. 

CJ___, eventCJ1 ~ ::l E : bag Events • CJ1 = CJ[!/ E] 

/\ E ~ [] 

/\ 't:/ e E Events • sendtype( e) = be =} E~e :::; 1 

/\'Vt E TerminationEvents • CJ'(Irnt:::; CJ(C)~term(t) 

/\ 't:/we E WhenEvents • CJ(MC)Edeadlines(we)? weEE 

/\\ft E CJ(RT) • CJ(t) = deadline(t) =} 

E ~ event(hedge(t)) = #same(t, CJ) 

where same(t,CJ) = { t' E CJ(RT) I hedge(t) = hedge(t') 

/\ CJ(t)=CJ(t')} 
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Before the step can be computed. the valuation of the local variables in the 
database must be known. The valuation of these variables may have changed, be
cause some activities have terminated (recorded in I), or because the environment 
has updated some variables. Relation ----> retrie1w_/nar specifies that the new values 
of the local variables are retrieved. The valuation of variables that are observed 
or updated in some running activity does not change. 

O"----> retrieve_luar0"1 ~ O"( C) = 0"1 
( C) 

/\ O"(I) = (JI (I) 

/\ O"(MC) = 0"1 (MC) 

/\ l::Jt E RT• O"(t) = 0" 1(t) 

/\I::/ aEAN • aE(J(C)ldterminated((J(C),O"(I)) =? 

l::JvELVar • vEObs(a)UUpd(a) =? O"(v) =0"1 (v) 

where, given a configuration C and input I, the function terminated returns the 
bag of terminated activity ttodes of C. 

tern1inated( C. I) {a f--4 n E AN x N1 I 3 e E TerminationE1'ents • 

a E C /\ e E I /\ a = term( c) /\ n = I rt e } 

where as before b E B is true iff b is member of bag B. 
A valuation O" is stable iff there arc no enabled hypercdges and the bag of input 

events is empty: 

O"i=stable ~ enab/eda(O"(C).O"(I))=0 /\ O"(f)=[] 

Transitions ---->unstable and ---->stable test whether a valuation is unc:table or stable. 
Both transitions have lower priority than transition ____, rnd· defined below. 

/ df / / 
0"----> unstableO" ¢? O" = O" /\ (J ~ stable /\ O"-+ cndO" 

I 
O" ----> stableO" 

Predicate ----> end tests whether a11 activity diagram has ended. 

I di O" _ _, endO" ¢? (]"=(JI 

/\ O"(J) = [ l 
/\ I::/ n E Nodes • n E O"( C) =? n E FN 

Note that if O"----> rnd0"1 then O" f= stable. because final nodes have no outgoing 
hyperedgcs. 

We next define the step transition relation ---->step. A step is computed as 
described in Section 5.2. Line by line. the ---->step defi11ition says that a step is 
done between O" and 0" 1 iff: 

• there is a step S (using the predicate isStep defined in Section 5.2); 
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• the variables that are contained in the guards of the hyperedges in S arc not 
beiug updated in some non-terminated activity (otherwise an inconsistent 
value could lw read); 

• there is a set T of timers that can be turned on: 

• IT is then updated into IT1 by computing the next configuration if step S 
is taken (using the function ne:rtconfig defined in Section 5.2). putting the 
gerwrnted ewnts in J. i11itialisi11g the new timers T. and updating RT by 
removing the timers that have become irrelevant (set OffT'irnr:rs) and adding 
the new timers T. 

IT--> step1T1 ~ :3 S : hag Hyper/<,'dges • isStepcr(IT( C), IT(f). S) 

/\\:/a E AN• a EC CJ terminated(1T(C),1T(J)) =} 

Upd(a) n ( LJ var(guard(h))) = 0 
hES 

/\ :3 Tc:;; Clocklleservoir • NewTirners(IT( C). S. IT(RT). T) 

/\ IT 1 =IT[ C / nu:tconfig((J( C), S). 

I/ settobag(generated ( S)), 

&tETt/0. 
RT /(IT(RT) \ OffTimers(IT( C). S, IT(RT)) UT)] 

where var-(g) denotes the variables guard g tests, given a bag of hypercdges. func
tion gniemted returns the set of generated events. The function is defined recur
sively. 

generated ( [ ] ) 

genern.ted([ h] UH) 

df 

df 

0 

sendactions(h) U genemtcrl(H) 

We next define function O.ffTimers and predicate NcwTimers. Function Off
Timers returns all timers i11 RT that can be S\\·itched off becanse their corre
sponding hyperedges are irrdevant in the next configuration, even though these 
were relevant in tlw current configuration. Predicate NewTimer-s is true iff all 
timers in Tare off but can be turned ort. i.e. the~' arc not i11 RT. a11d moreover for 
every instance of an hypercclge that becomes relevant there is a timer in T. The 
definition of New Timers requires that for every hyperedgc there arc always enough 
new timers. i.e. non-running so not in RT, available. That is why we requir(' that 
for ewr~· hyperedge h there are unboundeclly many timers belonging to h available 
in ClockReservoir. 

OjfTimers( C. S. RT) ~ { t E RT I hedge(t) E olrlrd} 

where oldrel = relevant( C) CJ relcnant( ne:rtc:onfig( C. S)) 
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NewTimen;(C. S. RT, T) {'} 

T c;;; { t E ClockResl'rvoir I t ~ RT /\ hedqe( t) E newrel} 

/\I;/ h E newrel • newn:l ti h = #{ t E TI hcdge(t) = h} 

where ncwrel = relevant( ne:rtconfig( C, S)) CJ relevant( C) 

Initial valuation. In the initial valuation O'o, the configuration only contains 
on(' copy of initial and the input is <'mpty. There are no timers running, so set 
RT is empty. The other variables. including master clock l\JC. must be initialised 
with an appropriate value. 

O'o f= C = [in dial] 

/\ I= [] 

/\ RT= 0 

Execution algorithm. Fignre 5.5 shows an informal execution algorithm for 
Ul\IL activity diagrams. The execution algorithm models the same behaviour as 
th<' formal requirements-level semantics defined above, but in a less formal way. 
The algorithm may however be more intuitive and easier to understand than the 
formal definitions above. 

5.4 Implementation-level semantics 

In the implementation-level semantics, the system reacts by taking an event from 
tht> queue and processing it. To take a hyperedgc with no trigger event, a spe
cial e\·ent is needed i11 this semantics. A completion euent is defined iu the 
implementation-level semantics of UML [150] as the event that is generated when 
a wait state is entered 1 . Completion events should not be confused with termi
nation events: tlte latter are defined by us and refer to activity nodes. There is 
an ambiguity in the UJVIL standard [ 150] concerning the triggering of completion 
hypercdgl'S, i.e. hypercdges that do not have an explicit trigger c\·ent. Can a com
pletion event of node n only trigger hyperedges leaving n, or can a completion 
ev<'nt also trigger sa:v a completion hypereclge that does not havP n in its sources? 
vYP assume here that a completion event can trigger arbitrarily many other com
pletion hyperedgcs. This assumption can easily be adapted to the more strict case 
\\'here fl completion event only triggers outgoing hypereclgcs of some specific node. 

Let set CompletionJ.;vents represent the set of completion events. The bijective 
function comp gives for each completion event the wait state upon whose entry 
the completion event is generated. 

comp : CompletionEvents >-* WN 

1 According to llML 1.4, a completion event occurs when all entry actions and do-activities 
in the current state have completed. In this thesis, however, wait states have no entry actions. 
On page 26 we explain why we do not use do-activities. 
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• J nitialisc; 

• v\'hile ( c =f. final configuration) do 

• od; 

Repeat until I =f. [ ]; I I wait for input events 

Rctriew the valnation of the local variable::;; 

Take a superstep: 

• Repeat 

1. Compute a step; 

2. Computl' the internal events generated in the :otcp: 

3. Compute the next configuration; 

-±. Update C 1vith the next configuration: 

5. Empty the input I and fill it with the generated inter-
11al events: 

6. Switch new relevant timers m1 and irrelevant timers off; 

• Until I is empty and there are no enabled hypcredges: 

Figure 5.5 Execution algorithm for activity diagrams in requirements-level se
rmwtics 

We now turn to the variables used in the implementation-level semantics. There 
arc two differences with the variables used in the requirements-level semantics. 
First. in the implementation-level semantics. we no longer hm·e the bag I of inpnt 
events. Instead of I we have two new variables: a queue Q in which events that 
occur are stored. and a variable re in which the router evenL i.e. the single event 
that the Router is currently processing, is stored. 

The queue Q is filled by the environment. As in the requirements-level seman
tics. at each moment in time a bag of events can occur (and as in the requirements
levd semantics one broadcast event cannot occur more than once at the same time). 
According to the UlVIL [150]. events in Qare ordered. but the precise ordering used 
is left open. The only ordering rule that is given is that that completion events 
have priority over non-completion events. We will assume a FIFO order here but 
any other order compatible with the lJ,\IL ordering rule can be chosen. \\'e there
fore model a queue as a sequence of a bag of events, Q : seq bag Evenfa. Events 
occurring simultaneously are unordered: they belong to the same bag. 

In order to give a simple formalisation of priority of completion events, we as
sume that the completion events are kept in a separate queue Qcornp : seq Comple
tion Events. This does not imply that an implementation of this semantics should 
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store completion events in a separate queue! 
Router ewnt re either contains an event or is empt)·. re E Events U { J_}. Upon 

the start of a reaction. the Router picks an ewnt from Q and puts it in T"f. \Yhen 
the Router finishes its reaction. the event is remowd from re. So, if re = L the 
router i8 not busy processing, oth<'rwise it is. 

A second difference is that the Router uses a variable S to store the current step 
that is being taken. This variab](' i8 not used in th(' n'quirements-level semantic8. 

Summarising, we use the following variables for the Clocked Transition System 
in the implementation-level semantics. 

Disc= { C. Q, Qcomp• re, S} U LVar 

As before, C is the configuration and LVar is the set of local variables. 
In the implementation-level semantics, the transition relation consists of twelve 

transition relations that we describe next: 

• relation --> ti.me represents the passage of time: timers are increased: 

• relation --> event represents the occurrence of some events; 

• relation --> pick_event represents the Router picking an event from the queue 
and putting it in re; 

• relation --> retnei·e_lvar represents the retrieval of the current \·alm~s of the 
local variables. Their current values are needed to evaluate guard conditions; 

• relation --> compute_step represents the computation of a step. Th(' computed 
step is put in S; 

• next, a step is taken: 

relation ___, leave_confiy represents the first part of taking a step by leav
ing some state nodes: 

relation --> remove_offt1.rners represents that some timers arc turned off 
because they have become irrelevant; 

relation --> generate_cmnp represents the genmation of completion events; 

relation --> genernte_intnnal represents the generation of named internal 
ewnts in hyperedges: 

relation --> add_newtinwrs represents that some timers are tnrned on be
caus(' they have become relevant; 

relation --> enter _config represents the entering of some state nodes; 

• relation --> end represents the termination of the case. 
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compute_step remove_off_timers 

add_newtimers generate_internal 

event 

generate_internal generate_comp 

Figure 5.6 Execution cycle in implementation-level semantics 

The order of these transition relations in the implementation-level semantics is 
shown in Figmc 5.6. As in the requirements-level semantics, the initial state of 
the activity diagram is unstable h\· definition. It is left by computing a11d taking 
a step. 

The relation of the cycle in the implementation-level semantics (Figure 5.6) 
with the cycle in the requirements-level semantics (Figure 5.3) is as follows. Tran
sitions ---+ com:pnte_step, ---+ leave_config through ---+ enkr_config correspond to transi
tion ---+step in the requirements-level semantics. Transition ---+ pick_cvrnt is not 
present in the requirements-level semantics, as there is no Router in that latter 
semantics. Requirements-level trn11sitions --+stable and ___,unstable arc not present 
at the implementation-level. as thl' queue is polled for events in that semantics. 

Note there are two hyperedges in the figure (one with label enter _con fig and one 
with label end). The hyperedge labelled enter_config creates two parallel branches. 
The hyperedgc labelled end joins the two parallel branches. In terms of the abstract 
WFS architecture depicted in Figure 2.3 on page 17. the left branch is behaviour 
of the environment and the Clock l\fanager, whereas the right branch is behaviour 
of the Router. The queue is the buffer that connects these parallel components. 
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Transition ---+ t.ime can n('vcr happen concurrently with a parallel transition. 
Transition ---+ event. can happen concurrently with parallel transitions: for example, 
---+ event and ---+ pi.ck_event can happen simultaneously. This parallelism is not 
reflected in the formal definition below. !mt can be easily added by introducing 
some new relatious that define these concnrrent transitions, using the definitions 
for the atomic transitions that we will specify below. For example, the concurrent 
transition for the example above could be defined as: 

df 

----+ euent/pick_el'ent == ----+ cuent 9 -----+ pu;k_event 

which is equivalent to the following definition: 

df 

-----+ event/pi(:k_c11ent == ----+ pi.ck_event 9 -------+ e11ent 

where 9 denotes relational composition, i.e. the intermediary state does not exist. 
vVe do not define these concurrent transitions, in order to avoid a blow up of 
definitions and notation. N ewrtheless, the proofs in the next chapter, in which 
we show the correspondence between both semantics. carry easily over to this 
concurrent setting (due to the definition of relational composition ;) . 

We uow proceed to formally define the transition relations. Relation ---+ time de
fines the passage of time. This definition is the same as in the previous section 
and therefore not shown here. 

The ---+event is almost the same as the definition in the preYious section. The 
only differences with the previous definition are the first line, which specifies that 
events are put at the end of the queue (~ denotes concatenation on sequences), 
and the fourth line, which deals with termination events. The behaviour specified 
in thl' last line. that temporal events are input to the \VFS. is bchaYiour of the 
clock manager (cf. Figure 2.3). 

a---+ event<J
1 ~ 3 E : hag Events •a' =a[ Q /a( Q) ~ E] 

/\E=j[] 

/\ v e E Events• sendtype(e) =be =?- E~e <'.'. 1 

/\ v t E TerminationEvents • 

(a' (CJ) l±J [a' (re) ])rtt <'.'. a( C)rttr:rm( t) 

/\ \fwc E WhenE1ients • a(MC)Edeadlines(we) =?- weER 

/\\ft E a(RT) • <T(t) = deadline(hedge(t)) =?-

E rt event(hedge(t)) = #same(t,a) 

where same(t,a) = { t' E <T(RT) I hedge(t) = hedge(t') 

/\ a(t) = a(t')} 

Next, we model the behaviour of the Router. The Router first picks an eve11t 
from the queue and puts it iu re. Completion events have priority over no11-
completion events. As explained on page 68 1 completion events arP stored in a 
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separate quem' Qcomp· 

3 tc E Qcomp • 0"
1 = O"[Qcmnp/J(Qcomp) Cl [ e,]. re/ec] 

V C2rnmp = 0 /\ 3 eE Q • 0"
1 = J[Q/J(Q) Cl [e], re/e] 

Next, the Router retrieves the current valuation of the local variables from 
the database system. As terminated activities do 11ot update variables anymore, 
new valuations of local variables can be retrieved when the corresponding activity 
termination events are in the q11c11c or processed by the router. 

~ O"(C)=a1 (C) 

/\ O" ( Q) = (]"I ( Q) 

/\ O"(Qcomp) = a1 (Qcomp) 

/\ O"( re) = a1 (re) 

/\ O"(S) = a1(S) 

/\ O"(MC) = a 1 (MC) 

/\ I;/ t E RT • O" ( t) = 0"
1 

( t) 

/\Va E AN• 

a EC Cl terminated( J( C), a( Q) l±J [ J(rc)]) =? 

I;/ v E LVar • v E Upd( a )U Obs( a) =? O"( v) = a 1 
( v) 

Next. the Router computes a step and stores it in S. As in the requirements
level semantics, the variables that are contained in the guards of the hyperedges 
in S should not be updated in some non-terminated activity. 

O"---> compnte_step0"1 ~ 3 8 1
: bag HyperEdgcs • ·isStep,Aa( C), [ O"(rc)], S 1

) 

/\ 0"
1 

= J[S I S1
] 

/\I;/ a E AN• 

a E C Cl termirw.tcd(J( C). a( Q) l±J [ O"(re)]) =? 

Upd(a) n ( LJ var(gu.ard(h))) = 0 
hES' 

Then, the Router starts taking S by first leaving the current configuration. 

O"--->/eaV<_config0"1 ~ 0"
1 

= a[C/a(C) Cl lejt(O"(S))] 

Next. some timers are switched off, because their hyperedges have become 
irrelevant. 

O"---> rcrrwvc_offtimers0"1 ~ 0"
1 = J[RT /J(RT)\ 0/J"Timcrs(J( C), a(S), J(RT))] 

The queue is updated with completion events. 

df ' [ ~ O" = O" Qcomp/a(Qcmnp) ~ comp_eL'enl.(O"(S))] 
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where ~ denol.C's concatenation of sequences and function comp_event returns the 
bag of completion events that arc generated if step H is taken: 

comp_evcnt ( H) df 
{ c f--+ n E CompletionEvcnts x N1 i ::i w E WN • 

w E cntered(H) /\ cornp( c) = w /\ n = entcred(H)~w} 

Then the queue is updated with generated events. 

Then. some new timers are S\vitchecl on, because their hypereclges have become 
relevant. 

O" -----j. add_newtimersa' ~ 3 T ~ ClockReservoir • 

NewTimers(CY( C), CY(S), CY(RT). T) 

/\ CJ
1 = CY[RT/CY(RT) u T, 

&tETt/0] 

Finally, the Router enters the new configuration. Processing of the event in re 
has completed, so the event is removed from re. 

The systems ends iff the configuration only contains final nodes and the queue 
is empty. 

t df 
CJ --+ end CJ ¢? 

/\ CY( Q) = [ ] 
f\ CJ( Q COTTI[!) = [ l 
/\ CY( re) = l_ 

/\ If n E Nodes • n E CY( C) =? n E Fl{ 

Initial valuation. In the initial valuation CJo, the configuration only contains 
one copy of initial and the input. is empty. There arc no timers running, so set 
RT is empty. The other variables, including master clock MC, must be initialised 
with an appropriate value. 

CJo F C = [ initial ] 

/\ Q = [ l 
/\ Qcomp = [] 
/\ re= l_ 

/\ s = [ l 
/\ RT= 0 
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Execution algorithm. Figure 5.7 shows an informal execution algorithm for 
activity diagrams under the formal implementation-level semantics. As the previ
ous algorithm. this algorithm is less precise than the formal semantics. but nrny 
be more intuitive and easier to understand. 

Run to completion. The OJ\IG semantics [JSO] of U1IL statecharts (and thus 
the ()j\IG semantics of activity diagrams; see Chapter 9) satisfies run-to-completion. 
meaning that an event can only be processed if processing of the previous event 

• Initialise; 

• While (true) do 
II wait for input 
events 
rcceiv<' input events; 

• od; 

• While ( C # final configuration) do 

- If ( Q # [ ]) then 

1. Pick an event from Q aml put it 
m re: 

2. Retriew the valuation of the rele
va11t variables: 

3. Compute a step and store it in S; 

II start taking S 
.J. l'pdate C by removing the source 

nodes of the hyperedges i11 S; 

5. Remove the timers that have be
come irrelevaut: 

6. Generate completion e\Tnts and 
update Q with them; 

7. Gc11erate seud actions and put 
them in Q: 

8. Add some new timers because 
their sources l >ecome relevant in a 
moment; 

9. Update C b~· adding the target 
nodes of the hyperedges in S; 

II finish taking S 

• od: II workflow terminated 

• abort: 

Figure 5. 7 Execution algorithm for activity diagrams in implementation-level 
semantics 
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has fully completed. Since we do not have call events, this property is trivially sat
isfied by our implementation-level semantics (and even by our requirements-level 
semantics). 

Appendix: Token-game semantics 

In order to give an impression what a Petri net-like token-game semantics for 
activity hypergraphs would look like, and how it differs from our two semantics, 
we define a token-game semantics for activity hypergraphs in this section. 

Under the token-game semantics, the only variable that is used is the configu
ration. 

D'isc = { C} 

The transition relation ____, is defined as follows. 

CJ____, CJ 1 ~ 3 h E relevant( CJ( C)) • CJ1 = CJ[ C / nextconfig( CJ( C), [ h])] 

Under the token game semantics. every relevant hyperedge h can be taken. It 
is left undetermined when exactly h is taken: under this semantics, the system 
itself. i.e., the WFS, decides when h is taken and does not look at its environment. 
We think this does not accurately reflect WFS behaviour: as a WFS is reactive, 
h should be taken when it is triggered by some change in the environment (see 
Section 4.2). 

In the initial valuation, the configuration only contains the initial node. 

CJo I= C = [ initial] 

Every configuration reachable under the requirements-level or implementation
level semantics, is also reachable under the token-game semantics. A step under 
either the requirements-level or implementation-level semantics can be simulated 
under the token-game semantics by taking the hyperedges in the step one by 
one (remember the hyperedges in a step are consistent, i.e., taking one of the 
hyperedges in the step does not disable any of the other hyperedges in the step). 
The reverse, however, does not hold. For example, in Figure 1.1 (Figure 3.6) 
configuration [final, Send bill] is reachable under the token-game semantics. because 
guard customer ok is not interpreted in this semantics. But configuration [final, 
Send bill] is unreachable under both the requirements-level and implementation
level semantics, since in both these semantics guard labels are interpreted. 

In Chapter 8 we focus more in general on the differences between Petri nets 
and our two semantics. 
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Chapter 6 

Relation between the two 
formal semantics 

In the previous chapter we have defined two execution semantics for activity di
agrams. In this chapter we look at differences and similarities between these two 
semantics. The goal is to identify a class of activity diagrams that behave similarly 
under both semantics. Based on this study, we will identify in Chapter 10 a class 
of functional requirements that are insensitive to the particular semantics that 
is used. reqnircments-level or implementation-level. An insensitive requirement 
holds under the requirements-level semantics iff the requirement holds under the 
implementation-level semantics. To verify an insensitive requirement, we will use 
the requirerrll'nLs-level semantics. The obtained verification result carries over to 
the implementation-level semantics, even though the requirements-level semantics 
is considerably more easy to verify than the implementation-level semantics. 

We begin by observing that, at a certain level of abstraction. the reqnirements
level semantics (RLS) and implementation-level semantics (ILS) behave similar]~._ 

Consider for example the workfiow of the production company (sec Figure 1.1). 
If the system is in configuration [Receive order] and activity node Receive order 
terminates, under both the RLS and ILS the next configuration will he [Check 
stock, Check customer]. But the moment in time at which this next configuration 
is reached differs in both semantics: under the RLS the next configuration is 
entered immediately whereas under the ILS the next configuration is entered after 
a finite. non-zero amount of time. In other \vords, the RLS and ILS have similar 
behaviour to the extent that the result of a reaction to some input events is the 
same. But each of the semantics may reach this result in its own way. 

Unfortunately, there are activity diagrams1 that have different observable be
haviour under the RLS and ILS. In the first part of tbis chapter, we will list several 

1We use the tnm 'activity diagram' even though we actually mean an activity hypergraph. 
This is not harmful. howewr. as each activity diagram maps into a unique activity hypergraph. 
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issues in which an activit~· diagram under the RLS has different bchaviom than 
the same activity cli'1gram under the ILS. Since our aim is to find common be
haviour for both semantics. we must resolve these issues. There arc three possible 
solutions. 

• Pnt some extra constraints on the environment. so that activity diagrams 
behave the same according to both semantics. vVe label such a solution 'env'. 

• Pnt some extra constraints on activity diagrams, so that activity diagrams 
not satisfying the constraints, are ruled out. We prefer constraints on the 
syntax of activity diagrams, but the constraints can also refer to the seman
tics of activity diagrams. We label such a solution 'act'. 

• Put some' C'xtra constraints on the defined semantics, so that activity dia
grams behave the same according to both semantics. So the semantics is 
changed. We label such a solution 'sem'. 

We prefer tltc second solution. The first and third solution would requirC' additional 
constraints on environment and semantics, whereas the focus is jnst to look at 
similar requirements in both semantics, not to redefine the semantics or put extra 
constraints upon the environment! Nevertheless, in some cases it is impossible to 
define extra constraints on activity diagrams; then we have to resort to defining 
au extra constraint on the environment or semantics. 

To clarify the presentation. ,,.e introdnce an intermediate level between t be 
requiremruts-lcvcl and the implementation-level semantics. namely a restricted 
version of the implementation-level semantics. In this restricted version of the 
ILS. external events only occur when the current state is stable: the queue is 
empty and the Router is not busy processing an event. \Ve call this restricted 
version the stable implementation-level semantics (stable ILS for short). 

The strncture of this chapter is as follows. Section 6.1 discus::;es the differences 
between the HLS and stable ILS on the one hand, and between the stable ILS and 
ILS on the other hand. We list several issues in which the behaviom of activity 
diagrams under tltc RLS semantics is different from the behaviour under the ILS. 
For each issue, wP will number the solution we choose for resolving the difference in 
bebaviom. The preferred solution is to formulate a constraint to rule out activity 
diagrams in which these differences occur, but sometimes this is irnpossible and 
we have to p11t a constraint on the environment or semantics. In Section 6.2 we 
prove that activity diagrams satisfying these constraints indeed behave similarly 
in both the RLS and ILS. Section 6.3 winds up with conclusions. 

6.1 Differences between the two semantics 

6.1.1 RLS and stable ILS 

Updating of variables by environment. Because in the RLS events arc pro
cessed im1m'diatdy. the valnation of a guard at the time the event occnrs and 
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A updates ok WAIT-1 

[ok] 

A WAIT-2 

e 
WAIT-3 WAIT-4 

Figure 6.1 Example for issue "'Updating of rnriablcs lff environment" 

at the time the event is processed is the same. In the ILS and stable ILS, after 
an event has occurred and before the event is processed, the environment may 
change the valuation of a guard. The same activit~· diagram can therefore behave 
differently in the requirements-level and implen]('ntation-levd semantics. 

For example, suppose that in Figure 6.1 the system is in configuration [A,WAIT-
3] and activity node A tnminates and e occurs at the same time. Moreover, A 
has set ok to true. Then under the HLS. the on!~· possible next configuration is 
[WAIT-1,WAIT-4]. In the ILS, one event at a time is processed. Suppose e is 
processed before the activity termination event. While e is being processed, the 
environment rnay set ok to false. Since A has terminated, the variable ok is no 
longer locked in the database system. So in that case. under the ILS configuration 
[WAIT-2,WAIT-4] is entered. This configuration cannot be reached under the RLS 
in this particular example. 

We solve this difference in behaviom between H.LS and stable ILS by forbidding 
the environment to updak case attributes (control data). Note that this difference 
occms in every activity diagram in which activities update variables that occur 
in some guard conditions of the activity diagram. It is therefore not feasible to 
define constraints on activity diagrams: those would rule out almost every activity 
diagram. 

Cl The environment does not update case attributes (control data). (env) 

Locking of variables. Before a relevant hyperwlge can he taken, its gua.rd needs 
to be evaluated. A guard cannot be evaluated if it refers to some variable v that 
is currently being updated in some activity. In that case, we say v is locked. If 
the guard refers to a variable that is locked, the activity diagram may behave 
diffrrcntly under RLS and ILS. 

For example. in Figure 6.2. rnriablc ok is tested in edge el that is in a thread 
parallel with activities A au<l B that both update ok. Since A and B both update 
ok. they are interfering. Edge el can only be taken if variable ok is not locked, in 
otlicr words, if A and B arc not active. 

Suppose the current configuration is [A.WAIT-2.WAIT-4] and node A tnminates 
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A updates ok 

A WAIT-1 

e1:e[ok] 
WAIT-2 f-----+1 WAIT-3 

WAIT-4 f-----+1 B 

B updates ok 

Figure 6.2 Example for issue "Locking of 1·ariables" 

and e and f occur. Under the RLS. the only possible next configuration is [WAIT
l,WAIT-3,B]. Since activity A is not running anymore, edge el is always taken in 
this particular case. Under the ILS, suppose f is processed before e. Thcn node B 
is entered and activity B becomes active before el is taken. If B is active, however, 
yariable ok becomes locked. Tims. edge el cannot he taken anymore. So. then the 
next configuration under the ILS is [WAIT-l,WAIT-2,B]; this configmation is not 
reachable under the RLS for this particular input. 

The diffcrC'nce between RLS aud ILS in this particular example is due to the 
parallel event processing in the RLS and the single-event processing in the ILS. 
Due to single-event processing, in the ILS a variable can become locked after 
one (external) event has been responded to, whereas under the RLS the variable 
becomes locked after all (external) events haw been responded to. 

We avoid this difference by putting the following constraint on activity dia
grams. 

C2 If the guard of some hyperedge h refers to a variable that is up- (act) 
dated in some activity A and node A is not source of h, then 
hypcrcdge h is not in parallel with node A, i.e .. there docs not 
exist a configuration C such that settobag(source(h) U {A}):;;:: C. 

This constraint cannot be checked on the syntax of activity diagrams. Instead, 
it presupposes a semantics of activity diagrams. So we would have to check the 
constraint in both the RLS and ILS. But the purpose of this whole exC'rcise is to 
avoid using both semantics, in particular the ILS semantics! 

Fortunately. we can use the Petri net token-game semantics on hypergraphs. 
defined on page 75, to compute all the configurations that are possible in theor~·. 
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(Then the labels of the hyperedges are not interpreted.) Some of these configu
rations may i1ot exist under the RLS or ILS. But every configuration <'xisting in 
both RLS and ILS can be computed using the Petri net token-game semantics. If 
the check using the token-game semantics fails. the constraint may still hold un
der both RLS and ILS, because the violating configuration perhaps dOl~s not exist 
under these semantics. Tims, verification of the constraint using the token-game 
semantics is sufficient but not necessary. 

Sometimes. by visual inspection of the syntax one can analyse whether or not 
the activity diagram satisfies the constraint. For exampk in Figur<' 1.1 (Fig
ure 3.6) it is immediately clear that the hyperedges leaving node WAIT-1 and 
WAIT-2 are only enabled once both acti,·ities Check stock and Check: custorne1· 
have completed. So, this activity diagram satisfies above constraint. 

Finally, note that if the activity diagram satisfies this constraint, the guard of 
a relevant hypcredge can always be <'valuated, because the variables it refers to 
are never locked. 

Internal events. Since events are processed in parallel in the RLS, events gen
erated by the system (internal events) may have a different effect under the RLS, 
compared to the ILS. 

For example, consider the activity diagram in Figure 6.:~. Suppose the current 
configuration is [WAIT-l,WAIT-3,WAIT-5] and events e and g happen simultane
ously. Under the RLS, the reaction ends in configuration [WAIT-2,WAIT-4,WAIT-
6]. Edge el is taken. because f is generated in the previous step. whereas edge e2 is 
not taken, because its trigiser event h is already removed from the input when the 
system reaches [WAIT-6]. Under the ILS, however, it is possible that the reaction 
ends in configuration [WAIT-2,WAIT-4.WAIT-7], namely if e is processed before g 
and g before f. Then both edge el and edge e2 are taken. 

We circumvent this difference in behaviour by putting the following constraint 
on the syntax, which says that events generated in some thread arc expected in 
some other parallel thread. First som<' terminology: a hypcredge h makl's another 
hyperedge h' (directly) relevant if h's targets and h''s sources overlap. A hyperedge 
h makes another hyperedge h' indirectly relevant, if h makes another hyperedge 

elf 
WAIT-1 WAIT-2 

g/h 
WAIT-3 WAIT-4 

e1:f e2:h 
WAIT-5 WAIT-6 WAIT-7 

Figure 6.3 Example for issue "Internal events'' 
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h" directly relevant, and h" either makes h' directly relevant or indirectly relevant. 

C:~ A hypcrcdgc triggered by an internal event i is only made ( directl.v) (act) 
rele\·ant by another hyperedgc that also makes the hyperedge that 
generates i (in)dircctly relevant. 

The constraint is sufficient to rnlc out activity diagrams with different be
haviour w.r.t. internal events. The constraint rules out the activity diagram in 
Figure 6.3: edge e2 violates the rule. It is mack relevant by el, but el docs not 
make (in)directly relevant an edge that generates h. 

The in predicate. If the in predicate is used. an activity diagram may behave 
differently urnkr the RLS and stable LLS. For example, cousider the activity dia
gram in Figure 6.4. Suppose that the current configuratio11 is [A,WAIT-2] and A 
terminates and e occurs simultaneous!~·. Then under the BLS the 11cxt configu
ration is ahvays [WAIT-1.WAIT-3]. When e occurs, the current configuration still 
contains A, so predicate in(A) is true. But under the stable ILS, it is possible that 
node A·s termination event is processed before e. Then predicate in(A) is false 
when e is processed. Consequently. configuration [WAIT-1.WAIT-4] is reached. 
Thus. the RLS and stable ILS behave differently in this example. 

\Ne can rule out such activity diagrams by forbidding to use the in constraint. 

Cl(a) The in predicate is not used. (act) 

We also formulate a weaker constraint, however, that will turn out to be useful 
for showing that it is possible in the stable ILS to mimic the behaviour of the RLS. 
The observation we make is that by choosing the right order of ewnt processing. 
the stable ILS can behave similarly to the RLS even when the in predicate is 
used. For example in Figure 6.4 as described above, if e is processed before A's 
termination ev('nt. the RLS ancl ILS behave similarly. For simplicity. we assume 
that the in predicate is only used in guards of h~'pcredges triggered by an external 
ev<'nt, i.e .. not by a compktion or internal event. If either h or h' 's trigger event is 

e1: 
A WAIT-1 

WAIT-3 

WAIT-4 

Figure 6.4 Example for issue "'The in predicate .. 
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a completion or internal event. the ILS can no longn influence the ordPr of event 
processing. lwcanse these events have priority of external events (see page 88). 

\Ye now formulate a constraint that gnarantees 1 hat the right order can be 
chosen. A hypcredge h must be taken before another hyperedge h1

, written h --< h1
, 

iffthere is a hypcredge triggered hy event(h) and with guard containing in(n), and 
there is a hyr)('redge triggered by event(h1

) that either leaves n or enters n. If 
h --< h1

, taking h' may change the truth value of the guard of h. For example in 
Figure 6.4, taking el the truth valnes of the guards of e2 and e3 change. So e2 --< e1 
and e3 --< e1. 

:'\ow. if there is no c~·cle in the relation --<. it is always possible to choose an 
appropriate order of event-processing in the stable ILS, namely by taking into ac
count the rcla ti on --<: if h --< h' then event ( h) should he processed before event ( h'). 

C4(b) The in predicate is only used in guards of hyperedges triggered by (act) 
an external event. There is no cycle in the relation-<. 

Conflicting hyperedges. \\'e say that a hypereclge h conflicts with another hy
peredge h' iff hand h' have some sources in commorL i.e., source(h)nsource(h')-/-
0. Activity diagrams with conflicting hyperedges may have different behaviour 
under the RLS and stable ILS. We rule out such activity diagrams by defining 
constraints on conflicting hypercdges that every activity diagram must satisfy. 

First, we define some terminology for hypercdges (cf. Table 3.1 on page 33). 

• a completion hyperedge is a hyperedge that has no trigger ewnt. A comple
tion hypercdge is implicitly triggered by completion event under the ILS. 

com.pletion ( h) ~ event ( h) = l_ 

• an internal hyperedge is a hyperedge that is triggered by an internally gen
erated rnuncd eYent. 

internal ( h) ~ event ( h) E N amedlnternalEvents 

• an external hyperedge is a byperedge that is triggered by an external event 
in the environment of the WFS. Every hyper('dge that is not internal and 
not completion is external (sec Table 3.1). 

c:r:tcmal(h) ~' comJJlction(h) /\' intenwl(h) 

Table 6.1 defines the constraints on conflicting hyperedges and Table G.2 shows 
what constraints apply to what liyperedges. We motivate each constraint by a 
small activity diagram that does not satisfy the constraint, shown in Figure 6.5. 

Constraint C5 rules out the activity diagram in Figure 6.5(a). In the corre
sponding activity h~·pergraph. from node WAIT-2 two conflicting hyperedgcs leaw 
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C5 If two completion hypercdges are conflicting, they have the same (act) 
SO\ll"Cl:S. 

C6 A completion h\·peredgc is not conflicting with an internal hvper- (act) 
edge. 

C7 A completion hyperedgc is not conflicting with an external hyper- (act) 
edge. 

CS An int('rnal hyperedge is not conflicting witb another internal by- (act) 
peredge. 

C9 An internal hyperedge is not conflicting with an external hyper- (act) 
edge. 

Table 6.1 Definition of constraints on conflicting hyperedgcs 

c< nnpletion internal external 

completion C5 C6 C7 
internal C6 cs C9 
external C7 C!J 

Table 6.2 Relation hctween constraints and hyperedgcs 

and also from node WAIT-4 two conflicting hyperedgcs leave. In Figure 6.5(a), if 
in configuration [WAIT-1.WAIT-31 events e and f occur simultaneously. then under 
the RLS it is possible that activity B is started. \\"hereas under the stable ILS 
activity B is never started and activity A is always started. Under the stable 
ILS, if e is processed before f, then first node WAIT-1 is left and node WAIT-2 is 
entered. A completion event for WAIT-2 is generated. Since completion events 
have priority over non-completion events, the enabled edge leaving WAIT-2 and 
entering WAIT-5 is taken and node WAIT-5 is entered. After event f has been pro
cessed and all completion events. finally configuration [A] is reached. By similar 
reasoning. it can be shown that if event f is processed before e. also configuration 
[A] is reached. 

Constraint C6 rules out the activity diagram in Figure 6.5(b). In Figure 6.5(b), 
suppose the current configuration is [A.WAIT-2] and that activity node A termi
nates. Under both the RLS and !LS, a step is taken and the next configuration 
is [WAIT-1.WAIT-2], and internal event done has been generated. Then under the 
RLS two steps are possible. one in which the next configuration is [WAIT-4]. and 
another one in which the next configuration is [WAIT-1.WAIT-3]. vVbereas under 
the ILS, only one step is possible, namely the one in which configuration [WAIT-4] 
is reached, bl'cause completion events have priority over non-completion events. 

Constraint C7 rules out the activity diagram in Figure 6.5(c). In Figure 6.5(c), 
suppose the current configuraticm is [WAIT-1,WAIT-4] and event e and f occur at 
the same time. Then under the RLS. the next configuration is [WAIT-2.WAIT-5]. 
The corresponding state is unstable. and next configuration [WAIT-3] is reached. 
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e 
WAIT-1 

(a) 

WAIT-3 

(b) 

WAIT-1 

(c) 

WAIT-4 

(d) 

WAIT-2 WAIT-3 

WAIT-4 

WAIT-1 

(e) 

WAIT-2 WAIT-3 

WAIT-4 

Figure 6.5 Motivating examples for the constraints in Table 6.1 
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UHder the stable ILS, either e or f is processed first. If f is processed before e. 
collfigmation [WAIT-1,WAIT-5] is reached. Then a completion event is generated 
and configuration [WAIT-6] is reached. So, the behaviour of the activity diagram 
under the ILS is different from its behaviour under the RLS. 

Co11straint CS rules out the activity diagram in Figure 6.5(cl). In Figure 6.5(d). 
suppose the current configuration is [A,C,WAIT-2] and activity nodes A and C 
terminate at the same time. Then under the RLS, internal event f is generated 
before e is generated. So node WAIT-4 is <'lltcrecl under the RLS. Under the stable 
ILS. if the termination event of A is processed before the termination event of C, 
then internal event e is processed before f, since completion events (in this case the 
completion event of WAIT-1) have priority over non-completion events. So u11dcr 
the stable ILS. it is possible that node WAIT-3 is entered. rather than WAIT-4. 

Constraint C9 rules out the activity diagram in Figure 6.5(e). In Figure 6.5(e). 
suppose the current configuration is [A.WAIT-2] and activity node A terminates 
at the same time as e occurs. Under the HLS, the next configuration is always 
[WAIT-LWAIT-4]. Under the stable ILS, suppose activity node A's termination 
event is processed before e. On page 88 we explain that internal events must have 
priority over external events in the (stahk) ILS. So, under the stable ILS the next 
configuration can be [WAIT-1,WAIT-3]. This configuration is unreachable und<'r 
the TILS in this case. 

Duplicate conflicts. In an activity diagram, the same conflict between some 
hyperedgcs may have be to be resolved twice at the same moment. Then there arc 
two groups of inconsistent, i.e. conflicting. hypereclges and the hypereclges in each 
group have similar trigger events. Figure G.6 shows an example. Formulated more 
prcc:isclv. a11 acti,·it~- diagram has a duplirntc conflict. if there are two differellt 
groups G1 . G2 of hypereclge,.; such that: 

• all the hypereclges in the two groups can be enabled at the same time; 

• hypcrcdges within a group are inconsistent (conflicting); 

• hyper edges between the groups arc consistent (non-conflicting); 

• the enabling trigger events and guard conditions of the hypereclges in C 1 

also enable the hypereclges in G2. 

For example, the activity diagram in Figure 6.6 has duplicate conflicts, since 
nodes WAIT-1 and WAIT-4 are in parallel and the two hypereclges with trigger e 
( f) bclo11g to different groups (group { el.e2} and group { e3.e4}). 

The behm·iour of actiYity diagrams that have duplicate conflicts is different 
under the RLS and ILS clue to differe11ce between parallel (RLS) and single-event 
processi11g (ILS). For example, in Figure 6.6, suppose in configuration [WAIT-
1,WAIT-4] events e and f occur at the same time. Under the RLS, a possible step 
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WAIT-2 

WAIT-1 

WAIT-3 

WAIT-5 

WAIT-4 

WAIT-6 

Figure 6.6 An example of a cluplica.te conflict 

is [el.e4]. This step is impossible under the ILS, due to the single-event processing. 
If e is processed first, the only possible step is [el,e3]. If f is processed first, the 
only possible step is [e2,e4]. Note however that both these steps are also possible 
under the RLS. 

Ass11ming absence of duplicate conflicts in an activity diagram, we prove that 
single-event processing does not impact the computation of steps: the union of 
the stq>s that are computed for each event separately (ILS). equals a step that is 
cornp11tcd when all events are considered at the same time in parallel (RLS). 

Theorem 6.1 Assume an activity cliagram does not have cluplicate confiicts. 
Take an arbitrary configuration C ancl input. I = [ e1 .... en]. 

Let S be a step such that ·i.sStep( C. I. S). For each input event e E J. step S, 
is defined as S, = S 11 Enabled( C. [ r: ]). 

Then S = UeEI Se. and for all e E J. isStcp( C. [ e ]. Se) holds. 

Prnof. Straightforward checking of definition of step. D 

If an activity diagram did have duplicate conflicts, we would not be able to 
prove such a theorem. We gave a counterexample above that we explain now in 
more detail. In Figure 6.6 if C = [WAIT-1, WAIT-4] and I= [ e, f] then a possible 
st<'p S = [el,e4]. Denote by Se= SnErw.blcd(C,[e]) =[el]. But step Se clews 
not satisfy 'isStep([h1], C, Se), because e3 is not part of Se. 

ClO The activity diagram does not have duplicate conflicts. (act) 

Events have extra effects. Due to single-event processing. in the (stable) ILS 
events can have unexpected extra effects. Consider for example the activity clia

gram in Figure 6.7. Suppose in configuration [A] that activity node A terminates 
and event e occurs simultaneously. Then under the ILS, it is possible that config
uration [WAIT-2] is reached, namely if A's termination event is processed before e. 
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e 
A WAIT-1 WAIT-2 

Figure 6. 7 Event e has extra effect 

But under the RLS, node WAIT-2 is 11cver reached in this particular case. So 
under the ILS event e has an extra effect. We conclude that although under the 
ILS the same hyperedges as under the HLS are taken in response to some event 
occurrences, under the ILS sometimes some cr:trn hyperedges are taken. 

To take these extra hypereclges under the RLS. some events must be regen
erated. This puts a constraint upon the environment: it should be cooperative. 
i.e .. regenerate some external e\·ents if needed. ~ate that an activity termination 
event does not have this problem. as such au event always triggers an edge that is 
already relevant when the event occurs. 

CI I The environment is cooperative. (mv) 

Extra effects of an event cannot be avoided by imposing constraints upon 
activity diagrams. Such constraints would rnle out almost every activity diagram 
that has a named event in it; for example the one in Figure 6.7. 

Constraint C11 shows the inequivalencc of RLS and ILS. We will only use it 
to prove one theorem (Theorem 6.2(ii)), and then drop it. Then we will prove a 
weaker theorem (Theorem 6. 7) for which we do not need to use this constraint. 

6.1.2 Stable ILS and ILS 

Atomic reaction. In the RLS. a reaction is atomic: the complete reaction to 
an ewnt, i.e., the chain of step:s, is immediately computed and executed. In 
particular, next event occurrences carmot interfere with the current reaction. This 
is simulated under the stable ILS by the constraint that the next event:s occur 
only when the current reaction has completed. By contrast, in the ILS, a reaction 
docs not have to be atomic: next event occurrences can interfere with the current 
reaction. 

Corrnider for example the activity diagram in Figure 6.8. Suppose the systC'm 
is in configuration [A,WAIT-4,WAIT-7] and activity node A terminates and suhsc
que11tl.v event g occurn. Under the RLS and stable ILS. the first reaction ends i11 
stable configuration [WAIT-2.WAIT-5.WAIT-7]. (Under the stable ILS. we know 
that g can on!~· occur once the previous reaction is finished.) If sub:seqnently g 
occurs. configuration [WAIT-3.WAIT-6.WAIT-8] is entered. l-nder the ILS. how
ever. g may occur while the system is busy reacting to A's termination event. For 
example, g may occur before f has been generated. Then, assuming a FIFO order 
011 events, g is processed before f, and consequently after all event:s, includi11g f, 
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g 
WAIT -1 1------>1WAIT -21------>1WAIT -3 

g 
WAIT-?1-----WAIT-8 

Figure 6.8 Example for issue "Atomic reaction" 

haw been processed. configuration [WAIT-2,WAIT-5.WAIT-8] is entered. So then 
nodes WAIT-3 and WAIT-6 are not entered imder the ILS. \vhereas they are entered 
under the stable ILS. j\;°ote that even though the completion event of WAIT-4 may 
be generated after event g occurs, the completion event is always processed before 
g. due to the priority of completion events over non-completion events. 

We conclude that the example activity diagram behaves differently under the 
RLS and stable ILS. The difference occurs because under the ILS g is processed 
before the reaction to A's termination event has been completed. 

The easiest way to solve the problem skd.ched above is to assume that internal 
events have priority over external events, just like completion events have priority 
over n011-completion events. Then the reaction to an external event, which includes 
generating internal events and reacting to these events, is completed before the 
next external event is processed. A constraint on activity diagrams would rule out 
almost ever>· acti\·ity diagram. A constraint on the environment ·would also solve 
the problem. but would unnecessarily restrict the environment in its behaviour. 

C 12 In the ILS, internal events have priority over external events. (sern) 

Our implementation-level semantics, giwn in Chapter 5, can be easily changed 
to satisfy this property, but we will not do this here. 

Locking of variables. On page 79 we showed that locking of variables may lead 
to different behaviour under RLS and stable ILS. Now we show that it also may 
lead to a different behaviour under stable !LS and ILS. 

Under the RLS and stable ILS, if the trigger event of a hyperedge h occurs. his 
not taken if one of the variables that h's guard refers to is locked. Then h's guard 
cannot be evaluated. In the ILS. hmvever. h"s trigger event may be processed at 
a later time. when the activity that prevented h's guard from being evaluated has 
already terminated. Then h's guard can be evaluated and h can be taken, even 
thongh at the time the trigger event occurs, h · s guard could not be evaluated. 
This is impossible under the stable ILS, because in that semantics the assumption 
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A updates ok WAIT-1 

[ok] 

A WAIT-2 

e[ok] 
-----i----,.i WAIT -3 WAIT-4 

WAIT-5 WAIT-6 

Figure 6.9 Example for issue "Locking of variables" 

is made that ev(~nts. including termination events. only occur when the system has 
completed its prcviom; reaction. 

For example. in Figure 6.9, suppose e and f happen at the sanH' time while 
the system is in configuration [A,WAIT-3,WAIT-5]. Then under the stable ILS. 
the system reaches configuration [A,WAIT-3,WAIT-6]. Node WAIT-4 is 11ot entered 
because variable ok is updated i11 activity A. Under the ILS, suppose f is processed 
before e. \'1hile f is processed. activity A can terminate and ok can lwcome true. 
If next e is processed. node WAIT-4 is entered. So for this activit:v diagram its 
behaviom under the RLS is diffncnt from its behaviour under the stable ILS and 
RLS. 

On page 80 we already defined a constraint on activity diagrams tbat rules out 
activity diagrams exhibiting this difference in behaviour in RLS and stable ILS. 

Overflowing of ILS queue. So far. we have not put an~· constrai11ts upon the 
queue. In theory. it is possible that i11 the ILS the queue gets overflowed. either 
because of its limited capacity or because the Router is too slow to keep in pace 
with changes in the environment. We here assume that the queue docs not get 
overflowed. 

Cl3 The queue in the ILS docs not get overflowed. (env) 

This is 011 the one hand a co11straint on the e11vironment: no infinitely many 
events occur in a finite time interval. On the oth('r hand, it is also a constraint 
upon the WFS itself: the Router must not be too slow with respect to the pace 
of change of tlic environment. Thus, together the environment and WFS must be 
able to cooperate such that the ('nvironment is not too fast for the WFS and the 
WFS is not too slow for the environment. This resembles the issue of flow control 
in computer networks [149]. 
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FIFO queue. To ensure that an activity diagram behaves the same under the 
ILS and stable !LS (and RLS). the queue in the ILS nC'eds to have a FIFO ordering. 
If no FIFO ordning is used. under the ILS an ewnt that happens after some other 
event e, can be processed bcforC' r·. Such behaviour is impossible under the RLS 
and stable ILS. 

C14 The CJlH'Ue in the ILS uses a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) ordering. (env) 

Summary of constraints. Table 6.3 summarises the constraints defined in this 
section. Constraints C15, C16 and Cl 7 are treated in Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. 

Cl 
C2 

C3 

C4(a) 
Cc!(b) 

C5 

CG 

C7 

cs 

C9 

ClO 
Cll 
C12 
C13 
C14 
C15 
C16 
C17 

The c11vironment does not update case attributes (control data). 
If th<' guard of some hypcredge h refers to a variable that is 
npclilt eel in some activity A mid node A is not 801irce of h. thC'n 
hypcrC'clge h is not in parallel \Vith 11ode A. i.e .. there does not 
exist a configuration C such that settobog(srmrce(h) U {A})~ C. 
A hypC'reclge triggered by an internal event i is only made (di
rectly) relevant by another hyperedge that also makes the hypC'r
edge that generates i (in )directly relevant. 
The in predicate is not usC'cl. 
The in predicate is onlv used in guards of hypereclges triggered 
by an c'xternal event. Tb ere is no cycle in t hC' relation --<. 
If two completion hypercdges are conflicting, they have the same 
sources. 
A completion hyperedgc is not conflicting with an internal hypC'r
edge. 
A completion hyperedg(' is 11ot conflicting with an external hypcr
edge. 
Au int crnal hypercdge is not conflicting with another internal hy
pere<lg('. 
An int.('rnal hypcrcclge is not confiicting with an external hypcr
eclgc. 
The adivity diagram clews 11ot have duplicate conflicts. 
The n1vironmcnt is cooperative. 
In tlw ILS. internal CV('llts have priority ovn external events. 
The (jllf:'Ue in the ILS dcH's not get overflowed. 
The qrn'ne in the ILS uses a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) ordering. 
An external broadcast ev('nt triggers at most one hyperedge. 
A wait. hyperedge docs not. have overlapping sources and targets. 
An cxtl'nial event docs not imply another external event. 

Table 6.3 S!lmmary of constu1ints 

(env) 
(act) 

(act) 

(act) 
(act) 

(act) 

(act) 

(act) 

(act) 

(act) 

(act) 
( env) 
(sem) 
( env) 
(sem) 
(act) 
(act) 
(act) 
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6.2 Similarities between the two semantics 

6.2.1 RLS and stable ILS 

The following theorem relates the requirements-level and stable implementation
level semantics. The theorem states that the outcome of the system reaction. i.e. 
the hyperedges taken in response to some events. is the same under both semantics. 
The used constraints have been identified and motivated in Section 6.1.1. 

Theorem 6.2 Given Constraints Cl C3 and C5 ClO (Table 6.3). 

Given a certain stable state ·with ronfig11rntio11 C. Suppose a bag E of input 
e1·ents occurs. 

(i) Under Constraint C4(b), if umler the Ins the system takes a superstep 
in response to E. then under tlw stable !LS, the system can take e1:ery 
h,1peredge in the supt'l'stcp in response to E, but not necessarily in the same 
order. 

(ii) Under Constraint C4( a) arnl Constraint Cl 1, if under the stable ILS the 
system takes a sequence of steps in response to E, then under the RLS the 
system can take every hypercdgc tliat is part of one these steps in response 
to E. but not necessarily in the same order. 

Proof. vVe prove both claims by i11dm:ticm on the sequence of steps taken under 
the RLS and stable ILS. Let the sequence of st.cps in the superstep of the RLS be 
S1 , S2 , . . , Sn, ... The stable ILS takes a sequence of steps in response to E. Each 
step is taken when processing some event c in the queue, which can be external, 
internal, or completion. Denote this sequence by Sci, Sc2 , • • , Sem, . ., where Sem is 
a step that is taken in response to event em.. 

We first make some general obsnvatious. l3aµ; E only contains external events. 
When taking steps, internal events (RLS and ILS) and completion events (only in 
ILS) are generated. (Remember the RLS does not have completion events.) 

(i) We prove the claim by induction on the sequence of steps taken under the 
RLS. 

Basic case: We prove that ('Very hypcrcdµ;l' h in S1 can also be taken in 
some step Se

1 
under the stable ILS. 

By definition of a superstep in the RLS. St only contains external hyperedges. 
So h must be external. 

Let ei be the first event in E that is proccssl'd under the ILS. Denote by Se, 
the step that is taken under the lLS in response to e1 . By Constraint ClO and 
Theorem 6.1, we have that step Se 1 = 8 1 n Enabled( C. [ e1 ]) is a step. If h is in 
Se, we are done. If h is not in Se,, h can be takl'n in a later step under the ILS. 
We show this in two parts: h can stay relevant, and h can become enabled. 
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• h can stay relevant. 

h can only be made irrelevant by a conflicting hyperedge he that is enabled 
and taken. By C7 and C9. he cannot be a completion or internal hyperedge. 
So he is external. Then he cannot be part of 5 1 , because 51 consists of non
conflicting hyperedges (by d('finition of step). If he is enabled in the first 
state and not in 51 , the triggers of h and he arc both in E and thus have 
equal priority. Thus h can stay relevant. 

• h can become enabled. 

Following 1 he definition of enabled, we show that h ·s guard can become true, 
and that h can become trigg('red. 

h's gnard can be true. 

Since h is taken in 51 , h's guard must be true under the RLS just be
fon· h is taken. h"s guard was either true in the begin state or became 
tnw because some variables changed value. Suppose that the guard 
docs not contain an in predicate (we deal with in predicates below). By 
Constraint Cl, such a guard only changes valuation when au activity 
terminates. So, termination events in E cau cause a change in valuation 
of h's guard condition but the environment cannot. The current con
figuration C is non-interfering, so every variable is updated by at most 
one activity at a time. Under both RLS and ILS. the new valuation 
of the local Yariables is immediately retrieved once the acti,·ities ter
minate (see definition of transition ---+ retricvc_lvar in both semantics). 
Thus. variables contained in h's guard have the same value under RLS 
and (stable) ILS. The only difficulty is if some variables in h's guard 
become locked under the stable ILS by some newly started activity a, 
i.e .. a is started in response to E. Then h can no longer be taken un
der the stable ILS. By Constraint C2 we know that such an activity 
a cannot be in parallel with h's source nodes. So a is not active. So 
variables in h's guard cannot become lockc~d under the stable ILS. 

If h's guard contains au in predicate, the valuation of that predicate 
does not change for the following reason. l3y Constraint C4 ( b), there 
is no cycle in relation -<. If there is no cycle, events can be processed 
t~ndcr the stable ILS in an order that is consistent with -<. Therefore, 
the valuation of the in predicate in the guard of hyperedge h does not 
change to false or true before h is taken. 

h can become triggered. 

Thl· trigger event of h is processed at a later time than ei. By d<'finition, 
under the stable ILS ll('W external events only occur after the current 
reaction to E has completed. Thus a hypcredge that conflicts with h 
and whose trigger event is not in E. cannot be triggered before h. 
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induction case: Step Sn. 

We prove that every hypercdge h in step S,,. taken under the RLS. can also 
be taken in some step Se, under the stable ILS. I3y the induction h~·pothesis all 
hyperedges in previous steps S1 ... , S11 _ 1 can be taken under the stable ILS as well 
(but not necessarily in the sarnc order). Since the current state is unstable (by 
definition of superstep ), step S,, ca11 only contain completion or internal hyperedges 
(or both). 

• h is a completion hyperedgc. \Ye show that cvcr,v completion hyperedge h 
that is taken in S11 can be taken in some step S,

1 
of the stable JLS. 

h can become relevant. 

I3y the induction hypothesis all hyperedgcs in previous steps 81, . . , Sn-1 
cau be taken (but not necessarily in the same order). So by the induc
tion hypothesis h',, source nodes become active. but not necessarily all 
at the same time. Constraints C5. C6. and C7 rule out that one of h"s 
somce nodes is left while h is irrelevant. I3y Constraints CG and C7. 
we know that if a hyperedge he conflicts with h, then h,. must be a 
completion hyperedgc. So h's source nodes can be left by taking h or 
he. I3y Constraint CS, we know that h and he have the same sources. 
So h's sources can only be left when h has become relevant. Thus, h 
can become relevant under the stable ILS. 

h can become enabled. 

* h's guard can be true. 
Since h is taken under the RLS, h's guard is true under the RLS 
just before h is taken. I3y definition, in the RLS h's guard only 
changes value in the beginning of the superstep. Some terminated 
activities might have changed some variables in h's guard. In both 
RLS and ILS. the new rnluation of the variables is immcdiatel~· 
retrieved once these activities terminate (see definition of transition 
---> retrieve_lvar in both semantics). So h's guard can also be true in 
the begin state of the stable ILS, once the new valuations of local 
variables have bc<'ll retrieved. We uow show that if h's guard is 
true, it stay true. Since no activity is updating variables contained 
in h ·s guard condition (because the cmrent configuration C is non
interfering). h ·s g11ard cannot change \·alue by some act ivit~·. By 
Constraint Cl the environment cannot change h"s guard. l\Ioreover. 
taking hyperedgcs under the stable ILS does not impact the truth 
value of h's guard. since by Constraint C4(b) h's guard does not 
contain an in predicate. So h's guard stays true under the stable 
ILS. 
The only diffirnlty is if some varial>lcs in h's guard become locked 
in one of the steps of the stable ILS h~· some newly started activity 
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a. i.e., a is started in respoHse to E. If variables co11tained in h's 
guard are locked, h cannot he taken. I3y Constraint C2 we know 
that such an activity a can11ot be in parallel with h's source nodes. 
So variables in h's guard ca11not becoml' locked under the stable 
ILS. 

* h can become triggered. 
Evny time a source node of h is entered, a completio11 l'vent is gen
erated under th<' stable ILS. When the last source nodl' is entered. 
the generated completion event ca11 trigger h. 

• internal hypercdge. Every internal hyperedge h in Sn, taken u11dcr the RLS, 
can be taken in some step Se, of the stable ILS. 

h can become releva11t. 

By similar reasoning as in the previous item [completion hypcrcdge]. I3y 
the induction hypothl'sis, all hypl'redges in pr<'vious steps are taken. By 
Constraints CG, C8. a11d C9, h docs not have anv conflicting hyperedges. 

h can lJl'c:ome enabll'd. 

* h"s guard can be true. 
By similar reasoning as in the previous item [completion hypcr
cdgc]. it can be shown that h"s guard is true in both RLS and 
stable ILS. 

* h can become triggered. 
I3y definition of the RLS, some hyperedg<' in step Sn- 1 triggers h. 
By the induction hypothesis, under the stable ILS this hypereclgc 
can be taken as well and therefore h ·s trigger e\Tnt is generated 
and put in the queue. By Constraint Cl the hypercdgc is already 
rcl< 1vant when the trigger event is generated. So the trigger event 
ca11not be generated too early. 

(ii) \Ye prove the claim by irnluction on the sequence of steps taken under thl' 
stable lLS. 

Basic case: St< 1p Se,. Usi11g similar reasoning as in (i), but Constraint ClO is 
not needed now. 

induction case: Step Sc,,,. \Ye prove 1 hat cwry hyperedge h in step Se,,,. 
takeu under the stable ILS, can also be taken in some step Si of the TI.LS. By th<' 
induction hypothesis all hypen~dges in previous steps Sci, .. , Se,,,_ 1 arc taken in 
some step Sx of the RLS (but possibly x > i). 

• h is a completion hypcrcdge. Using similar reasoning as m (i)(induction 
case). 

• h is an internal hyperedg<'. 
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h can become relevant. 

By similar reasonillg as in (i)(i11duction case). 

h can become enabled. 

* h"s guard ca11 be true. 
By similar reasoning as in ( i )(induction case). 

* h can become triggered. 
h's trigger ewnt is generated by some hyperedge in a previous step 
S, 

1
• where 0 < l < m. By the induction hypothesis. that other 

hyperedge can be taken ulldcr the RLS as well. Mormver, by Con
straint C3 the trigger event is only generated when h is already 
relevant. So the trigger event cannot be generated too early. 

• external hyperedge. Every external hyperedge that is taken in Se,,, can be 
taken in some step of the RLS. 

There are two cases. (1) h is relevant in the first state, or (2) h is made 
relevant later on because some hypercclges have IH'cn taken in previous steps 
(see page 87). 

h can become relevant. 

Case ( 1): since RLS and stable ILS have the same initial state, h is 
also rclernnt in the first state of the stable ILS. Case (2) follows from 
the induction hypothesis: the hyperedges making h relevant can also 
be taken under the RLS, and Constraints C7 and C9. 

h can become enabled. 

* h"s guard can be true. 
Similar reasoning as in (i)(hasic case). using Constraints Cl. C2 
and C4(b) (so h's guard does not contain an in predicate). 

* h can be triggered. 
Case (1): h's trigger is already in the start queue of the RLS. If h 
is relevant in C, the event can be picked from the qucne. 
Case (2): If h becomes relevant later on, then by Constraint CJ 1, 
the environment can regenerate the trigger event of h, and h can 
be taken under the RLS. 

D 

The following corollary states that an activity diagram can diverge under the 
RLS iff it can diverge under the ILS. The corollary follows immediatd:v from above 
theorem. 

Corollary 6.3 The system can diverge under the RLS iff the system can diverge 
under the ILS. 
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6.2.2 Stable ILS and ILS 

The following theorem relates the behaviour of an activity diagram under the sta
ble implementation-level semantics with its behaviour under the implementation
level semantics. The used constraints have been identified and motivated in Sec
tion G.1.2. 

Theorem 6.4 Given Constraints C2 and C12 C14 in Table 6.3. 

Given a stable ILS state in ·which some bag of e1·ents E1 occur. Dy definition, 
a sta/1le ILS state is also an lLS state. 

No matter whether a subsequent bag of events E2 happens after or during the 
system reaction to the events in E1 under the ILS, under both semantics, ILS 
and stable ILS. the same steps can be taken and tlms t.he same encl state can lw 
reached. 

Proof. By Constraint Cl4, events in E1 arc processed before events in E2. More
over. in both semantics completion events have priority over other events (by defi
nition) and internal events have priority over external events (by Constraint Cl2). 
Thus. events in E2 cannot interfere with the processing of events in E 1 even if they 
occur while the system is busy responding to events 1~1 . So, the stable ILS and 
ILS can process all events in E 1 and E2, including internal and completion events. 
in the same order. regardless of whether in the ILS external events happen while 
the system is busy reacting to events in E1 or after the system has completed its 
reaction to E1. By Constraint Cl3 every event in E2 is eventually responded to. 

By Constraint C2, while h is relevant, there are no activities running in parallel 
that update some variables h's guard refers to. In other words. h's guard does not 
become locked. So newly started activities cannot prevent h from being taken. D 

From this theorem, it follows that for analysis purposes we can restrict ourselv('S 
to the stable ILS rather than to the ILS. 

6.2.3 A stronger result 

Above. we have shown that every hyperedge taken under the RLS in a reaction to 
some bag E of event occurrences. can also be taken under the ILS in a reaction 
to E. U nfortunatcly, because external events can have extra effects as discussed 
on pag;e 87, this does not mean that the same end configuration is reached in RLS 
and stable ILS. Nevertheless, we now proceed to strengthen Theorl'm 6.2(i) by 
statiug that, in addition to taking the same hyperedges. the stablt> ILS should 
reach the same encl configurai ion. \Ye enforce this by dl'fining an extra constraint 
on activity diagrams. 

First, we look again at the example in Figure 6.7 on page 88 that we discussed 
earlier. In this example, it is possible under the ILS to reach a similar configuration 
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Figure 6.10 Two examples in which c1·ents have 11w1voidable extra effects 

as under the RLS: If e is processed before the termination event of A under the 
ILS. then the same configurat.ion as under the RLS, [WAIT-1], is reached. 

lJ nfortunatel.v. there exist activity diagnuus whose behaviour nuder the RLS 
c:auuot be simulated under the ILS, because no mattn what order of eve11t pro
cessing is chosc11, events will have an extra effect undn the ILS that they do uot 
have under the HLS. Figure G.10 shows two examples. ln Figure 6.lO(a). suppose 
the system is in configuration [WAIT-1.WAIT-4] and events e and f occur sirrml
tancously. Then 1mcler the RLS configuration :wAIT-2.WAIT-5] is reached. This 
configuration is mircachable 1111der the ILS, because 1111der the ILS one event is 
processed at a time. For example, if e is processed before f, first configuration 
[WAIT-2,WAIT-4] is reached and then configuration [WAIT-3,WAIT-5]. 

Figure 6. lO(li) shows a mon' complex example. Suppose the system is in co11-
figurntion [WAIT-l.WAIT-3.WAIT-6] and en~11ts e and g occur simultaneously. Du
der the RLS, the system reaction stops in rnnfiguration [WAIT-2,WAIT-4,WAIT-7]. 
Under the ILS, the system rmction stops either in configuration [WAIT-2,WAIT-
5.WAIT-7] or in configuratio11 [WAIT-2.WAIT-4.WAIT-8]. Under the ILS. configu
ration [WAIT-2.WAIT-4.WAIT-7] is unreachable as encl configuration of the system 
reaction. 

\Ve observe from the examples in Fignre 6.10 that the problem of unavoid
able extra effects is only due to external !Jroadcast cwnts that trigger more than 
one lt~·pereclge. Therefore. a sufficient (but not nec:essar::) constraint to rule out 
such activity diagrams is by forbidding that two or more different hyperedges arc 
trigg<'red by the same external broadcast event. 

ClS An external broadcast event triggers at most one hypcredgc. (act) 
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e1:f 

Figure 6.11 Another exampie in which an event has an unavoidabie extra effect 

This constraint rules out the two activity diagrams in Figure 6.10. It may, 
however, also rule out activity diagrams in which external braadcast events do 
not have extra effects. Thus, the constraint is sufReient but not necessary. Above 
constraint was not too restrictive for our case studies. A less restrictive constraint 
would have been considerably more complex to formulate. 

Another constraint is needed to rule out the activity diagram shown in Fig
ure 6.11. In the example, ifthe current contiguration is [WAIT-1] and events f and g 
occur at the same time, then under the RLS there are two possible next contigura
tions: [WAIT-1] (by taking el) and [WAIT-2] (by taking e2). Under the stable ILS, 
contiguration [WAIT-1] cannot be reached; instead, always contiguration [WAIT-2] 
is reached. Thus, under the stable ILS event g has an unavoidable extra effect. 
To rule out such activity diagrams, we require that every wait hyperedge that is 
triggered by an external braadcast event does not make itself relevant. 

C16 A wait hyperedge doesnothave overlapping sourees and targets. (act) 

Using these two constraints, Theorem 6.2(i) can be strengtherred as follows: 
given a contiguration C and J, it is possible under the stable ILS to take the same 
hyperedges and reach a similar end contiguration as under the RLS. 

Theorem 6.5 Given Constraints Cl-C3, C4(b), C5-C10, C15 and C16 (Ta
bie 6.3). 

If under the RLS the system in configuration C takes a superstep in response 
to input events E and reaches configuration C', then under the stabie ILS the 
system can reach C' from C as well in response to E by taking every hyperedge 
in the superstep. 

Proof. By Theorem 6.2(i) we have that every hyperedge that is taken in the su
perstep under the RLS, can also be taken under the stable ILS. We now show 
that by choosing an appropriate order of event processing under the stable ILS, it 
can be avoided that external braadcast events have extra effects. Thus, if under 
the stable ILS events are processed under this order, then every hyperedge that 
is taken under the stable ILS is also taken under the RLS. We detine the order 
as follows. Denote the bag of events that trigger relevant hyperedges in C by E'. 
An appropriate processing order is to first process events that are in E but not 
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in E', and then process events that are in E'. Events in E but not in E' do not 
trigger any hyperedges. By processing an event in E', a hyperedge is taken and 
some hyperedge h may become relevant. By Gonstraint G16, h was not relevant 
in C. By Gonstraint G15, h is not triggered by any of theevents in E'. Hence, h 
is not taken under the stable ILS in response to E. D 

The following corollary, which states that every contiguration in a stable state 
under the RLS is also a reachable contiguration in a stable state under the stable 
ILS, now follows immediately. 

Corollary 6.6 Given Constraints Cl-C3, C4(b), C5-C10, C15 and C16 (Ta
bie 6.3). 

Eaeb configuration tbat is reaebabie in some stabie state under tbe RLS is 
reaebabie in some stabie state under tbe stabie ILS. 

6.2.4 Stabie simulation relations 

We now detine a simulation relation between the GTSs induced by the RLS and 
ILS. We will use this relation in Ghapter 10 to identify the functional requirements 
that are shared by both semantics. 

We will require that both RLS and ILS reach the same stable contigurations. 
Thus we will use Theorem 6.5, which is a strengthened version of Theorem 6.2(i). 
Theorem 6.5 says that the stable ILS can simulate the complete reaction of the 
RLS tosome events E, i.e., under the stable ILS the sameend contiguration can 
be reached as under the RLS. Theorem 6.2(ii) does not show that the RLS can 
simulate the stable ILS, because under the stable ILS events can have extra effects, 
requiring a constraint (Gll) upon the environment to regenerate some events. 

However, below we will prove a weakened version of Theorem 6.2(ii) by not 
referring to some specitic bag E of input events anymore. We will prove that if 
the ILS can reach from the current stable state another stable state, the RLS can 
reach that other stable state too. This implies that the RLS can reach the same 
end contiguration as the ILS. In the weakened theorem, we do not use Gonstraint 
G11 on the environment anymore. 

In our proof of the weakened theorem, each external event processed by the 
Router in the ILS corresponds to an external event occurrence in the RLS. This 
correspondence only holds if no two external events occur by detinition at the same 
time. So an external event should not imply another external event. One event e 
implies another event e' iff the occurrence of e implies the occurrence of e'. For 
example, event when(April 1) implies when(O:OOh), because when the current date 
becomes April1, it is also 0:00 hours. So if when(April 1) occurs, when(O:OOh) also 
occurs. 

We rule out activity diagrams that have events that occur by detinition simul
taneously, by detining the following constraint on the syntax of activity diagrams. 
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C17 An external event does not imply another external event. (act) 

Note that by definition named events cannot imply other events. 

Befare we give our theorem, let us define some terminology and auxiliary defi
nitions. Given some activity hypergraph AH, let CTSRLS denote the CTS induced 
by AH under the RLS, and let CTSILS denote the CTS induced by AH under the 
ILS. 

Wedefine arelation R c;;; I:( VarRLS) x I:( Var1LS) on the (stable) valuations of 
these two CTSs as follows. 

R 
df 

{ ( O"RLS, O"ILS) I O"RLS F stable 

A O"ILS f= stable 

} 

A (}RLS ( C) = (}ILS ( C) 

A 1::/v E LVar • O"RLS(v) = O"ILS(v) 

A O"RLS(MC) = O"ILS(MC) 

A 1::/ tE RT. (}RLS(t) = (}ILS(t) 

Predicate stable is defined for a valuation O" of a ILS system as follows: 2 

0" F stable {g, O"(Q) = 0 A O"(Qcomp) = 0 A O"(Qint) = 0 A O"(re) = ..l 

Note the similarity with the definition of stable in the RLS semantics (page 65). 
We call R an stable simulation relation. With simulation we mean that each 

CTS can mimic (sequences of) transitionsof the other. We now praeeed to define 
this more formally. 

First wedefine an abbreviation for a sequence of transitions between stable val
uations. All intermediary valuations in the sequence are unstable. Given two stable 
valuations O", 0"

1
, that is O" f= stable and 0"

1 f= stable. If O" ---+ O"l ---+ ... ---+ O" n = 0"
1 

where every intermediary state is unstable: O"; ft= stable for 0 < i < n, we write 
(} __" O"'. 

We are now able to formulate the following theorem, which states that if a 
stable valuation O" is followed by a stable valuation 0"

1
, then any stable valuation 

related to O" by R can be followed by a stable valuation that is related to 0"
1 by R. 

Thus, the theorem is a weakened version of Theorem 6.2. 

Theorem 6. 7 Let R be a stabie simulation relation as defined above. Given 
Constraints Cl-C3, C4(b), C5-C10, C15, C16, and Cl? (Table 6.3). 

If O"RLS J1 O"ILS, the following holds (as illustrated in Figure 6.12): 

(i) for any 0"1RLS, if O"RLS ---+ O"tRLS then there exists a 0"1ILS such that O"ILS ---+ 0"1ILS 

and O"tRLS J1 O"tiLS; and 

2 We assume internal events are put in a separate queue Qint in order to implement Gon
straint Cl2. 
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• )~ RLS 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I R :R Theorem 6.7(i) I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I • ))e ILS 

~)e----7)e ~~ RLS I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Theorem 6.7(ii) I R I R I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I • I 

))e ILS 

Figure 6.12 Illustration of Theorem 6. 7. Ris a stabie simulation relation. Black 
dots denote stabie states. ---» abbreviates a sequence of transitions 
---> ... ---> in which all intermediary states are unstable 

(ii) for any u'ILS, if u 1LS ---» u'ILS, then there exists a sequence u~LS, ... , u~LS of 
stabie valuations under the RLS such that uRLS ---» u~LS ---» ... ---» u~LS and 
O"~RLS B_ O"ILS. 

Proof. The first claim follows immediately from Theorem 6.5: the reaction under 
the RLS to an arbitrary bag E of event occurrences can be completely simulated 
in the stable ILS. 

The second claim we prove as follows. Suppose a bag E of events occur under 
the ILS. These events are processed one by one in a certain order under the ILS. 
We can relate this to behaviour under the RLS by letting the event processed 
under the ILS correspond to an occurrence of the same event under the RLS. So, 
if an event e in E is processed by the Router, i.e., e is contained in re, then e 
occurs under the RLS, i.e., I is filled with e. After under the RLS e has been 
processed, a stable state is reached. Both RLS and ILS can take the same step in 
responsetoe andreach the same next configuration. For example, if E = [e1 , e2 ], 

and the order of event processing under the ILS is e2 before e1 , we can simulate 
this under the RLS by a stable state in which e2 occurs followed by a stable state 
in which e1 occurs. 

By taking a step some internal (RLS and ILS) and completion events (ILS 
only) can be generated. Under the RLS, completion hyperedges are not triggered 
by completion events, as they are taken immediately by definition of the superstep. 
Generated events are all responded to at the same time in parallel. Under the 
ILS, events are processed one by one. Completion events are processed before 
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other events. By definition. one cornplctio11 cve11t ca11 trigger arbitrarily many 
hyperedges. 

We now show that this differe11cc in event processing. parallel event versus 
single event, does not have any impact upon which hyperedges are taken: under 
the RLS the same internal and completion hypcrcdgcs can be taken as under the 
ILS. By Constraint C6. completion and inttTnal hypcredges do not conflict. Thus. 
taking an internal hyperedge under the H LS docs not disable an enabled comple
tion hyperedge. By Constraint CS. taki11g an internal hyperedge does not disable 
another enabled internal hyperedgc. 13y Constrai11t C5. co11flicting completion 
hyperedges have the same sources. So under the R LS the same cornpletio11 and 
internal hypereclges can be taken as under the ILS allCl the same configuration can 
be reached as under the ILS. 

D 

I\ote that this theorem does 11ot require Constraiut Cll. so under the RLS the 
environment does not need to regenerate events. 

6.3 Conclusion 

We have shown that for some activity diagrams the requirements-level and imple
mentation-level semantics behave similarly. The major difference between the 
two semantics is that under the implcmcntation-kvcl semantics an external (non
termination) event can have uncxpcf'tccl extra effects. Therefore, the two semantics 
only induce similar behaviour if events are not observed. Even though this may 
seem weak, the theorems are snfiicicntly powerful to guarantee that the CTSs 
of both semantics satisfy the same functional requirements, as we will show in 
Chapter 10. Of course, such comrnou fnnct ion al requirements do neither refer 
to events. Since the requirements-level semantics i11duces a much smaller state 
space than the implementation-level semantics, such functional requirements can 
be more efficiently verified under the rcq11ircrncnts-level semantics than under the 
implementation-level semantics. Yet the ontcowe of verification under the require
ments-level semantics is equivalent to the outcorn<' under the implementation-level 
semantics. 

In this chapter, we have justified a semantics that assumes perfect synchrony 
by relating it to a semantics that docs not mak<' that assumption. In every other 
approach we know from literature. a semantic,; that assumes perfect synchrony is 
justified by putting an assumption upon both the environment and the system: 
The system should be fast enough in its reaction to current events to be ready 
before the next events occur. Our justification is more realistic and also more 
general (allowing more implementations): we allow the environment to be faster 
than the system. Drawback of our approach is that it is more involved and that 
it requires some additional constraints 011 activity diagrams. the implementation-
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level semantics. and the environment. It is possible to relax some of the constraints. 
but this will complicate the proofs. 

The identified constrai11ts on activity diagrams may serve as guidelines for 
workflow modellers. If an activity diagram violates the constraints, then likely 
some co11strnct in the activity diagram might lead to misinterpretation, at least 
by different WFSs and perhaps also by different persons. 



Chapter 7 

Advanced activity diagram 
constructs 

In this chapter we discuss several advanced constructs for activity diagrams that 
we did not consider in the previous chapters. We will sketch how these constructs 
can be formalised in our two semautics. but do not provide the formalisations 
themselves. In the case of object Hows and object nodes. we do not sketch a 
formalisation as this is premature. Instead we provide a list of issues that need to 
be resolved in formalising object Hows. 

Section 7.1 sketches how dynamic co11cmTe11cy can be formalised. Section 7.2 
discusses several issues regarding object nodes a11cl object fiows. Section 7.3 dis
cusses deferred events. Section 7.'1 sketches how au interrupt construct can be 
formalised. 

7 .1 Dynamic concurrency 

In the UML, an atomic activity node or a compound activity node can have "dy
namic concurrency". The activity (or activities) of a node with dynamic concur
rency is instantiated multiple times i11 parallel, denoted by marking the activity 
node (or compound activity node) with '*'. The word 'dynamic' indicates that 
the number of instantiations is determined at nm-time. The word 'concurrency' 
indicates that the instantiations execute in parallel. In Figure 7.1 an example of 
dynamic concurrency within an activity node is given (adapted from Fowler [71]). 
First, an order is received. Next. the onkr is filled with each line item on the 
order. Finally, the order is delivered. The number of instantiations of Fill line item 
is dynamic (i.e. determined at run-time). since this number depends on the order 
that is being processed. 
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We now sketch how dynamic co11cmTency can be formalised for activity nodes 
and compound activity nodes. 

Activity nodes. \Ve assume a S<'t DN c;;; AN of atomic activity nodes whose 
activities are dynamically instantiakd. Ev<'ry activity node a in DN is annotated 
with a dynamic concurrency cxprC'ssion * [ e:rpr]. vVc assume * [ e:cpr] evaluates to 
a list of elements. so * [ e:qi'f"] is of typ<' I ist. If 11 is entered. for every clement e 

in list [ e:cpr-] an activity act (a) c is start ed. If all started activities are completed. 
a terminates. So activity node a now r<'prcsC'nts the execution of a dynamically 
determined number of activities. rat her t !Jan the execution of one single activit\·. 

\\"e do not hm·e to clrnnge our definition of configuration and steps. since for 
both an acti\·it:v node with dymunic: c:oncmTem·~· and an orclinar~· activit~· node. 
the node is part of the configuration and the node tcnninates. Only the function 
act needs to be redefined: it is not static anymore. but dynamic: the activities 
assigned to an activity node that has dynamic concurrency are defined when the 
dynamic concnrrency expression is evalnat('(l. i.e. when the node is entered. 

Compound activity nodes. In Section :3.:3 W<' explained how compound activ
ity nodes can be <'lirninatecl from an activity diagram by substituting the activity 
diagram specification of the compound activity node. If the compound activity 
node contains a dynamic concmTcm·y expression * [ c:rpr]. we treat the activity dia
gram specification as a parnmetris<'d specification. Assuming * [ expr-] evaluates to 
a list of elements, for each elemellt in th(' list an instance of the activity diagram 
specification is executed. 

\Ve can model this by adapting thC' climinatio11 procedure of a compound activ
ity node as follows. We create a copy of tli(' activity diagram specification for each 
possible element of the list. For every copy. ('ac:li node of the copy is subscripted 
with the name of the corresponding cle111c11t; so, different copies of activity dia
grams have different nodes. \,\,re Cl'('atc a new activity diagram specification n, in 
which all these copies are put in parallel (so they are started at the same time). 
Only copies present in the list need to he ex<~rnted: therefore before each copy is 
started it is decided in n to either start tlic copy or skip the copy. The decision 
depends upon the evaluation of * [c:i:pr]. The decision is a simple test whether an 
element belongs to the list * [ e:rpr] or not: if so, the copy is executed, otherwise it 
is skipped. 

We illustrate the adapted elimination prn<·cdure by a simple example. Let 
compound activity node B in Figmc 7.2 have a dynamic concurrency expression 
dee that evaluates into a list of intcg<'rs. Let this dynamic concurrency expression 
depend on some local variable :r, where :r has type integer, set by activity A. If Bis 
specified as in Figure 7.3, then the act.ivit.y diagram after elimination of compound 
node B becomes as depicted iu Figure 7.-1. Note that there are infinitely many 
copies made of the activity diagram sp<'cifying B. since there are infinitely many 
integers. 
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Figure 7.1 Hxarnple: nrnltitask 
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Figure 7.2 Dynamic coucurrency example 
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Figure 7 .3 Specification of node B in Figure 7.2 
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Figure 7 .4 The activity diagram underlying Uw ad.i\iity diagrams in Figures 7.2 
and 7.3 
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7.2 Object nodes and object flows 

UML activity diagrams offer a notation for modelling data flows. namely object 
flmvs and object nodes. An object node denotes an object that is in a certain state. 
The name of the object is underlined. (Ul\IL uses underlining to distinguish objects 
from classes. whose names are not underlined.) The name of the state is put in 
brackets. So Q[s] denotes object Q in state s. The name of the state is optional. 
An object node can be connected to an activity state by a directed edge, called 
an object flow, meaning that the activity either produces th(' object as output 
(edge from activity to object node) or that the activity needs the object as input 
(edge from object node to activity). Like Ul\IL 1.4, we represent object flows with 
dashed lines in order to distinguish them from control flows. 

In l'l\IL 1 A [LSO] object flmvs are interpreted as control flows. Each object flow 
also specifies a control flow. This definition is however counterintuitive, which was 
pointed out by Bock [21]. Consider for example the partial activity diagram in 
Figure 7.5(a), which was taken from Booch [24]. As Bock [21] pointed out, this 
diagram is not in accordance with its intended meaning, which is presumably that 
after Restock item terminates, both an Item object in state [available] is output and 
the activity node Credit account is entered. But if we apply tlw Ul\IL rule that 
every object flow implies a control flow, the diagram in Figun' 7 .. S(a) says that 
after Receive item terminates. either an Item object in state [available] is output 
or the activity node Credit account is entered, but not both. Presumably, what 
Booch intended is shown in Figure 7.5(b). If we drop the UML 1.4 rule that an 
object flow specifies a control flow, then Figure 7.5(a) makes sense. 

Most authors that use object flows (e.g. [59, 138]) seem to assume the meaning 
used by Booch. It is therefore not surprising that in one of the key proposals [11] for 
the UML 2.0 definition (of which the part on activity diagrams is edited by Bock), 
the control flow and data flow of activity diagrams are indeed separated from each 
other. like depicted above. \Ye also assume that meaning in the remainder of 
this Section. To make things confusing, the UJVIL 2.0 proposal not only allows 
Figure 7.5(a) but also 7.5(b); these two activity diagrams presumably have the 
same meaning. 

Since the definition of object flows is still under development, formalisation is 
currently premature. The current proposal for UML 2.0 [11] contains some gaps 
and inconsistencies that we discuss here. So we merely identify some issues and 
discuss possible resolutions. We take the afore mentioned UML 2.0 proposal as 
starting point. even though it may change in the future. 

Before we discuss the issues, we explain the basic execution semantics of object 
flow nodes as defined in the UML 2.0 proposal [11]. The questions to be answered 
by any execution semantics are the following. If an activity has more than one 
input node, do all inputs need to be present in order for the activity to start, or 
can some inputs arrive later? Likewise, can an activity output an object before 
the activity actually terminates, or are all objects output upon termination of the 
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Item 
[reMned] 

Restock item 

Item 
[available] 

Credit account 

(a) Incorrect according to UML 1.4, but correct according to UML 2.0 

Item 
[reMned] 

Item 
[available] 

(b) Correct according to UML 1.4 and UML 2.0 

Figure 7.5 Two example activity diagrams with object flows 
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activity'? The UML 2.0 proposal allows all fonr possibilities. It divides the set of 
input and output object nodes of an activity in two, synchronous and asynchronous 
ones. The following rules apply: 

• All synchronous input objects must bl' present for the activity to start. If 
there are only asynchronous input object. at least one must be present. 

• All input8 must be present for the activity to terminate. 

• When the activity terminates. all synchronous output objects are posted, 
i.e .. the synchronous output object nodes arc filled. 

Asynchronous output object nodes can be filled before the activity terminate8. 

Next, we discuss several assumption8 we make in interpreting activity diagrams 
with object flows. All assumptions arc motivated by the domain of workflow 
modelling. 

• Objects modelled in activity diagram are software objects, not hardware 
objects. since a WFS can only coordinate software objects, not hardware 
objects. 

So a text processor file can be an object modelled in an activity diagram. 
bnt a paper file cannot be. 

• Objects are subject to transactional constraints like atomicity and isolation 
(cf. Sections 2.2 and 3.4). 
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• The dependency between an activity and its input objects is enforced by a 
WFS. 

For example. in Figure 7.5(a), a WFS will ensure that activity Restock item 
is only enabled once object Item is present and moreover is in state returned. 

• The dependency between an activity aud its output objects is the responsi
bility of the actor doing the activity. The actor must ensure that the right 
objects are rn1t put. 

Using these assumptions, we interpret input and output object flows in the 
following way (sec Figure 7.6). If an activity outputs an object. but does not use 
it as input. that activity creates the object. If an activity observes an input object 
node and fills an output object nocle of the same object. it u.pd11Jes that object. 
This usually means that the state of the object is changed. If an activity only 
observes an input object node, but does not fill an output object node, then the 
activity reads the object, but does not change it. Note that we have not fixed a 
notation for deleting an object. We consider deletion to be a special activity that 
does not occur in an activity diagram, i.e. in a workflow. 

~-SQ! 
~LEU 

A creates O A updates 0 

IQ!_,,,._~ 
L0_J ~ 

A observes O 

Figure 7.6 Specifying creation, updating and observation of an object 

Both the current Ul\IL definition [150] and the the UML 2.0 proposal [11] do 
not address what the intended meaning of cmmecting an object 0 with an activity 
A is. apart from being input or output. Above interpretation seems reasonable for 
workflow modelling. 

We now list several issues in the semantics of object flows and object flow 
nodes. 

Multiple occurrences of an object name. Do multiple occurrences of an 
object name Q denote the same object or different objects? The most straightfor
ward interpretation of Q is to see it as an object identifier. Objl'd identifiers are 
unique. i.e .. each identifier denotes the same. unique object throughout the sys
tem life-cycle (this principle is called refer('ntial transparency). So multiple object 
nodes with the sam(' label Q denote the same object. 

This interpretation may give rise to problems, however, if an object flow node 
is active more than once at the same tirn<'. For example, Figure 7.7 shows an 
activity diagram in which two objects Partial order are created. <'vcn though there 
is only one identifil'I'. 
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Figure 7. 7 Activit.v diagram with two objects Partial order 
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Figure 7.8 Multiple activity instances 
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Multiple occurrences of an activity. Can an activity A change the state of 
an object Q twice at different times? In that cas<', the inpnt/outpnt behaviour of 
A depeuds upon the context of A. Figure 7.8 shmvs a simple example. in which the 
input/output behaviour of A depends upon whether or not A has been executed 
before. Drawback of such activities is that they are harder to reuse, as their 
behaviour depend:-; upou the c011text in which they are used. 

Multiple occurrences of Q[s]: partial and complete states. If an object 
fluw node is labelled with a state [s]. there are se\-cral possible interpretations. 
Either [s] is a rnmplete specification of the state of the object, or a par"fial one. 
In the latter case, Q's lifecycle will be modelled using a statechart with AND 
nodes. This distinction is very important. since partial object node's can be' active 
simultaneously, whereas complete object nodes cannot! So, if [s] is a complete 
specification and Q[s] is active, all other object nodes of Q should be inactive. 

~Which interpretation should be used. complete or partial. depends upon the 
specification umler consideratiou. For C'Xample, in Figure 7.9 each of the three 
states [sl], [s2] and [s3] must be compkte specifications of the state of Q. If 
they would be partial. Q \rnuld not be in a complete state. The corresponding 
statechart will have three sequential states. 

On the other hand, in Figure 7.10 the states [s2] and [s4] cannot both be 
complete state specifications. If they \rnuld be complete. then [s2] = [s4; whereas 
they do not have the same name. Hence, [s2] and [s4] must be partial states. In 
the corresponding statediarts, nodes s2 and s4 are in parallel. J\nd (s2, s4) is a 
complete state specification. Similar remarks apply for s3 and s5. 

Note that modelling partial object nodes can he dangerous. If multiple activi-
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B 
,__ ____ . 

Figure 7.9 Complete state specification 

A 

Figure 7.10 Partial state specification 

ties act upon the same object at the same time, the data integrity of the object can 
be violated. as wdl as the isolation property of activities (cf. Section 2.2 and 3.4). 

Finally, then' is the problem of matching states in the object flow specification 
with states in the statechart modelling the life cycle of the object. If an object 
node Q[s] occurs more than once in the same object flow specification, then in the 
corresponding statechart there can either be a single node labelled s or multiple 
nodes labelled s. Thus, more than one statcchart can match an activity diagram 
with object flows. 

Multiple activities updating the same object. Objects are subject to in
tegrity rules, in order to prevent them from being inconsistent. For example. the 
activity diagram in Figure 7.11 shows a11 object that is updated by two activi-

A 

B 

Figure 7.11 Object Q is updated i>y two activities at the same time 
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ties at the same time and therefore might bcrnme inconsistent, even thongh both 
activities have the same output. This should be prevented from happening, for 
example by ruling out such an activity diagram or putting some extra constraint 
on the semantics. in this case for instance interleaving activities A and B. 

The UML 2.0 proposal only partially addresses this issue. The proposal for 
the UML action semantics [12] requires that a data flow state is filled only 011Ce 
during one execntion (called the single assignment rule). Applying this rule to 
activity diagrams, the requirement would be that an object node is filled at most 
once during a nm. Unfortunately. this rule is both too weak and too strong for 
our purposes. 

It is too strong in the sense that it rules out object nodes that are part of an 
iteration. Figure 7.12 gives an example (adapted from an example in Grefen et 
al. [82]). The activity diagram in Figure 7.12 would be incorrect according to this 
rule, since object node Trip[proposed] can be filled more than once during a nm. 
We would allow it, however, because the activities filling Trip[proposed] are never 
active at the same time. So the isola1 ion propert~· is not \·iolated. 

The rule is too weak in the sense that it still allows multiple updates to the same 
object at the same time. This happens if object nodes arc a partial specification 
of the state of the object, like in Figme 7.10. Then two object nodes referring to 
the same object can be active at the same time in parallel. With a complete state 
specification, object nodes cannot be active in parallel, so then the rule is not too 
weak. 

A more useful rule in this respect is the isolation rule: an object cannot be 
updated and either read or updated at the same time (isolation property from 
database theory). We have adopted a similar rule in Sl'ction :l.4. The rule is 
defined for runs; it cannot be translated straightforwardly into a rule on the syntax 
of activity diagrams. 

Merging. One can interpret the activity diagram in Figure 7.11 as specifying a 
merge. Howewr. we think it is better to represent merging by an explicit Merge 
activity, as shown in Figure 7.1:3. This reflects that merging is dmw explicitly by an 
actor (person or application). not implicitly by the WFS. Note that in Figure 7.13. 
we divided state s2 in two parallel states s2a and s2b. Allowi11g merging might 
allow for a relaxation of the isolation constraint, because the merging activity can 
solve the inconsistency. 

Multiple activities observing the same object. If multiple activities observe 
the same object at the same time, docs this mean that only one activity at a time 
can read the objPct (i.e. the object is read-locked). or that more than 011c activity 
at a time can observe the object'? For example, in Figure 7.14 two activities A and 
B observe the same object Q at the same time. If only one activity at a time can 
observe Q. the two activities must execute in interleaving order. otherwise not. 
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Figure 7.15 Example inconsistency betn·een control fiow and object fim1· 

Inconsistency between control flow and data flow. The control flow and 
object flow in an activity diagram might be inconsistent, which is undesirable. For 
example, in Figure 7.15 activity A requires that objPct Q is present. Object Q is 
output by activity B. Activity /3 can only start once A has completed. Clearly. 
the control flow and object flow are inconsistent in this example: Excc:llting this 
diagram leads to a deadlock. A possible way to check whether activity diagrams 
are inconsistent or not is to use the verification approach using model checking 
that we develop in Chapter 10. 

Object nodes and pseudo nodes. Can pseudo uodes connect object nodes 
b~· object flows? The U~IL proposal anS\\"Cl'S this qllcstion positiwly: it allows for 
instance the two activity diagrams in Figure 7.16. 

We make the following observation. In the two diagrams pseudo nodes cause 

[g] 

[else] 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.16 Object. nodes connected with pseudo nodes 
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a state change with object Q. Since compound edges are executed by the WFS, 
this means that the ~1FS changes the state of Q. This does not seem to make 
much sense. as acti,·ities change objects. not the \\.FS. So pseudo nodes should 
not connect object nodes. 

7.3 Deferred events 

It is possible to specify for each node n a list of deferred events. If mt event e is 
deferred in n. it is not processed if the current configuration contains n. Processing 
of e is postponed until a confignr<ttion is reached in which no node defers e. It 
is unclear from the UML standard whether or not an event that was deferred in 
the previous state but becomes mideferred in the current state, has priority over 
events in the queue that were not deferred in the previous state. 

Incorporating deferred events in both our semantics will require an additional 
event queue for storing deferred events. 

Deferring events may easily lead to deadlock. licu111se a configuration in which 
the event is lJO longer deferred may not be reachable. For example. if iu Figure 7.17 
the current configuration is [WAIT-1,WAIT-3] and event e occurs, this event is 
deferred. If next event f occurs, configuration [WAIT-1,WAIT-6] is reached. Event 
e is still deferred in this configmation. Now the system deadlocks: eveut e can 
uever be processed, even though e can trigger a relevant edge. Such deadlocks can 
be detected using the \·erification approach described in Chapter 10. 

7.4 Interrupt regions 

The afore mentioned UML 2.0 proposal contains the novel concept of an interrupt 
region and an interrupt edge. An interrupt region is a set of nodes that are left if 
one of the interrupt edges of the region is triggered. Fignre 7.18 shows an example. 
a simplified wrsion of an example in the U~IL 2.0 proposal [11]. According to the 
informal semantics given in the UML 2.0 proposal. if event cancel order request 
occurs while nodes Receive order, Fill order, Ship order, or WAIT-1 are active, the 
nodes in the interrupt region are ldt and node Cancel order is entered. 

Figure 7.19 shows an activity diagram that is obtained from Figure 7.18 by 
eliminating the interrupt region. This shows that au interrupt region is actually 
a shorthand to abbreYiate many edges. Statecharts use hierarchy in a similar 
way [88]. Note that the interrupt edge cannot be eliminated. 

From Figure 7.19, it becomes clear that there arc some difficulties with in
terrupt regions. First, Figure 7.l!J suggests that activities can be interrupted. In 
Section 2.1 we <'xplained that activities are atomic, i.e., they cannot be interrupted. 
Thus, an interrupt occurring while an activity is busy executing can only be han
dled once the activity has finished. Incorporating this in our two semantics will 
lead to a considerabb· more complicated and intricated version of both semantics. 
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Figure 7.19 Activity diagram without interrupt region that is similar to the one 
in Figure 7.18 
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Second. au interrupt may canse a deadlock. because some parallel threads are 
interrupted while others are not. For example. a deadlock occurs if Pvc11t cancel 
order request occms \\·hile node Send payment or Handle payment is actiw. Such 
an interrupt should not be allmved. 

Third. the uotio11 of interrupt suggests a sense of priority: an i11tcrrnpt event 
has higher priority t.lrn11 a non-interrupt event. In the' requirements-level semantics. 
an interrupt l'vn1t and non-interrupt event can be processed simulta11Pously. and 
thus can enable confiicting hyperedges. In that case, the hyperedgP Pnabled by 
the interrnpt l'vcut should be taken, rather than the other hyperPdgP. This can 
be formalisPd by introducing a priority ordering on hyperedges. likl' is done in the 
STATEMATE semantics of statecharts [90]. In the implementation-level semantics, 
a priority ordering on hyperedge is not really useful, because interrupt <~vents and 
non-interrnpt events arc not processed at the same time. Instead, the priority rule 
on events must he extended by stating that interrupt events should be processed 
before bcforl' othl'r events. Then it is unclear whether interrupt events should have 
higher priority than completion events. Of course, extending the two semantics 
with interrupts means that the theorems in Chapter 6 have to be extended as well. 

The Ul\IL 2.0 proposal [11] suggests a Petri net based token-game semantics 
for activity diagrams. The standard Petri net token-game semantics docs not have 
the notio11 of i11terrnpt. Stochastic Petri nets do have a notion of priority between 
tra11sitio11s: a transition can only fire if no enabled transition with high('r priority 
can fire. This notion can be used in the U:\IL 2.0 proposal. 



Chapter 8 

Comparison with Petri nets 

In this chapter we compare our two execution semantics for activity diagrams with 
existiHg Petri net semantics. We do this by focusing on how several - what we 

think are - important aspects of workflow models are modelled in Petri nets and 
in our semantics. In order to make a fair comparison we assume that a Petri nd 
models a WFS too. 

We use the design choices made in Chapter 4 as a yard stick for our comparison. 
This approach may seem subjective, since other persons might make other design 
choices, and consequently they might draw other conclusions about the suitability 
of Petri nets for workflow modelling. However, we think that the choices we have 
made in our semantics are reasonable. because they are motivated by the domain 
of workfiows. 

To recapitulate from Chapter -t our most important design choice is that these
mantics for activity diagrams must be reactive. The token-game semantics, which 
is characteristic for Petri nets, does not represent reactivity, which is characteristic 
of workfiow systems (see Section 4.2). A Petri net transition (hyperedge) can fire if 
all its input places are in the current marki11g [129, 136]. But in a reactive system 
a transition (hyperedge) can be taken (fired) if all its source nodes (input places) 
arc in the current configuration (marking) and its trigger event occurs [90, 150]. 
This trigger event is an event in the environment of the system, that the system 
will rl'act to by taking the transition. JVIorcover, an enabled Petri net transition 
rnay fire, whereas an enabled transition in a reactive system must fire. Although 
the token-game semantics of Petri nets is not reactive, we will study different ways 
of simulating reactive behaviour in different Petri net variants. 

In the sequel. \Ye presuppose some basic knowledge of Petri nets and high-level 
Petri nets (see e.g. [105. 129. 136. 141. 142]). \\-e haYe looked at Petri net yariants 
that are traditionally used to specify a11d analyse workflows, namely \Vorkftow 
Nets [2. 3], Information Control Nets [55]. INCOME/WF [132], FunSoft nets [19. 
58]. MILANO WFMS [10]. Next, we have looked at Petri net variants that are not 
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specifically tailored towards workflow rnodelling but nevertheless can be usd\il: 
Open Nets [16], Petri nets with synchronous communication [37], Signal-Event 
Nets [87. 70], Contextual Nets [128, 72]. Zero-Safe nets [27], and several variants 
of Object-Oriented Petri Nets [9, 121]. 1\Iore information about some of these 
refon~nces can be found in recent overvi<'ws and collections about the use of Petri 
nets for workflow modelling [l, 144]. A comparison of our semantics with other 
(formal) modelling techniques can be fo1md in Chapter 9. 

Note on terminology. In this chapter we will use the standard Petri net ter
minology of "place' (corresponds to node). 'transition' (corresponds to hypereclge). 
and ·marking' (corresponds to configuration). By ·step' we mean a statechart step. 
unless stated othenYise. 

The remainder of this chapter is strnct med as follows. The first four sections 
focus 011 the requirements-level semantics. since it most resembles the Petri net 
semantics. The implementation-level semantics is considered at the end of the 
chapter. Section 8.1 discusses how events can be modelled in Petri nets. Section 8.2 
studies whether and how the statechart step semantics can be modelled in Petri 
nets. Section 8.3 studies how data can be modelled in Petri nets. Section 8.4 
discusses how activities can be modelled in Petri nets. Section 8.5 discusses how 
th(~ implementation-level semantics can be modelled in Petri nets. Section 8.G 
looks at several Petri net variants for worktiow modelling. Section 8. 7 highlights 
some aspects of the question what actually a Petri net is. We end with discussion 
and conclusions. 

8.1 Modelling events 

Several researchers that use Petri nets for workflow modelling have recognised the 
importance of input events for workfiow modelling ([2, 106]), even though they us<' 
a different name: 'trigger'. Figure 8.1. taken from Van der Aalst [2], presents a 
typical example of the use of input events in a Petri net. The activity diagram in 
Figmc 8.2 models the same workflow. The envelope and the clock denote external 
and temporal trigger events respectively. 

Unfortunately, although the importance of input events is recognised, hardly 
ever a semantics is given for them. Van ckr Aalst [3] gives an interesting motivation 
for abstracting from events for analysis purposes. that we will discuss below. 13ut 
first W(' study two approaches to specify events in ordinary Petri nets and compare 
both approaches with our semantics of inpnt events. 

Event as token. For each input event a place is defined. The place represents 
a kind of interface with the environment. 1f the interface place is filled with a 
token. the input event occurs, otherwise it does not occur. The interface place is 
connected with all transitions that are triggered by the input event. 
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This is the approach taken i11 Trigger l\Iodclli11g [lOG]; it is also suggested as an 
appropriate semantics for trigger even1s in Worldimv Nets [2]. In these approaches, 
the environment is not specified. Tlil' snggl'stio11 is made that the environment fills 
the interface places spontaneously. but no formal semantics is presented. Open 
nets [16] gives a formal sema11tics for nl'ts wi1h i11terface places. which could be 
used for Trigger l\Iodelling and Worktlow Nets. 

One important difference of the event-as-token approach with our semantics 
of events is that in the cvc11t-as-1.okc11 approach 01w eve11t occurrence triggers at 
most one transition whereas in our sc111a11tic:s one event ca11 trigger more than one 
transition (edge). This is becansc we also allo\\. cwnt broadcasting in om seman
tics. in addition to poi11t-to-poin1 c:orn1111u1ication. For example. in Figure .J.2 on 
page .JI one occurrence of event e can trigger the two r'dgcs el and e2 simultane
ously. Si11ce in the stawlarcl Pct ri iict tokc11-ganH' semantics. firing a transition 
implies that its input tokens arc co11s11111cd. in the token-game semantics onl~- one 
transition can fire because of OlH' C'\Tllt occnrrc11cc. 

One might wonder whether event broadcasting is desirable. In other vvords. 
is1i"t the standard Petri net interpretation of con:rnming cve11ts. so having an event 
trigger at most 011e transition. better? We thi11k <'vent broadcasting is desirable 
for the following reasons. First. if an event would trigger a single transition only, 
the event would not have all the effect that is specified in the workfiow model. For 
example, a cancel event that stops a workfiow wonk! be awkward to model. In 
the event-as-token approach, a ca11n'l eve11t could only stop one parallel branch, 
whereas in our semantics a11 ev('11( is global for the whol(' workfiow and there a 
cancel event ca11 stop the whole worktlow. To caned a workfiow in the event
as-token approach. for every parallel hra11d1 ;1 sc~parntc cancel event needs to be 
generated. 

Second, the broadcast rnecha11isrn is used quite extensively in the field of work
fiow systems. Several non-Petri 11l't based WFJ\IS prototypes [30, 77, 85, 158]) 
also use a broadcast semantics i11 their worldlow models. The industry standard 
for workfiow interoperability [13:~], defined by OMG and WFMC, uses a publish
subscribe notification mechanism, which is similar to our broadcast semantics. An 
exception are XML and EDI based workliow specifications, which currently only 
use point-to-point communication between business partners. However, some of 
these approaches [153] will adopt publish-subscribe notification in the near future. 
Also, these approaches only consider inter-organisational communication. They 
do not specify what comrnunicatio11 rncd1at1isms arc used within an organisation, 
since it falls outside the scope of thes(' frameworks. So even in these approaches, 
a broadcast mechanism can be used for int.ra-orga11isational communication. 

Third, we observe that our broadcast semantics is equivalent to a point-to
point semantics if all the used event rnmH'S in the activity diagram are unique. 
But it is not possible to fully capture the broadcast semantics with point-to-point 
communication, since the exact addressee is 11ot always known at design time and 
may depend upon the current state of the case. vVe explain this point in more 
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Figure 8.3 Event broadcasting 

detail hy trying to simulate broadcasting in P<'tri nets. 

Thnc are several ways to simulate the effect of event broadcasting in Petri 
nets. The most obYious one is to use transit ion fusion and glue the (hyper )edges 
with the same ewnt la be! together. Alt ho11gli this wonld \\·ork for the example 
in Figmc -±.2. this is only a partial solnt ion. for tvvo reasons. The first one is 
that it depends upon the current co11fig11rntio11 (marking) of the activity diagram 
whet.her or not two edges are taken sinrnltancously. For example, in Figure 8.:~ 
the two edges arc only taken simultaneously if the current configuration is [WAIT-
1.WAIT-2]. Otherwise. if for example the configuration is [WAIT-1,B] and e occms, 
then only t1 is taken and configuratio11 [WAIT-3,B] is reached. So. only at run
time it is known which (hyper)edges need to be fused together. whereas transit.ion 
fusi11g is applied at design time. Second, applying transition fusion at design tirnc 
does not solve this problem, since the origin a 1 (hyper )edges cannot be left 0111. 

For example, if in Figure 8.3 edges t1 and t2 are fused together into tl2. then 
edges tl and t2 must remain in the moclcL since it possible that either one of them 
is taken separately from the other. Conscqncutl:\'. if the enrrent confignration is 
:wAIT-1.WAIT-2] and ewnt e occms. it still might be possible that only say t1 is 
taken. and not the fused edge t12. 

Another possible way to simulate event broadcasting is to fill the interface pla('e 
with as many tokens as needed to prevC'11t that a transition cannot fire because 
of a lack of tokens. But the exact numl)('r of tokens that is needed is not known 
befordiaud. since the number of transitions to be fired depends upon the current 
WFS state. Consequently, a lot of spare tokens would have to be introduced. This 
blurs the difference between two occmTe11c:<'S of the same event at different tim<'s 
and two copies of the same event occurrence. Although this could be resolved by 
tirnc stamping tokens, the resulting semantics would be overly complex and rnon' 
involved than the statechart step semantiC"s. 

A bdter alternative is to specify the control flow between an interface place and 
a trn11sit ion that it triggers as a read arc [ 128]. also known as context relation. A 
read arc from a place to a transition means that although a token must be present 
in the place to let the transition fire. this token is not consumed. (A read arc from 
a transition to a place is impossible.) Tedmic:ally. a flow relation specifying t lie 
read arcs is added to the standard syntax of a Petri net [128]. 

A final drawback of the event-as-token approach is that the resulting Petri 11d. 
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looks like ravioli, since the place wlH're the i11p11t token i resides must be connected 
to all transitions that are triggered by i. 

Event as transition. I11 Petri nets. one can simulate an event by labelling a 
transition with the event name and interpreting the firing of the transition as the 
event occurrence. By specifying sy11chronisation constraints [37. 70] between the 
event transition and the system transitions. it can be specified that an event oc
currence triggers a system transiticm. Note. however. that then the environment 
is being modelled explicitly. rather than implicitly as in the event-as-token ap
proach. In other \vords. the whole Petri net is nm\· a model (specification) of both 
the environment and the \VFS. rathn than of the \VFS on!~·. 

One advantage of this semantics i.s that it is very easy to specify that one event 
occurrence can trigger more thm1 one syst cm transition. since the synchronisation 
constraint is specified as just a relation between transitions. 

We now discuss the motivation Van cler Aalst provides for abstracting from events. 
Although Van der Aalst recognises th(' need for modelling input events, he ab
stracts from them for analysis purpos('s for two reasons [3]. His first argument is 
that the environment cannot be modelled compkt.cly: from the point of view of the 
vVFS it behaves nondeterministically. This is best modelled, he says, by leaving 
the events out. His second argument. is that if an abstracted workflow is correct, 
the concrete one will also be. But ideally. however, it should also be the other way 
around. Moreover, as we showed above, both arguments fail to hold if one event 
can trigger more than one transition. Iu that ease, abstracting from events will 
lead to different behaviour in the abstract rnodd, when compared to the concrete 
model. Consequently, the verification results obtained for the abstract net might 
not be reliable anymore. 

Conclusion. We conclude that events ar<' not first-class citizens in Petri nets. 
Events can be simulated by using either tokens (open nets with read arcs) or 
transitions (nets with synchronisation constraints between transitions). In the 
next subsection, we will study how well the statcchart step semantics that we use 
can be modelled using these two approaches. 

8.2 Modelling steps 

In the previous subsection we identified the two ways. open nets with read arcs, 
and nets with synchronisation constraints between transitions. that come closest 
to our event semantics. We now study whether and how well the statechart step 
semantics can be modelled in these approaches. 
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Event as token. If we take the Petri net step semantics, it is no problem in 
the event-as-token approach to model that events can occur simultaneously. But 
it is difficult to specify in open nets with read arcs that ewnts live for the dura
tion of one step only (see Sectiou 4.3), without changing the semantics of open 
nets at this point. The removal of an event occurTcnce has to be modelled by a 
separate transition that removes the token from the interface place. Dut the se
quence 'event occurrence-system reaction-event removal' which is key part of the 
basic statechart step semantics, is not part of the standard Petri net token-game 
semantics. It seems to us that it is impossible to model this sequencl' using a 
token-game semantics. since in this latter semantics any sequence of transitions. 
obeying the firing rules, is allowed. So, it could be possible that under the stan
dard Petri semantics an event lives longer than a step, i.e., is not remowd after it 
has been respouded to. 

Recently, a new Petri net variant, called zero safe nets [27], has been proposed 
that seems a good starting point for modelling tlH' statechart step semantics. 
In zero safe nets. some places. called zero places. represent unobservable system 
states. A marking in which one or more zero places arc filled is unstable. otherwise 
it is stable. Duriug execution. the system moves from one stable marking (in which 
zero places arc not filled) to another stable marking via a sequence of unstable 
markings. By modelling event places as zero places, the statechart step semantics 
can be simulated to some extent. Still there is a difference: zero safo nets have 
a constraint that all stable tokens present at the begin stable marking must be 
consumed during the sequence. For the statechart step :-;cmantics. this would mean 
that rele\·ant trausitions must fire. which is of course not true. since some may not 
be triggered at the moment. 

Finally. the constraint that steps are maximal is not present in staudard Petri 
net semantics. Rather, a step in tbc Petri net semantics can be an arbitrary consis
tent subset of the bag of enabled transitions. Of course, the maximality constraint 
could be added without a problem (like incidentally done by some authors. e.g. 
Foremniak and Starke [70]). but it does not seem very intuitiw for the standard 
Petri net semantics. In fact. Forcmniak and Starke [70] have considerably changed 
the standard Petri net token-game semantics. We discuss their approach in more 
detail below. 

Event as transition. There arc several Petri nl't variants that have incorpo
rated synchronisation between transitions in their models [37. 9. 70]. The work 
of Christensen and Hansen [37] introduces the concept of synchronous transitions. 
They focus on symmetric synchronisation. Object-oriented Petri nets [9, 121] 
use both syrmuctric and asymmetric synchronisation between transitions, i.e., one 
transition has the initiative, the other one follows. All these references stick to 
the standard interleaving semantics, which differs cmisiderably from th<' statechart 
step semantics. among others because the maximality constraint i:-; not required. 

Finally. in signal-event nets [87. 70] the standard Petri net step semantics is 
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abandonded in favour of a semantics in which also a maximality coustraint is 
adopted. Signal-event nets arc introduced by Hanisch and Lucier [87] in order 
to model discrete event s~·stems. To model a discrete event s~·stem. both the 
behaviour of an uncontrolled plant and of a controller that guides the behaviour of 
the plant is modelled. Hanisch and Li.icier argue that discrete event systems cannot 
be faithfully modelled using ordinary Petri nets. Discrete event systems are an 
excellent example of reactive systems: the controller must react to the behaviour 
of the plant and it does this in order to maintain the plant in a desired state. 
It is therefor(' interesting to note the similarities (and differences) between the 
execution semantics of signal-event nets and that of statecharts. Forcnmiak and 
Starke [70] introduce an execution semantics for signal-event nets. The key part 
of the execution of a signal-event net is a step. Before we discuss their definition 
of a step in more detail, we fix some terminology [70]. A transition is fi>rced it is 
triggered by another transition; otherwise it is spontaneous. (So in standard Petri 
nets. every transition is spontanC'ons.) A transition t can be forced by more than 
one transition. There are two options in that c:as(': either all trigger transitions 
nrnst occur simultaneous!~· to trigger t (A~D). or only one trigger transition has 
to occur in order to trigger t (XOR). We only consider the XOR interpretation 
here. 

A set s of transitions is signal complete iff 

(i) Ifs only contains spontaneous transitions, it is signal complete. 

(ii) Ifs is signal complete. t rf. sis forced and tis triggered b~· a transition t' E s. 
then s U { t} is signal complete. 

A step s must satisfy the following constraints: 

1. s contains transitions that are fired spontaneously, i.e., without being trig
gered by another transition. 

2. the input places and input conditions (for read arcs) contain sufficient tokens 
for all transitions in the step to fire, 

3. s is signal-complete, 

4. for every non-spontaneous transition t' that is not in s, set s U { t'} does not 
satisfy 1-:3. 

We can easily sec the correspondence with our semantics: spontaneous t rans1t1ons 
are transitions in the environment, representing events, whereas forced transitions 
are transitions done by the WFS. Constraint 1 states that every step must be 
triggered by at least one event. Constraint 2 states that all the transitions in the 
step must be enabled and consistent. Constraint ;{ says that a transition that is 
triggered by an input event e can only be part of th(' step if e occurs. Constraint 
4 states that the step be maximal. It is not difficult to sec. that these constraints 
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Figure 8.4 Event generation modelled in signal-event nets 

are indeed equivalent to the constraints we discussed in Sections 4.3 and 5.2 for 
the basic statt~diart step semantics without event generation. 

But, this definition differs with our semantics w.r.t. the generation of events 
during a step, since it assumes that events generated by the system arc sensed im
mediately in the same step (as in the statechart fixpoint semantics [140]), whereas 
we assume that the:; are sensed after the current step has been taken (as in STATE-

1\IATE [90] and UJ\IL [150]). To illustrate this, we translate the actiYity diagram in 
Figure 4.2. shown in Figure 8.4(a), into a signal-event net, shown in Figure 8.4(b). 
The interrupt arcs represent triggering; the triggered (forced) transition i:-i pointed 
at. Suppose the current marking of the signal-event net is [WAIT-1,WAIT-2] and 
transition e fires. Then both [e,tl,t2] and [e,tl,t3] an' valid steps, according to the 
constraints listed above. This is :-iimilar to the behaviour of the corresponding ac
ti\'ity diagram (stateclrnrt) under the statechart fixpoint semantics of Pnueli and 
Shalev [140], which we explained in Section 4.3. But in our semantics. only [tl,t2] 
would be pos:-iible. As explained in Section 4.3, we regard the fixpoint. semantics 
(and thus the signal-event step semantics) as counterintuitive here, since it seems 
that e is ignored in node WAIT-2 if step [tl,t3] is taken. 

It is easy to show that the :-iignal-event net execution semantics is a strict 
subset of the fixpoint statechart semantics (strict because in the statechart ,·ariant 
on which the Jixpoint semantics is defined, a hypercclgc can be labelled with a 
negative event (--. e), which is true iff the event docs not occur. Negative events 
cannot be defined in signal-event nets). 

A more intricate example is presented in Figure 8.5. Figure 8.5(a) shows an 
activity diagram and Figure 8.5(b) a corresponding signal-event net. The predicate 
in(.r) that is used in the activity diagram, evaluates to true iff node xis rnntained 
in the current configuration. It can be translated into a Petri net constrnct using 
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(a) 
e[in(A)] 

WAIT-1 o------ WAIT -2 

e[not in(A)] 

environment 

WFS 

(b) 

WAIT-1 

environment 

Figure 8.5 Activity diagram and a similar signal-event net 

read arcs and inhibitor arcs. Inhibitor arcs arc ncccssar~· to model guard expression 
not in(x). In Figure 8 .. S(b). read arcs are lines. so do not have an arro1v: inhibit.or 
arcs arP lines with a circle at the transition encl. If the current configuration is 
[AWAIT-1] and at the same time activity A terminates and event e occurs, then in 
our semantics a sequence of steps is taken such that finally configuration [final,B] 
is reached. But in the corresponding signal-event net, configuration [final,WAIT-2] 
is reached and event done is not responded to and is lost! Consequently, the final 
configuration will never be reached in that case. This is clearly undesirable. We 
therefore prefer our semantics of event gcnnation. 

Of course, now the question arises whether our semantics of event generation 
can be simulated in signal-event nets. \Ve think that this is impossible, since in 
both our semantics the bag of input events acts as a kind of registry in which the 
events that are generated during a step are stored. This can only be simulated by 
treating events as tokens: if events arc treated as transitions. events get lost after 
the step in which the e\·ents are generated completes. But above. 1\·e discussed 
the inadequacy of the event-as-token approach to model our step semantics. \Ye 
come back to this issue in the conclusion of this subsection below. 

Other differences between activity diagrams and signal-event nets are that ( 1) 
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steps in signal-event nets arc sets of transitions, rather than bags (but we could 
not find a compelling reason in Foremniak and Starke [70] why this is the case: 
probably the extension to bags is easily made J. and (2) the environ111e111 must be 
modelled explicitly in signal-event nets, but not in activity diagrams. 

Conclusion. Both in the event-as-token approach as in the event-as-transition 
approach, the statechart step semantics we have adopted cannot be modelled. 
However, in tbc event-as-transition approach, the signal-event net semantics re
sembles the statechart step semantics we use closely. The major difference is that 
the signal-event semantics has a fixpoint semantics of generated eve11ts. whereas 
we have not. Our semantics of event-generation can only be modelled using the 
event-as-toke11 approach. It might therefore be worthwhile to try to incorporate 
the concepts used in signal-event nets into the event-as-token approach. Espe
cially the couccpt of a forced transition seems promising. This concept seems to 
be present in zero safe nets as well. 

8.3 Modelling data 

The standard way to incorporate data in Petri nets is to use coloured tokens [105]. 
Coloured tokens are tokens that have attribute values. These attribute values are 
modified in/by transitions. Another way is to interpret places as predicates [7 4]. 
But then instances of the preclicaiPs can be seen as tokens that can change value 
when a transition consumes them. So, in both approaches tokens carry data. 

Therefore. the straightforward way to model case attributes in Petri nets is to 
attach these attributes to tokens. But attaching case attributes to tokens suffers 
from the following problems. 

Who updates case attributes'? If case attributes are updated in some transi
tion. then this transition cannot lie part of the workllow model. because the \YFS 
who executes the workfiow specification does not update case attributes, it only 
routes the case (see Section 4.1). Tu other words, if case attributes are modelled in 
Petri nets, the environment (the actor) must be specified explicitly by a transition 
in order to let. the case attributes change value. 

Data integrity. Sewral tokens may represent the same case attributes. Ide
ally, this situation should be prohibited, since an attribute may then have several 
different values (i.e., the different tokens may assign different values to the same 
attribute): then the attribute is inconsistent. In terms of transaction theory, the 
isolation property fails to hold, since activities that update the tokens are not 
isolated from other executing activities. 

One possible solution is to represent each case at.tribute by a single coloured 
token. Then each transition that reads or writes the attributes must have this 
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A terminates9 

A finished 6 read x 

write x B terminates 

x 
B finished 

Figure 8.6 Example of concurrent access to shared data. Activities A and B 
both access data itcrn x 

token as input and outputs the token when it finishes. Although the isolation 
propcrt~· is then ensured. in standard Petri nets two read activities cannot be 
simultaneously active, since both consume the same token. In other words, a 
token is scarce. That is not what we want, because the concurrency of the WFS is 
then reduced. 111 both our semantics, read data is 11ot scarce: many activities can 
read the same attribute at the same time. Thus, our semantics allows for more 
concurrency than the Petri net semantics. Another drawback of Petri nets is that 
the resultiug nd would look like ravioli if there are many case attributes. 

To circumvent this, read arcs ;128] cau be used for read access. Interestingly, 
apparently read arcs have been proposed just to solve this problem of siumltane
ously access to shared data [72]. But unfortunately. read arcs do not solve the 
problem satisfactorily. To illustrate this, consider the Petri net with read arcs in 
Figure 8.6. Data item x is updated and read by activity A and read only by B. 
In this net. although x cannot be updated and read simultaneously. it is possible 
that B reads a value of x that is suhsequently changed by A. So. activities A and 
B are not isolated from each other (viewing both activities A and B as separate 
transactions.) Therefore, this solution does not satisfy our needs. (De Francesco ct 
al. [72] do not address this issue; they only consider the question when two Petri 
net executions arc view equivalent.) 

In fact. in our semantics we have ensured that if two activities are conflicting, 
that is, one of them writes a case attribute that the other one reads or writes. then 
the~· cannot be actin: simultaneously (see Sections :l.4 ancl 5.2). In the definition 
of a step. we have put the constraint that by taking the step a configuration is 
reached in which there are no confiicting activities. This conflict relation can of 
course be specified in the control flow as well, using for example a mutcx place for 
each pair of co111licting activities. The rnutex place acts as a kind of semaphore: the 
activity that c:au consume the token in the rnutcx place may be active and change 
the data itcw it likes and when it terminates it puts a token in the nmtex place. 
A solution using mutex places \\·cmkl. howcYer. clut tcr the \Yorkflow specification 
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with a lot of arrows, and again, we have a ravioli modeL that is more 1mreadable 
and incomprehensible than the workflow specification presented in Figure 8.6. 

Conclusion. We conclude that data can be modelled in Petri nets 11si11g read 
arcs, mutex places, and an explicit representation of the environment to model 
updates of cas<' attributes. But, the resulting net is overly complex, unreadable 
and uncomprchensible. We think that a solution 11sing local variables (used in 
Petri nets muddling flowcharts [75]) is more simple and elegant. awl therefore 
preferable. 

8.4 Modelling activities 

In a Petri net. there are two options to model an activity: as a transi1 ion or as a 
place. Almost every Petri net workflow specification seems to take the first option, 
\Yhereas if an actiYit:; diagram is viewed as a Petri net. the second option is taken. 
\Ye discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each option. 

Activity is transition. In almost every Petri net workflow specification that we 
know of, this interpretation is adopted, probably because of the intuition that an 
activity is something which changes the state of the case (the state is assumed to 
be modelled b~· the input tokens). There are. however. some mismatc:ll('s between 
the properties of au acti,·ity and the properties of a 1ransition. First. a transition 
takes no time to execute, whereas an activity does. There are two ways to solve this 
problem. The first solution is to decompose the transition into a .. begin activity'' 
transition and .. end activity" transition that are connected by a place representing 
"activity busy executing". This solution results in a Petri net that is q11ite similar 
to an activity diagram. Then the execution of an ac:tiYity is actually n~presented 
b:· a place. This approach is taken b1· for example Van der Aalst. Van Hee and 
Houben ,6] and Dcsel and Ern·in [50]. See the next item below for a discnssion of 
this approach. 

The second solution is to use timed or stochastic Petri nets, in which a tran
sition can have~ a duration. In most timed and stochastic Petri net variants a 
transition still fires instantaneously, but it takes time before a transition is en
abled. The trnusition in that cas<' actually represeuts the starting or ending of an 
acti1·ity rather than the complete execution of the activity. This is not harmful for 
analysis purposes. but it giYes a slightly awkward model of \VFS reality. Analysis 
of timed and stochastic Petri nets is far more complex and involved than analysis 
of simple low-level nets. 

However, om main objection against modelling an activity as a trnnsition is 
the following. ln Petri nets, a transition is executed by the system that the Petri 
net models. Hence. if a transition models an activity. this implies that the \VFS 
does the activit~-. This approach violates the \\'FS characteristic that au acti\·ity 
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is performed by an actor in the environment of the WFS. not by the WFS itself. 
And it is this characteristic that creates the need for reactivity in a WFS. By 
contrast. in our semantics the \YFS docs not do activities: it merel.v routes cases. 
In Petri nets that model activities as transitions. tlw routing is not modelled at 
all. Therefore, such Petri nets do not model a vYFS. 

As an aside, note that in some variant of Workfiow Nets [5], some transitions 
can be labelled with a silent action that is not observable for the environment. The 
semantics of these nets is defiil('(l in process algebra. Van der Aalst [4] suggests 
to use the silent step to model routing transitions rs]. Transitions labelled with 
an obseffablc action then represent workflmv tasks. Hmvever. in that process
algebraic 8ernantics, the silent action can be abstrnctecl from sometimes. For 
example, a sequential workflow specification with two tasks a and b and a routing 
transition from a to b is equal to a model in which a is directly followed by b. It 
is unclear how this abstraction can be related to the execution of real workflow 
models: a WFS always routes a case after an activity terminates. In our view, 
routing cannot he abstracted from. 

Of course. one could model the environment also in the Petri net workfiow 
model, and let the activity be performed by the environment part of tlH' Petri net 
model. But then the relationship with the corresponding part of the workflow is 
unclear, i.e., what should the WFS do while the environment is busy performing 
some activity? 

Activity is place. To the best of our knowledge. this interpretation is never 
chosen in Petri nets. Most people modelling a '"·orkflow in Petri nets probably 
would find this interpretation counter-intuitive since (as they argue) during an 
activity the case is changed, whereas a place is static (the local part of the case 
is not changed). \Ve disagree, however, with this argument, since for a \VFS an 
activity state docs represent something static, namely the WFS waits for an actor 
to complete the• acti,·ity. The only dynamic behaviour of the \VFS is when events 
occur, e.g. some activity terminates, and the case must be routed to a new state. 

Nevertheless, the Petri net people who find this interpretation counter-intuitive 
are right to some degree. Whether we represent activities as places or as transi
tions, in Petri nets case attributes can only be changed in transitions, not in 
places. This corresponds to the fact that Petri nets model closed, acti vc systems, 
in which the environment, i.e .. that which is outside the Petri net, docs not play 
any role. Any model of an open. reactive s:;stern. on the other hand. clcH's allmv for 
a change of case attributes during a state (place), 11amely if the change is initiated 
by the environment! (These changes are implicitly modelled and not explicitly 
represented by edges in the diagram.) And this is exactly what happens during 
an activity: the environment (i.<~., an actor using an application) updates case 
attributes, whereas the WFS waits for the activity to terminate. Consequently, to 
model change of case attributes in a Petri net. we must model the environment 
explicitly in the Petri net as \vcll. 
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Conclusion. I\Iost Petri net workflow modelling approaches model activities 
as transitions. The only motivation that is given for this choice is that this is 
.. st.rnightforward" and "intuitive''. \Ve think that the real, underlying motivation 
is has<'d upon the following properties of P<'tri nets: (1) a transition represents 
some change by the system, whereas a place represents a static condition on the 
system modelled by the Petri net, and (2) a Petri net can only change state by 
firing transitions. The two properties imply that all changes are caused by be
haviour of the system itself. In other words, changes cannot occur due to the 
enviromncnt of the system. Consequently. any modelling language having thes<' 
properties cannot faithfully model open, r<'active systems; instead, such a language 
is more suitable for modelling closed. active systems. Thus, Petri nets are useful 
for example to represent (scarce) resource usage. e.g. the allocation of actors to 
activities. but not for modelling open. rcactiw systems. 

8.5 Modelling the implementation-level semantics 

In the implementation-level semantics. only a single event can be processed at at 
a time. Therefore, a queue is needed to store events that occur while the Router is 
busy processing some event. We now discuss whether this can be simulated using 
the event-as-token and event-as-transition approaches. 

In the event-as-token approach, a q11c11c can be modelled straightforwardly 
by switching to Petri nets with integers (counters) as is done in the FunSoft ap
proad1 [58]. And a special place can h<' introduced to store the event that is 
currently being processed by the Router. But still. since the event-as-token ap
proach cannot simulate very well the statcc:liart step semantics that we use. it 
cannot simulate the implementation-level semantics very well either. 

In the event-as-transition approach (signal-event nets), queues cannot be mod
e llcc L since the effect of an event is lost after the step in which the event occurs 
is completed. So, if in the environment an event occurs (a spontaneous transition 
fires), the WFS must react immediately, since otherwise the event will be lost. So, 
in tlH' <'vent-as-transition approach, the impl<·rncntation-level semantics cannot he 
simulated at all. 

We conclude that the implementation-kvd semantics cannot be modelled sat
isfactorily using Petri net semantics. 

8.6 Petri nets for workflow modelling 

\Y<' now discuss the Petri net models we found in literature that are used to specify 
and analyse workflows. 

Van der Aalst, Van Hee and Houben [G] use high-level nets to model and analyse 
Petri net based workflow models that also model resources. Van der Aalst [3] uses 
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Workfiow Nets. low-level Petri nets with a single start and a single end place. to 
verify proper termination of a workfiow model. 

FunSoft 1wts [...19] are high-level nets for softmuc process modelling. but they 
can also be usl'd for workfiow modelling. Their semantics is defined in terms 
of Predicate/Transition nets [74]. FunSoft nets focus on the fiow of resources 
(objects), like business documellts. through an organisation and do 1101. focus on 
modelling eve11ts. Some shorthands arc defined to model for example FIFO queues. 
Several analysis techniques, including verification, have been developed for FunSoft 
nets [49]. 

INCOi\IE/vYF [132] is a a workfiow manageml'nt system based on high-level 
Petri nets where the tokens are nested relations. Nested relations arc introduced 
to increase the concurrency of the net: the actual transitions are defined on the 
basic elements of the relation, not on the relation itself. This implies, however, 
that for the basic elements, no concurrency exists, since the standard Petri net 
firing rule is employed, in which a transition consumes all tokens it reads. 

Information/Control I\ets [GG] are a high-level Petri net yariant for workfim,
modclling. The focus is on the modelling of resources. like documents. not on the 
modelling of events. 

MILANO [rn] is a research prototype to investigate flexible workflow models. 
Only low-level Petri nets are considered. The Petri nets cannot contain loops and 
must be safe. 

It is interesting to notice. from this brief overYiew. that most Petri net workfiow 
models provide little support for modelling ewnts. And if a notaticm for events 
is suggested, no formal semantics for them is given. Most approachl's interpret 
tokens as resonrces that are being used by activities in transitions to deliver a 
requested service for a customer. However, the assumption seems to be implicitly 
made that resources are scarce. since no two transitions can consume the same 
token simultanl'ously. This assumption is questionable: certainly, some resources 
are scarce. but also a wide variet:v of resources. read-only information carriers like 
catalogues. arc not. (None of these Petri net variants uses read arcs.) 

8. 7 What is a Petri net? 

Even if one does not agree with the choices we made. our discussion gives we hope 
more insight in possible answers to the question: ··What is a Petri nee:·· [51]. 

Most people will answer this question by saying that a Petri net is bipartite 
graph, whose nodes are places and transitions, that are connected by directed arcs. 
This is characteristic of a certain syntactic definition of a Petri net. However, 
an equivalent definition says that a Petri net is a hypergraph: a set of nodes 
(places) connected by directed hyperedges [134]. The relation between these two 
definitions is as follows: Each hyperedge correspouds to a transitiou: if a place 
is in the source (target) of a hypcredge, then there is an arc from (to) the place 
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Figure 8. 7 Possible semantics for (hierarchical) hypergraphs 

to (from) the corresponding transition. Since the underlying syntactic structure 
of an activity diagram is also a hypergraph (see Chapter 3), the question arises 
whether an activity diagram is a Petri net. In this chapter, we have shown that an 
activity diagram as we view it is not a Petri net, because the semantics attached 
to a Petri net (in fact, to any Petri net variant we found in literature), differs from 
the semantics we defined for activity diagrams in Chapter 5. The major difference 
is that our activity diagram semantics is reactive whereas the Petri net token-game 
semantics is not. 

Moreover, we have shown that a statechart-like semantics can be given to a 
notation with a Petri net-like syntax (see Figure 8.7). For some obscure reason, 
this seems hard to swallow for some people. We quote one of the UML 2.0 propos
als [11], which suggests a Petri net-like semantics for activity diagrams (in UML 
1.4 activity diagrams are given a semantics by translating them into statecharts): 

Activities are redesigned to use a Petri-like semantics instead of state ma
chines. Among other benefits, this widens the number of flows that can be 
modeled, especially those that have parallel flows. 

This citation reveals that the reason why the UML 2.0 proposal has chosen a Petri 
net semantics, is that statecharts were considered to be too strict for modelling 
concurrency in workfiows. This limitation of statecharts is due to the hierarchy 
rules of statecharts, which rules out some forms of concurrency (see Section 9.1). 
The hierarchy rules, however, are part of the statechart syntax, not of the state
chart semantics. 

The UML 2.0 proposal seems to reason as follows: remove the hierarchy con
straints from statecharts (activity diagrams), and the result is something that looks 
like Petri nets. So the UML 2.0 proposal seems to make the following equation: 

statechart - hierarchy = Petri net 

But this equation is false. The equation only says something about the differences 
and similarities in syntax of statecharts and Petri nets: a statechart is a hierarchi-
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cal hypergraph and a Petri net is a hypergraph. We actually have the following 
equation. 

statechart syntax - hierarchy ~ Petri net syntax 

Our semantics shows that Petri net-like diagrams (like activity diagrams) can 
be given a statechart-like step semantics (cf. Figure 8.7), which differs radically 
from a token-game semantics. The UML 2.0 proposal does not consider these 
differences in semantics. The real issue is whether a step-based or token-game se
mantics reflects WFS behaviour more accurately. We think a step-based semantics 
is more accurate than a token-game semantics. 

8.8 Discussion and conclusion 

From our comparison of our semantics with Petri net semantics, we draw the 
following conclusions. First, Petri nets model closed systems. All changes in 
Petri nets occur because of the firing of some transitions in the net that represent 
activity of some part of the system itself, rather than some activity in the system's 
environment. Our semantics models an open system. 

Second, the standard Petri net token-game semantics models active systems, 
rather than reactive ones. A transition is enabled if its input places are filled. Also, 
an enabled transition does not have to fire immediately. Our semantics is reactive. 
An edge in an activity diagram is enabled if its source nodes are in the current 
configuration and its trigger event occurs in the environment. And an enabled edge 
must fire immediately. That is why we impose a maximality constraint on steps 
in our semantics. This constraint is lacking in the standard Petri net token-game 
semantics. 

In Petri nets, reactivity can be simulated to some extent by modelling the 
environment in the Petri net as well. This is done, for example, in a recently 
proposed variant of Petri nets, called signal-event nets. Like activity diagrams, 
signal-event nets are motivated by the domain of reactive systems. Signal-event 
nets have a complex semantics that differs considerably from the standard Petri 
net token-game semantics (among others, a maximality constraint is imposed on 
steps). Since their semantics is so different from the token-game semantics, it is 
questionable whether these are Petri nets at all. We showed that signal-event nets 
have similar behaviour as statecharts under the fixpoint step semantics, defined 
ten years earlier by Pnueli and Shalev [140]. We are convinced that it is impossible 
to simulate in Petri nets our semantics of event generation, that is used in both 
UML and STATEMATE. However, it might be worthwhile to try to incorporate the 
concepts of signal-event nets into Petri net variants that model events as tokens, 
for example open nets. The resulting Petri net variants would likely be closer to the 
UML and STATEMATE interpretation of event generation than any of the currently 
existing Petri net variants, but we expect such variants will still be different. 
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Third, Petri nets in general model scarce resources, rather than unscarce ones. 
A transition can only fire if there are enough input tokens present, i.e., enough 
scarce resources are available. Using read arcs this can be circumvented, because 
with a read arc a token can be tested without being consumed. Thus, read arcs 
allow for elegant specification of concurrent access to shared data. However, if an 
activity is seen as a transaction, as is usually done in workfiow modelling, read 
arcs must be combined with mutex places to enforce isolation between activities. 
We prdcr our own approach using local variables. since it is more simple. 

Fourth, the Petri nets that came closest to the requirements-level semantics 
we gave to activity diagrams contained inhibitor arcs, read arcs, synchronisation 
between transitions, and coloured tokens with timestamps. These nets had to 
contain both a description of the \rnrkfiow and of the e1ffironment. Roughly 
speaking, the net had twice as man)· nodes compared to the corresponding activity 
diagram. Such Petri nets are truly gargantuan and difficult to analyse. both for a 
workfiow modeller and a verification tool. (For example, a lot of the analysis results 
for standard Petri nets do not carry over to signal-event nets [70].) Moreover, these 
Petri nets still stay far away from our implementation-level semantics. They do 
not resemble it at all. 

Also, one of the acclaimed advantages of Petri nets, that there is an abundance 
of analysis techniques available for them [2], is only true for low-level nets; its 
applies to a lesser extent to high-level nets. As we showed, not every desirable 
construct can be modelled in low-level and high-level nets; read arcs, inhibitor 
arcs and synchronisation constraints are needed as well. But for these latter 11ct 
variants, there are only but few analysis techniques available. In Chapter 10 we 
show how activity diagrams with similar constructs can be efficiently verified using 
model checking. 

Some \YFI\ISs, for example Cosa [l..J 7]. use Petri net variants as workfiow mod
elling language. But even though these \YFI\ISs use the Petri net syntax, this docs 
not necessarily mean that they use the Petri net token-game semantics! For exam
ple, in Cosa activities are modelled as transitions. In the token-game semantics of 
Petri nets, a transition fires instantaneously whereas in real life an activity will not 
be performed instantaneously. So, although the Petri net syntax is used by this 
WFMS, it is doubtful whether the Petri net Loken-game semantics is used. More
over, the semantics that WFMSs in general attach to input workfiow specification 
is unknown, as vendors do not publish the semantics they implement. But for 
analysis purposes, the semantics a WFI\IS nsl's should be known, since analysing 
a Petri net-based workfiow specification, using, for example, the Petri net token
gamc semantics, presupposes that this semantics gives an accurate description of 
the real workfimY belrnviour. 

Of course. above conclusions arc based upon our assumption that a work
fiow specification describes the behavionr of a \'\"FS. One could argue whether 
this assumption is valid. In fact, does not a Petri net workfiow specification dl'
scribc an organisation, rather than a computerised system? But even then, the 
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interaction between the organisation and its environment must be modelled ( cus
tomers, government, suppliers, ... ), since the organisation is a reactive system as 
well. Consequently, Petri nd models of organisational behaviour suffer from the 
same problems as Petri net models of WFS behaviour: they cannot model reac
tivity. 

From the above, it follows that if the standard Petri nd token-game semantics 
is used in modelling a reactive svstem. the reactivity of that system is abstracted 
from. But \Ve consider reactivity to be one of the most important aspects of 
workfiow modelling. If reactivity is abstracted from. then at least some justification 
slionlcl be given that assmcs that the analysis results 011 tl1c Petri net model will 
also carry over to a reactive setting. We do not think such justification has been 
given yet (at least we have not found one in literature). If no justification is given. 
it is unclear what the relationship is between execution of a workfiow specification 
according to the Petri net token-game semantics and the actual execution of a 
similar workfiow specification hy a WFS. 
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Related work 

In the previous chapter \Ye han' cmnparl'd onr two semantics of activity diagrams 
with various Petri net semantics. Int his chaptl'r we will compare onr two semantics 
with other related work including statcchart Sl'11mutics. and other formal workfiow 
modelling languages that are not based on Petri tll'ts. 

Section 9.1 compares our approach with stat('(:harts, in particular the STATE/\1-
ATE and Ul\IL variants. Section 9.2 looks at thl' informal 01\IG semantics of UML 
activity diagrnmt-i. Other formalisations of Ul\IL activity diagrams are discussed 
in Section 9.3. Section 9.4 looks at th<' stat<~ of the art WFl\ISs to see in what 
respect they can implement our semantics. Sl'c:tion 9.5 considers other formal 
workflow modelling la11guagcs. The last two sections focus on active databases 
and transactional workflows. \Ve end with c:om:lusions. 

9.1 Statecharts 

In order to keep the presentation simple, we 011 ly discuss the major differences 
between our two semantics of activity diagrams and the two existing statechart 
semantics, STATEMATE and UML, that i11spircd both semantics. More details can 
be found elsewhere [63]. 

Statechart syntax. The most st.riki11g difference between the syntax of activity 
diagrams and Petri nets on the 011<' hand and t.hc syntax of statecharts on the 
other hand is the different represe11tatio11 of parallelism (concurrency). In state
charts, parallelism is represented throngh a hierarchy of nodes. whereas in activity 
diagrams and Petri nets it is not. 

The hierarchy relation in statccharts must be a tree: a node can have at most 
one parent (but a parent can have mmT than one child). Leaf nodes of the tree 
correspond to the nodes of an activity diagram (and to the places of a Petri net). 
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Leaf nodes are called BASIC nodes. There are two kinds of no11-kaf nodes, AND 
nodes and OR nodes. OR nodes are used to group sequential states. whereas AND 
nodes are used to put different groups of sequential states in parallel. 

The state of a statechart must satisfy the following constraints on AND nodes 
and OR nodes: 

• If the system is in an AND node, then it is in every child of the AND node. 

• If the system is in an OR node, then it is in exactly one child of the OR 
node. 

These constraints ensure that every node, including BASIC nodes, is active at 
most once at the same time. 

Due to these syntactic constraints. the concurrency that can be expressed in 
statechart syntax is limited. We show this by three examples. First. the activ
ity diagram in Figmc 9.l(a) would translate into the statechart in Figure 9.l(b). 
The AND node i11 Figure 9.1 (b) is needed since nodes Produce partial order and 
Take partial order from stock are in parallel. But in the activity diagram in Fig
ure 9.l(a), node Send partial shipment call be active more than once at the same 
time. since activities Prndnce partial order and Take partial order from stock both 
start their own separate instance of activity Send partial shipment. \Vhen the 
workflow stops. ahrnys two instances of activity Send partial shipment hm·e been 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Produce 
partial order 

Take partial order 
from stock 

Produce 
partial order 

Take partial order 
from stock 

Produce 
partial order 

Take partial order 
from stock 

Send partial 
shipment 

Send partial 
shipment 

Send partial 
shipment 

Send partial 
shipment 

Figure 9.1 AcU\•ity diagram and two statecliarts with different behaviour 
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A B 

Figure 9.2 Activity diagram that cannot be translated into a statC'chart 

performed. Whereas in the statcchart of Figure 9.l(b). if for example activity 
Prnduce partial order terminates a11d Take partial onlr;r- from stock is still running. 
the A:\TD node and all its subchildren. including Take partial order from stock. are 
left. So node Take partial order from stock is left. even though the corresponding ac
tivity is still running! And when the workflow stops. activity Send partial shipment 
has been performed only once, instead of twice. 

The reason for this difference in behaviour between statecharts and activity 
diagrams is due to the syntactic constraints on AND and OR nodes in statecharts. 
These constraints enforce that a statechart node is not acti\·e more than once 
at the same time. This does not mean. however, that no statechart can express 
similar behaviour as the activity diagram in Figure 9.l(a). By replicating node 
Send partial shipment, the behaviour of the activity diagram in Figure 9.l(a) can 
be simulated i11 a statechart, as shown in Figure 9.l(c). 

Our second example, the activity diagram in Figmc 9.2, shows that not every 
activity diagram can be mimicecl with a statechart by replicating some nodes. 
Each time node A terminates. a new instance of B is enabled. e\·en though some 
instances of B arc already active. In fact, node B can he active unboundcdly often 
at the same time. i.e. there is no bound on the maximum number of simultaneous 
instantiations of B (the notion of unboundedness comes from Petri net theory). 
Since in a statechart a node cannot be active more than once at the same time, 
this activity diagram cannot be translated directly into a statechart. 

The activity diagram cannot even be simulated by a statechart using node 
replication. To represent unboundedness of some node n in a st ateclrnrt using 
node replication, we need unboundedly many copies of node n. Since the copies 
can be in parallel, they should have some AND node a as common ancestor. Every 
AND node has a fixed number of child nodes (for example, each of the AND nodes 
in the statecharts in Figure 9.1 has two children, on nodes). All the children 
of an AND node are in parallel, not just some children. Thus, all copies of n 
are active in parallel at the same time. But unboundedness of n implies that the 
number of simultaneous instantiations of n, i.e., the rmmber of copies in parallel, 
can change over time, so is not fixed. So it is impossible to model unboundedness 
in statecharts using node replication. 
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c WAIT-3 

A 
WAIT-1 

D WAIT-4 

WAIT-2 
B 

E WAIT-5 

Figure 9.3 Another activity diagram that cannot be translated into a stateclwrl. 

This discussion might give the impression that every acti\·ity diagram in which 
the bounds are at most one can lw trn11slatl'd directly into a statechart without 
having to resort to replicating nodes. B11t that is not true, as is shown by our 
third example in Figure 9.3. Let ns try to translate this in a statechart. Since 
nodes A and B are in parallel, they rnm;t in a statechart be a subchild of t.wo 
diffnc11t parallel OR nodes, say A01 and B"'. Because B and C can be active at. 
the same time, C must be a subchild of Am . By similar reasoning, node E must 
be a s11bchild of Bar· The AND/OR hierarchy constraints enforce that node D 
belongs to exactly one OR node. Since D is successor of A, node D must belong 
to Am. Since D is successor of B, node D must belong to Bar· But A 0 r and B01 

arc in parallel, so not hierarchically related. So D can never be a subchild of both 
Aor and Bar· 

Note that not even node replication would help to translate the activity dia
gram in Figure 9.3 into a statechart. A possible solution is to remove the synchro
nisation between A and D by removing node WAIT-1 and its ingoing and outgoing 
edges. The precedence relation betv,·een A and D can be enforced b)· labelling the 
edge from WAIT-2 to D with guard [in(C) V in(WAIT-3)]. Then D can be subchild 
of Bor· 

The OMG semantics of UML 1.4 activity diagrams translates an activity di
agrmn into a statechart and uses the st.at.cchart semantics. To ensure that pvery 
activity diagram can be translated into a stat.cchart, UML 1.4 only allows activity 
diagrams in which each fork is eventually followed by a join and in which multiple 
layers of forks and joins are well nested. This constraint rules out the activity 
diagrams in Figures 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3. The constraint is sufficient but not necessary 
to translate an activity diagram into a st.atechart. Figure 9.4(a) shows an activ
ity diagram that violates the constraint, because the fork and joins are not well 
nested. Figure 9.4(b) shows the statcchart that the activity diagram translates 
into. 

\Ye conclude that the hierarch:..· constraints in statecharts rule out certain forms 
of nmcmTency. that are allowed in activity diagrams and Petri nets. That is why 
we do not give a semantics to activity diagrams by defining a translation of an 
activity diagram into a statechart. Instead we have defined our semantics directly 
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A WAIT-1 

D WAIT-4 

(a) B WAIT-2 

c WAIT-3 

D WAIT-4 

(b) 

c WAIT-3 

Figure 9.4 Activit,1· diagram that can be translated into a statechart 

in terms of activity hypergraphs. \Ve allow all the activity diagrams shown in this 
section. To allow multi pl<' simultaneous instantiations of the same uodes, we have 
extended the statechart definition of configuration and step from sets of nodes and 
sets of hyperedges to bags of nodes and bags of hyperedges. 

STATEMATE and UML statechart semantics. Hare! [88] introduced state
charts as part of STATEl\IATE [92]. a strncturecl mrnl~·sis approach for modelling 
reactive systems. The two most important specification techniques in STATEMATE 

are statecharts and activity charts. Activity charts describe the hmctional view 
of the system. An activity chart consists of activities and the dataf!ows between 
them. The behaviour of every activity is modelled with a statechart. A stat<·chart 
can start and stop activities. Atomic (non-compound) activities themselves are 
specified imperatiYcly. not declaratively. 

The STATEMATE semantics of stateclmrts assumes that reactions do not take 
time (perfect technology). There are two variants of the semantics. One variant 
is ewnt-driYen (called asynchronous in STATBIATE). the other one is clock-driwn 
(called synchronous in STATEMATE). The event-driven variant satisfies the perfect 
synchrony hypothesis. 

The semantics ofC}.IL stateclrnrts does not resemble the STATEl\IATE semantics 
at all, since the perfect technology assumption is dropped and events are processed 
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one by one. The UML semantics docs not make the perfect synchrony hypothesis. 
Instead. the Ul\IL semantics is based on the ROOl\I statechart semantics [i.±6]. We 
haw giwn elsewhere a detailed comparison of U:\IL statecharts \vith STATEl\IATE 

statecharts [61. 62]. A Ul\IL statcchart can model the behaviour of any software 
item, but it is mostly used to model the behaviour of a software object. 

Although om two semantics arc based on elements from the STATl~:l\IATE and 
UML statccbart semantics. there are some differen('('s: 

• In our semantics. activities fall outside the f:lcope of the system that is being 
dewlopccl. whereas in both STATEl\IATE and U:\IL actiYities fall inside that 
scope. Activities in STATEl\IATE and Ul\IL arc always software activities, 
whereas in our semantics activities might be rnmmal. 

• Consequmtly, we specify activities declarativdy and incompletely with pre 
and postconditions, whereas in STATEMATE and UML they arc specified 
imperatively with a software procedure or another statechart. 

• \Ye have defined data integrity constraints between activities. Such con
straints do not exist in ST/\TEMATE or Ul\IL. 

Thus, the major difference with both the STATEMATE and UML statcchart se
mantics is that in our semantics activities are executed in and by the e11vironment, 
whereas in STATEMATE and Ul\IL they are executed in and by the system being 
specified. 

9.2 OMG semantics of UML activity diagrams 

UML 1.4. In version 1.4 of UML [150], current at the time of writing (2002), 
the semantics of an activity diagram is specified in terms of a UML stateehart, 
by translating a Ul\IL activity diagram into a U~IL statechart. (In Ul\IL 2.0. the 
semantics \\·ill be defined indepcmlently from statccharts.) Apart from the fact 
that not every activity diagram can be translated into a statechart (:sec the previous 
section), the UML 1.4 semantics of activity diagrams is not entirely suitable for 
workflow mod<dling. For example, in UML 1.4 an activity is defined as an entry 
action of a :state. An entry action is executed to completion when its state is 
entered [150]. Dut in Figure 1.1 this means that the two activities Check stock and 
Check cvstorru:r are executed siumltaneously in the same run-to-completion step! 
This is not vd1at we would like the activity diagram of Figure 1.1 to say. \\'hat we 
would like to express by Figure 1.1 is that Check stock and Check cnstomer start 
simultaneously, not that they should stop at the same time. 

The underlying problem is that in UML 1.4, alHl also in the UML 2.0 pro
posal [11], an activity diagram is viewed as model of a software system that exe
cutes the activities itself. We want to use activity diagrams for workflow modelling 
and therefore see an actiYity diagram as a model of a workfl.ow s~·stcm (\YFS). In 
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workfiows, the activities arc performed by actors (people or applications) external 
to the WFS, not by the WFS itself. It is the task of the WFS to monitor these 
activities. to manage the fimv of data between them. and to route work items 
through a collection of actors, but it is not the task of the WFS to e:r:ecute the 
activities. So in Figure 1.1, the WFS executes the state transitions, i.e. the ar
rows in the diagram. The activities (nodes in the diagram) arc executed hy actors 
external to the \VFS. 

So, in our semantics. activity states are states in which the \VFS waits for 
an actor to finish work. Transitions are steps in which the WFS n~cords the 
completion of activities and the arrival of events, and computes what activities 
shonld be clone next. 

UML 2.0. Currently (2002) the UML 2.0 is under development. Several pro
posal have been sent in. The most comprehensive one, the one by the UML 
Revision Task Force (RTF) itself [11]. presents a semantics to activity diagrams 
that is completely different from the UML 1.4 semantics. 

The proposal talks about tokens flowing along edges. Clearly, this suggests a 
Petri net-like semantics. Unfortunately. some constructs are introduced that can
not be expressed in Petri net token-game semantics. even though this is suggested 
by the informal semantics of the Ul\IL RTF proposal [11]. 

For example, the notion of an interrupt region is introduced (see also Sec
tion 7.4). An interrupt region is a group of nodes that can lw interrupted by one 
or more special edges. called interrupting edges. If one of these edges is taken. all 
other tokens flowing in the region are aborted. The semantics of of the interrupt 
region is given by the following two lines [11]: 

The region is interrupted when a token traverses an interrupting edgP. At 
this point the interrupting token has left the region and is not terminated. 

An interrupt has two important fC'atures that are missing from above descrip
tion: 

• All other tokens in the region should be removed (aborted). 

• The interrupt edge must have higher priority than a non-interrupt edge, i.e., 
it must bP taken first. 

I3oth features cannot be modelled with the standard tokcu-game SC'mantics of 
Petri nets. Th<' first feature can be modelled by interpreting an interrupt region 
as a shorthand to abbreviatC' many Pdges (see Section 7.4), whereas tbc second 
feature could in principle be modelled by using priority transitions from the theory 
of stochastic Petri nets. 

More in general. the token-game semantics is not suitable to represent reactive 
behaviour, as we showed in Chapter 8. Thus, a token-game semantics for activity 
diagrams would make activity diagrams unsuitable for modelling reactive systems. 
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Are activity diagrams 00? Some members of the UML Revision Task Force 
(RTF) do not seem to be comfortable with activity diagrams. since, as they argue, 
these do not fit the paradigm of object orientation. As an illustration, \\T quote 
from a recent report by Kleppe and ·warmer [111] (Warmer is member of the UML 
RTF): 

The way the activity diagram in the Unified Modeling Language is currently 
defined is not object-oriented. This is a bold statement. but it is backed 
up by experts in the field. In a recent presentation for the Oi\IG. Conrad 
Bock mentioned: an "application is completely 00 when all action states 
invoke operations, and all activity diagrams are methods for operations." 
[ ... ] In other words, using an activity diagram one can model a system in a 
completely non object-oriented way. In such an activity diagram the object
oriented principle of responsibility is not applied. 

In fact, the current activity diagrams look in suspiciously many ways likl' 
the results of structured analysis and design, which uses functional decom
position to develop a software system. It is well known to object-oriented 
experts that strnctured a.ualysis aud design is a modeling paradigm that docs 
not fit to the object-oriented paradigm. In the presentation for the OMG 
mentioned earlier [ ... ] it is stated that activity diagrams specify data/object 
flow. At the same time the Ul\IL 1.3 standard [ ... ] includes the following 
quote [ ... ]: "Why does not UML support data-flow diagrams? Simply put, 
data-flow and other diagram types that were not included in the UML do 
not fit as cleanly into a consistent object-oriented paradigm."' 

Consequently, Warmer and other advocates of tliis viewpoint argue that activ
ity diagrams should he thrown out of the Ul\IL, as they arc not 00. Others take a 
more pragmatic viewpoint. We quoic Bock in one of his papers [21] (Bock is also 
member of the UML RTF and leader of the group responsible for the syntax and 
semantics of activity diagrams): 

Another problem with Ul\IL r ... ] is that [ ... ] the user is forced to assign thl' 
business function to an object [ ... ] This may be gospel to object-orientation 
practitioners, but business modelers are aware that the responsibility for 
an activit~· may change over time. and consequently prefer to focus their 
modeb initially on the result that is expected from a function rat her than 
who performs it [ ... ]. This is related to the concept of interfaces adopted 
in the object orientation community. but more powerful. Business modelers 
are well in advance of object-oriented modelers in this respPct. 

The inevitable conclusion is that 00 is not really suitable for business mod
elling. Inspection of some works on applying UML to business modelling conforms 
this conclusion [59]. Software objects are used passively in order to store informa
tion. not actively to process information. This explains \\·hv activitv diagrams are 
useful for workfiow modelling but also why they an~ not 00. Dropping activity 
diagrams from the Ul\11 implies dropping business modelling from the UM L. 
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9.3 Other work on UML activity diagrams 

Dumas aud Hofstede [53] evaluate the suitability of UML activity diagrams for 
workflow modelling by trying to capture some workflow patterns [7] in activity di
agrams. They only consider activity diagrams that are translated into statecharts 
according to OMG semantics of UML 1.4 [lGO]. 

Then' are several other formalisations of the UML 1.4 (and of earlier versious) 
of activity diagrams [13, 23, 25, 73, 137]. Gehrke et al. [73] propose to give a 
semantics to activity diagrams by trauslating them into Petri nets, but do not 
provide a formal semantics. They do not relate the proposed Petri net semantics 
to the 01\IG semantics of activity diagrams. See Chapter 8 for a comparison of 
both our semantics with Petri nets. 

The othl'r formalisations [13. 23. 25. 1:37] follow the O.\IG semantics closely. 
The discussion in Section 9.2 listing the difference of our semantics with the 01\IG 
semantics also applies to these other formalisations. Like the 01\IG semantics. 
these formalisations map activities into actions that are done in transitions of 
the system under development. Consequently, they too have problems modelling 
parallelism (see Section 9.2). The formalisations are not as complete as ours; for 
example none of them deals with events, none of them deals with the in predicate, 
nmic of them deals with wait nodes. 

It is quite interesting to see the approach taken by these other formalisations. 
All of them give a semantics by defining a mapping from an activity diagram into 
the syntax of another formal technique, for example LOTOS [22] in the case of 
Apvrilk ct al. [13] and Pinheiro da Silva [1:37]. or CSP [97] in the case of Bolton 
and Davies [23]. 

Implicitly. in these approaches the assumption is made that the semantic 
choices made in these formal techniques arc valid for Ll\IL activity diagrams as 
well. Although this might be true. we think that choices made in the semantics 
should be made explicit, so that they can be validated for the intended domain 
of modelling, in this case workfiow modelling. Unfortunately, none of the authors 
mcntiorwd above seems to be aware of this problem. In none of these references tlw 
semantic choices are stated explicitly. Ev<'n if one thinks these semantic choic<'s 
are valid for the domain being modelled, this should be brought out in the open 
and motivated. This is not done by the a11thors just mentioned. 

To show the impact of these hidden assmnptions, we give three examples of 
hidden assumptions that are implicitly made iu the approaches above, and we vali
date these hidden assumption against the domain of workflow modelling. The first 
example concerns the semantics of activities. In the process algebraic formalisa
tions of U.\IL activity diagrams [13. 23. 137]. activities are modelled as actions. In 
every process algebra. including CSP and LOTOS. an action does not take time. 
Also. actions are clone in transitions of the system being modelled, not in states. 
Actions. including parallel ones, are interleaved: only one action is done at a time. 
This is justified in process algebras by the fact that an action is instantaneous. 
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Applying the process-algebraic formalisation to our running example (Fig
ure 1.1), we thus have that activities like Check stock and Check customer do 
not take time. Moreover, activities Chee!.: stock and Check customer that arc 
specified to be in parallel according to the specification, are done sequentially, i.e. 
one by one, in the semantics! Of course, a more fine grained mapping could be 
defined, in which an activity is mapped i11to a begin and an end action, but this 
is not done in these formalisations. 

As a second example, one of the key f(·atures of process algebras like LOTOS 
and CSP is the definition of an equality relation on processes. Figure 9.5 shows two 
activity diagrams that arc the same according to the formal semantics of Apvrilk 
ct al. [13]. Pinheiro da Silva [137]. and Bolton and Davies [23]. (We do not use 
\rnit nodes as these are not formalised by these references.) But the two acti,·ity 
diagrams are different according to our two semantics. because they hm·e different 
rm1s. \Ve think most workfiow designers (and most U:t\IL designers) would consider 
them different as well. 

The third example concerns the semantics of communication. In process alg;c
bra, rnmmunication between two parties is blocking in the sense that both parties 
cannot proceed unless they cooperate with each other. In other words, commu
nication is synchronous. Translating this to workfiow specifications, this would 
nw1m that the environment of a WFS must run in the same pace as the WFS 
itself'. The environment might even get blocked by the WFS, if the WFS is too 
slow. It is very doubtful whether this is appropriate for WFSs. We do not want 
to put such a constraint upon the environment of the WFS. We therefore have 
adopted a non-blocking semantics (see Section -±.3 on page 47). 

\\'c conclude that in these other formalisations of U:\IL activit~· diagrams. 
some of the semantic choices that are implicitly made do not match the domain 
of workfiow modelling. Thus, these semantics are not fit to be used for workfiow 
modelling. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9.5 Two activity diagrams that are the same according to {13, 23. 137}, 
but not according to our two semantics 
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9.4 The state of the practice 

By defining a semantics for activit:.· diagrams and linking it with \VFSs. we have 
implicitly defined how a \VFS behaves. We now discuss the current state of the 
art w.r.t. the semantics outlined above. So, is our S('mantics realistic? 

We emphasise that it is not our aim to define a semantics that is impbnentable 
by any state of the art WFMS (see page 8). As WFMS product vendors do 
not publish the semantics their \VFMSs attach to a workfiow specification, it is 
impossible to validate whether the semantics is implementable by their \\'Fl\lSs. 
Instead. our aim is to define a good approximation of how a \VFl\IS in general 
behaves. 

We do not know of any conmiercial WFMS that allows for the specification of 
workfiow models using UM1 activity diagrams. But few of the current commercial 
workfiow syst!'rns offer some support for modelling events [30, 84]. We therefore 
expect that the constructs of our semantics related to events will be bard to ex
press in workfiow models of existing commercial \\'Fl\lSs. On the other hand. 
our event broadcast semantics. in which one event can trigger more one edge. is 
similar to the publish-subscribe notification mechanism used in midcllcware ap
plications. and also used in a recently adopted industry standard for workfiow 
interoperability [133], defined by OMG and WFMC. 

Recently, Ul\11 activity diagrams have been proposed to model c-husiness ser
vices in e-busine::;s standards like cbXM1 [153]. We expect that process man
agement tools that support e-business service::; will use Ul\11 activity diagrams 
as specification language. In for example ebX;\11. the event features of activity 
diagrams are nscd quite extensively: events are the standard means of commu
nication between different business partners. Events are also used quite exten
sively in business modelling, especially in UM1-basecl approaches, for example [59]. 
In academia, several WFMS research prototypes use event-based workfiow mod
els (e.g. [30. 45. 77. 84. 85, 130]). often inspired by active databases [156] (see 
Section 9.6). 

9.5 Other workflow modelling languages 

There are several languages for modelling workfiows, mostly informal ones. We 
here focus on languages that have some kind of execution semantics. 

Ewnt-driveu process chains (EPCs) are part of the ARIS (Architecture of In
tegrated Information Systems) method [145]. EPCs are inspired by Petri nets, but 
they do not have a formal semantics. Niittgens et al. [I :31] give a brief comparison 
of EPCs and Ul\I1 activity diagrams. 

1eymann am! Roller [118] define a language that is close to the language used 
in IBM's workfiow product [100]. The syntax does not resemble Ul\IL activity 
diagrams. as workflow specifications in their approach must be acyclic. The lan
guage does not have decision or merge nodes. The semantics of that language has 
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single-event processing. Each activity has its own copy of data it needs, whereas 
in our approach data is global. 

.Jackson and Twaddle [103] define a language for modelling workllows. The 
main cliffen·nc<' with activity diagrams is that in their language an edge between 
two activities, say from A to B. denotes "begin mi start", so B can begin when 
A has begun. Whereas in activity diagrams an edge means "begin on encl", so A 
should have terminated when B begins. Their language does not allow for multiple 
simultaneous instantiations of the same task. 

Ouk! [135] nses a variant of Petri nets \vith some additional notation to model 
and animate hnsiness processes. The focus is on organisational roles that do 
activities a11d 011 how these roles cooperate. The scnmntics of the used language 
is not formally defined. 

AMBER [S.i. 104] is a language for modelling businesses processes. AMBER 
stands for Architectural Modelling Dox for Enterprise Redesign . .Janssen ct al. [104] 
define the semantics of AMBER i11 terms of the input language of the Spin model 
checker. Like statecharts. A:dHEH models activities as actions that arc executed 
by the system nncler development, not by the environment. :tviodels in Al\IBER are 
by definition safe. AMBER offers some support for modelling data. 

Finally, in the Mentor project. [130, 158] the STJ\TEMATE toolset is used for 
workflow modelling, even though the STATEMATE toolset is intended for modelling 
embedded real-time systems. Wodtke and Weikum [158] use the clock-driven se
mantics. in which the system takes a step at everv tick of the clock. They say 
that the event-driven semantics. \\·ith its supersteps. is too complex for workfiow 
modelling, but they do not motivate this any furthn. Interpreting their approach 
in terms of om model, they seem to have a hybrid of our requirements-level and 
implementation-level semantics: au implementation-level like semantics with par
allel event-processing triggered by ticks of the clock. 

9.6 Active databases 

In active database systems [156] 1m execution semantics for active rules is adopted 
that resembles the semantics for ('dges that we use. The major difference, however, 
is that active rules are typically executed in transactions. Whereas an edge in 
an activity diagram is typically taken when some activity terminates and the 
corresponding database transaction has finished as well. Also. the notion of state 
(node) is absent in active rules. These differences make it hard to compare active 
rules with our execution semantics. 

Nevertheless, there are some striking similarities with the statechart semantics. 
For example. like in statecharts, in active databases a generated event has an 
effect in the Jl('Xt step, not in the current step. The possibility of nontermination 
of the rule prncessing algorithm due to rules that trigger each other. is a well 
known feature of actiYe databases [156j. I\ontennination resembles diYergence 
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in statecharts (see page 50). Furthcrr11ore, Ccri and Fraternali [33] combine the 
syntax of statecharts with active rnlcs: they use statecharts as a graphical front 
end for an active rule language. Chimera. LJ ufortnnately. they do not relate the 
active rule language to the statechart semantics. We do not know of any work 
comparing active rules to statcclrnrt semantics. 

9. 7 Transactional workflows 

Transactional workflow modelling focuses on the specification of transactional 
properties for workflows or parts of workfiows [76]. Transactional workflow mod
els can be at a higher or lower level of abstraction than the workflow models we 
use [79]. but usually they are at a lower level. For example. usually in a transac
tional workfiows. an activity (task) can have several substates. including several 
encl states. such as aborted and committed. These substates correspond to the 
states of a transaction. If an activity is aborted, it has no effect on the case 
attributes. that is. it seems as if it was never executed. If an activity is com
mitted. it docs have an effect on the case attrilmtcs. Between activities (tasks). 
several dependencies can be modelled, for example. activity B should begin ex
ecuting if activity A has aborted (begin-on-abort) [8, 15]. Figure 9.G shows the 
state-transition diagrams of A and B and the begin-on-abort dependency between 
them. Labels on edges denote events. 

By contrast. in our semantics. an activity state bas just one state, in which the 
WFS waits for the activity to terminate. Once the activity terminates, the WFS 
leaves the activity state, thus finishing the activity. l\foreover, the only kind of 
dependency between activities we have is that if oue activity finishes, the next one 
starts. 

Despite these differences, some of the coustrncts that are used in transactional 
workflows, for example the different encl states, can be modelled in activity dia
grams by encoding the encl state of the activity as a separate variable. By testing 
this variable once the activity has compktccl, S('Vcrnl of the dependencies used in 
transactional workflows can be modelled. For <'xamplc, Figure 9.7 shows how the 
begin-on-abort dependency in Figure !J.G can he modelled in activity diagrams. 

9.8 Conclusion 

We have discussed several other semantics for activity diagrams. These other se
mantics, including the informal OMG semantics, arc not motivated by a particular 
application domain. We showed that they ar(' not suitable for modelling workflows. 

A merit of our approach compared to other approaches is that the design 
choices that we made in both om semantics arc stated explicitly. In other ap
proaches, design choices are not explicitly listed; rather. these approaches use an 
existing formal notation and do not mention the design choices that are made 
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Not executing 

abort 

Aborted 

Activity A Activity B 

Figure 9.6 Transactional 11·orkH011· specification n·ith begin-on-abort depen
dency 

-- i''"ll :1 --->( A N [stateA=aborted~(--s--rc!> 

Figure 9. 7 Activity cliagrn.m with /Jcgin-011-abort dependency 

in the semantics of these notatious. Our semantics can be applied to any other 
application domain by just validating the choices against that domain. UML ac
tivity diagrams are also used for rnodclli11g the flow of control within a software 
procedure. We do not think that our semantics is suitable for this domain. In this 
domain, activities are done inside Uw scop<' of the system being modelled, whereas 
in workfiow modelling they are outsicl<' the scope of the WFS. 

Finally, we have shown with our semantics that a statcchart-like semantics can 
be given to a notation with a Petri net-like syntax. As explained in Section 8. 7, for 
UML 2.0 a Petri net-like semantics for activity diagrams seems to have been chosen 
because the statechart syntax was considt'rcd to be too restrictive for modelling 
concurrency. Our approach docs not have this restriction, because we have defined 
a semantics directly in terms of activity diagrams. Unlike the UML 2.0 proposal, 
we still use a statechart-like reactive semantics. 



Chapter 10 

Verification of functional 
requirements 

In this chapter we explain how functional requirements of activity diagrams can 
be verified using model checking [42]. Model checki11g is a technique for automat
ically verifying whether a finite transition system (K rip kc structure) K satisfies a 
temporal logic formula rp, i.e., whether K f= rp. The language we use for specifying 
functional requirements on workfiows is therefore based on temporal logic [57]. In 
the next chapter we will discuss some case studies that we did. in which we model 
checked functioual requirements of activity diagrams. 

We have developed the following tool support for model checking. We have 
implemented the requirements-level semantics in the Toolkit for Concept11al Mod
eling (TCM) [48]. a set of diagram editing tools, one of which is a tool for drawing 
activity diagrams. \Ve have interfaced TCM with a model checker. Figure 10.l 
shows the archit C'cture of the tool that we have developed. The mapping of the 
activity diagram into the transitiou system implerneuts the requirements-level ex
ecution semantics of Chapter 5. 

The intended way of working with the verification tool is as follows. The work
fiow modeller specifies an activity diagram with TCM. This activity diagram is a 
workfiow specification. Using a formal property lang11age, the workfiow modeller 
defines requirements that the intended workfiow specification must satisfy. Note 
that both the ;1ctivit~· diagram and the requirements must be formal. since they 
are interpreted by a software tool according to a formal semantics. 

TCM generates a transition system from the activity diagram and translates 
the requirement into a temporal logic formula. Currently, the requirements lan
guage is a syntactic sugarring of the temporal logic language. In future work we 
intend to specify a more abstract requirements language that is closer to the busi
ness level. The most commonly used temporal logics are Linear Temporal Logic 
(LTL) [122] and Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [42]. These logics arc explained 
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Workflow modeller 

Figure 10.1 TiJO/ 11rchitecture 

and defined in Section 10 .1. 

Both the transition system ancl the temporal logic formula are input for a rnodd 
checker that checks 1vhether the transition s.\·stem satisfies the temporal logic for
nmla. If the temporal logic fornrnla fails to hold. the model checker generates <lll 

example nm (also known as scenario or trace) which shows the sequence of states 
that kad to violation of the requirement. TCl\I then highlights the corresponding 
path in the activity diagram. The worktlow modeller can then either change the 
reqnircmcnt or the activity diagram awl do the verification again. 

Initially, we included support for as many model checkers as possible and have 
used for example NuSMV [38], Spin [99] and Kronos [163]. However, not every 
model checker turned out to be useful. As we will argue in Section 10.3, only rnodd 
checkers supporting strong fairness constraints are useful for workflow specifica
tions. Since strong fairness is an LTL property and most model checkers support 
CTL properties only. only a few model dwc:kcrs are useful for our purpose. Even 
worse. most LTL model checkers do not 11se a special model checking algorithm 
for strong fairness. i.e .. the1· do not support wrification of strong fairness at the 
algorithmic level. Consequently. their performance is so bad that the~· cannot be 
rnwd cit.her. vVc therefore decided to implement in the NuSMV [38] model checker 
au existing LTL model checking algorithm of Kesten ct al. [110] that deals with 
strong fairness constraints at the algoritlunic level. Section 10.3 gives more details. 
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N otc. I11 this chapter we restrict oursclws to the class of activity diagrams that 
have similar behaviour in RLS and ILS. as defined in Chapter 6. So the considered 
activity diagrams satisfy the constraints mentioned in Theorem 6.7 on page 101. 
This restriction can easily be relaxed. We will focus on requirements that arc 
i11se11sitive to the semantics being used, RLS or ILS. 

Th<' structure of this chapter is as follows. S<'ction 10.1 defines the logic CTL *. 
Both CTL and LTL are restricted logics of CTL *. We also define CTL;, a rc
striC"ted version of CTL *. Formulas in CTL; arc insensitive to the semantics being 
used. RLS or ILS. Model checking requires the state space to be finite. Sectio11 10.2 
explains hmv a Clocked Transition System with an infinite state space is tra11s
formcd into a fi11itc transition system witliont clocks. Section 10.3 discusses what 
strong fairness is and \Yh~· it is needed. Section 10.4 sketches the structure of om 
implementation in TC~I. Section 10.5 gives some example wrifications of require
ments. Section 10.6 first analyses how parallelism. events. data. and real-time 
impact the sit1e of the state space. Then it shows how the state space ca11 be 
reduC"ed while preserving the requirement t.o be verified. Section 10. 7 discusses 
related work. We end with conclusions. 

10.1 Temporal logic 

CTL*. The presentation in this paragraph is based on [36, 41]. CTL * can ex
press both linear-time and branching-tinH' properties. The following linear-tinH' 
operators are nsed: 

X neXt U - Until F s0111ctimes (Future) G ahrn:•s (Global) 

Linear-time operators arc cYaluatcd 011 infinite paths. A path is a sequence of 
states. In an infinite path, each state has a single successor. Operator X is the 
next-( ime operator: X cp is true iff in th<" next state cp is true. Operator U is the 
until OfH'rntor: cp 1 U cp2 is true iff from now on, in the current state, cp 1 holds until 
in a C'<'l't ain state in the future cp 2 holds. 01H'rator F specifies that sometime in 
the fut me a formula will hold: F cp abbrcviat<'S true U cp. Operator G specifics that 
always from now on, so globally, a formula holds: G cp abbreviates • F • cp which 
is equal to• (trueU • cp). 

In CTL *. a formula composed of linear-t.ime operators can be prefixed by path 
qm111tificrs. Path quantifiers arc branching-time operators. The following path 
qnantifi<"rs arc m:cd. 

A · for All paths E for some paths (Exists) 

L<'t AP denote the set of atomic propositions. \\'e define A.P below. There arc 
hrn types of formulas in CTL*: state formulas (which are true in a specific state) 
and path formulas (which are true along a specific path). We induc:tiyely defa1e 
the class of state formulas and path formulas: 
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• An atomic proposition a,p E AP is a state formula. 

• If p, q are state formulas then so are p /\ q, --, p. 

• If p is a path formula then E p, A p are state fonnulas. 

The path formulas are specified by the following inductive definition 

• If p is a state formula. it i:-; also a path formula. 

• If p, q are path formulas then so are p /\ q. --, p. X p and p U q. 

CTL * is the set of state formulas defined by above formulas. 

Both state formulas and path formulas are evaluated with respect to a Clocked 
Transition System (CTS) as defined in Chapter 5. State' formulas are evaluated 
in states (valuations) of the CTS, whereas path formulas are evaluated in paths 
of the CTS. Let 1J denote an arbitrary state (valuation) and 7r =<Jo, 1J1, ... a path 
(recall from Section 5 .1 that a path is an infinite sequence of states (valuations) 
such that for every i ;::: 0. rJ 7 ----> rJi-'-l ). \Ve denote by Jr; the suffix of 7r starting at 
(JI. 

The satisfaction relation I= is defined inductively as follows, where s denotes 
a state formula and p a path formula. We assume given the definition of the 
satisfaction relation for atomic propositions in valuations. 

(JI=--, s 

1J I= s1 /\ s2 

(JI= Ap 

(JI= Ep 

7TF'P 

7r F Pl /\ P2 

7r I= Xp 

7r F P1 U P2 

¢} IJfcS 

{c} rJ I= s1 and IJ I= s2 

{c} for all paths 7r starting with 1J, 7r I= p 

0 thnc exists a path 7r starting with 1J such that 7r I= p 

¢} 7i f= P 

0 7i I= 111 and 7r I= P2 

¢} 7fl I= p 

0 for some k 2 0, 7rk I= P2, 

and for every 0 :<::: i < k, 7ri I= Pl 

The abbreviations true, false. V, =?, etc. are defined as usual. Note that As is 
equivalent to --, E --, s. 

Atomic propositions. \Ve focus on propositions that are defined in both the 
RLS and ILS. An atomic proposition ap E AP is either: 

• a test on the configuration, b i;: C, where b is some bag of nodes, or 

• some boolean expression on local variables, or 

• predicate stable (defined for the RLS on page 65 and for the ILS on page 101). 
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Vv·c use predicate in ( n) as an abbreviation of [n] c=; C. Events cannot be referred 
to because of Theorem 6.2(ii): in the RLS sometimes some extra events are needed 
to get the same effect as in the ILS. Atomic propositions can only be evaluated in 
stable states, i.e., we assume every atomic proposition is implicitly conjoined with 
predicat(' stable. This ensures that no inconsistent values of a variable are read, 
for example of a configuration in the ILS during the taking of a step. 

Since no two stable states follow each other in both the RLS and ILS, it does 
not make sense to use the next time X operator. From now on, we will not use 
the X anymore . 

./ The next time X operator is not used. 

CTL and LTL. Computation Tree Logic (CTL) and Linear Temporal Logic 
(LTL) arc restricted subsets of CTL*. 

The logic: CTL is obtained by replacing the above definition of path formulas 
by the following definition: 

• If p, q arc state formulas then X Ji aud p U q arc path formulas. 

This ddinition enforces linear-time operators to be immediately preceded by a 
path quantifiers. There are eight basic CTL operators: AX, EX, AG, EG, AF, EF, 
AU. all(! EU. 

Linc;u Temporal Logic (LTL) consists of the class of formulas of the form A p 

where p is path formula in which the only state formulas are atomic propositions. 
The s.vntax of path formulas in LTL is defined as follows: 

• Even· atomic proposition is a path formula. 

• If p. q are path formulas then ' p. p II q. X p. and p U q are path formulas. 

111 writing LTL formulas, we use the standard convention that the A quantifier 
is omitted. So formula F Gp abbreviates AFG p. 

Expressiveness. Finally, we compare the expressiveness of CTL and LTL [:3D, 
154]. It is obvious that CTL formulas that do not start with a for all paths A 
quant ificr. for example EG p ("there is path along which p is always true"), arc 
not expressible in LTL. Moreover, in LTL existential path quantifiers cannot lw 
used at all. For example, AG (p ~ EF q) is not expressible in LTL. So possibility 
properties. which involve using the E quantifier, cannot be specified in LTL. 

It might therefore seem as if ewry CTL formula that only contains A quantifiers 
is expressible in LTL. But this is not trnc. For example. CTL formula AF AG p and 
LTL formula F Gp are not equivalent [39]. To illustrate this, consider the Kripkc 
strncturc K in the left hand side of Figure 10.2. K satisfies LTL formula F Gp, 
so K f= F Gp but K does not satisfy CTL formula AF AG p, so K fl= AF AG p. To 
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p 

I\ 
p Ip 

K I\ \ 
p Ip p I\ 

Ip AGpp 

\ \ 
Ip 

~ 
p AGp p p 

Figure 10.2 Kripke structure and corresponding computation I rec. 
'!' denotes --, 

sec this, consider the paths of K, shown in the right hand side of Figure I 0.2. 
Formula F Gp is true because in every path. eventually p will stay true forever. 
Formula AF AG p is not true, because there is a path, namely s0 , s0 , .. in which it is 
possible that in a future state p becomes false, namely if s1 is entered. Clarke and 
Draghicescu proved that property F Gp cannot expressed in CTL [39]. So CTL 
and LTL are incomparable w.r.t. expressiveness. 

A restricted temporal logic: CTL;. We define a restricted version of CTL *. 
called CTL;_. The reason for defining this restriction is that in Chapter G W(' 

have seen that the CTSs induced b~' the RLS and ILS do have stable valuations 
in comrnon. lmt differ in how the:> reach these stable valuations. If \\'e allovvcd 
unrestricted CTL * formulas violating ahow rules, the formulas could detect these 
diffrrenc:es. The restricted formulas cannot detect these differences. Thus. fornm
las in CTL; are insensitive to the semantics being used, RLS or ILS. 

We replace the inductive definition of CTL * path formulas by the following 
definition. 

• If p is a state formula, it is also a path formula. 

• If p, q are path formulas then so are p /\ q. --, p, and true Up. 

• If p is a path formula, such that either p is not a state formula or p is 
equivalent to true. then false Up is also a path formula. 

The X operator \\·as already ruled out above. because atomic propositions 
arc only evaluated in stable states and no two stable states follow each other 
irnuwdiately. The use of the until operat.or U is restricted for the 8arne reason. 
Th(' second and third rule forbid certain occnrrences of U that require a continuous 
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evaluation of some atomic proposition. Thus, if p is a state formula not equivalent. 
to true, for example Gp and Ji U cp are for hidden, where cp is an arbitrary CTL;. 
formula. 

\Ye now are able to proye the following theorem for CTL; formulas. Let R lw 
a stable simulation relation as defined in Section 6.2.4. 

Theorem 10.1 Given two valimtions a, a 1 such that a Jl (J 1
• Let cp bf' an arbitrary 

CTL; fonrrnfa. Then (J f= -; <=? a' f= ;J. 

Proof. By inductiou on the structure of CTL;. formulas, we prove that valuations 
a, a' related by R satisfy the same CTL; formulas. 

T\Iost cases follow immediately from the definition of R. Theorem 6. 7. and the 
induction hypothesis. We only treat the basic U case here. Consider path formula 
true Up where p is an arbitrary state formula, possibly equivalent to true. 

Consider an arbitrary patb 7r starting at (J such that 7r f= true Up. We show 
that there is a path 7r

1 starting at a' such that 7r
1 f= true Up. 

Since 7r f= true Up, there is some future state a1.: where k 2..: CJ such that. 
7r = (J--> a 1 ... --> (Jk--> ... and ak f= p. By definition of atomic propositions, we 
know that ak f= stable. By definition of R, there is a (J; such that a'--> (Ji ... ---+a; 

where l 2..: 0 such that (Jk B. a; and (J; f= p. Let 7r
1 be an arbitrary path with prefix 

a'---> a~ ... ___,a;. Clearly. r. 1 f= true Up. 

By similar reasoning, it can he shown that for every path 7r
1 starting at a' such 

that 7r
1 f= true Up, there is a path 7r starting at a such that 7r f= true Up. 

01 her induction cases can be proven by similar reasoning. 

D 

We now prove our main result, that formulas in CTL; are insensitive to the 
semantics being used. RLS or !LS. 

Theorem 10.2 Given an acti,:ity hypergrnph AH. Denote by CTSRLS the CTS 
induced by AH under the RLS. Denote by C:TSILS the CTS induced /J.v AH under 
the ILS. Let cp be an arbitrary CTL; formula. 

Then 

RLS 1-- ILS 1--
(Jinit I cp <=? ainit I cp 

Proof. Both initial states lead to stable states that are related Yia R. );ow appl_v 
Theorem 10.1 on these states. D 

From now on. we will restrict ourselves to formulas in CTL;. 
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Some final remarks. The attC'utive reader may he snrprised that events cannot 
be referred to ill our property lallguage. even though we did a hard job defining 
a reacti\·e semantics \vhich irrnJlves event-drin'n hC'haviour. Is it not a serious 
restriction that events cannot he referred to? 

The main observation is that the semantics of evellts is different in both seman
tics. We give two examples. First, Theorem 6.2 shows that in the ILS, external 
non-termination events can trigµ;cr some extra hypcredges that are not triggered 
in the RLS: this was discussed already in Section G. l. l. Therefore, events should 
not be referred to in CTL;. Of course. event expressions could be added to the 
property language. but then the model checking results no longer carry over to 
the ILS. 

Second, in the RLS, due to tlH' perfect synchrolly hypothesis, an event is pro
cessed at thC' same time as it occurs, whereas in the ILS it is process<'cl at some 
later time. Therefore, if in the HLS an event e occurs in a certain collfignration 
C. then the effC'ct of e follows immediately. In thC' TLS, if e occurs ill C then all 
events still ill the queue must he processed before the effect of e becomes clear. 
This difference ill semantics call be easily detected by writing a property that 
refers to events. 

Similarly. we do not have an operator Xstable that, given a certain stable state, 
refers to the next stable state. As shown by Theon~m 6.7(ii), although the RLS 
and the ILS reach the same em! configuration and same end stable state, they 
reach this state differently: in tltC' RLS some additiollal intermediate stable states 
;-ire reached. that are not reached in the ILS. 

Finally. a useful extension of the property language can be made by including 
past-time temporal operators for LTL [119] and CTL * [112]. Allowing past-time 
temporal operators may make the specification of some requirements easier. Past 
temporal operators do not increase expressivity of LTL and some past versions of 
CTL *. They can be model checked. 

10.2 From infinite to finite state space 

The requirements-level semantics defined in Chapter G is not yet suitabl<~ for model 
checking, since the transition system of the activity diagram can have an infinite 
state space whereas model checking requires that thC' state space be finite. In this 
section we describe hmY our implementation deals with infinite state spaces. The 
described approaches are not new. hut taken from literature. 

10.2.1 Unbounded nodes 

Combining fork and merge nodes, we can specify workflow specificatiolls and pat
terns in which multiple instances of the same node are active at the same time. 
Figure 10.3 shows t\\'o example activity diagrams in which a node can occur more 
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(a) ~-A 

(b) 

Figure 10.3 Examples of multiple node instances 

than once in the same configuration. In the top activity diagram, arbitrarily many 
instances of B can be actiw at the same time. In the lower ac:ti\·ity diagram. C is 
executed twice; two instances of C can be active at the same time. 

Such activity diagrams might have an infinite state space. For example. the 
activity diagram in Figure 10.:l(a) has an infinite state space, because 1111boundcdly 
many instances of B can be active at the same time. But the activity diagram in 
Figure 10.3(b) has a finite state space: there arc no unbounded nodes. Formally. 
a node is unb(mnded if there is no bound on the maximum number of its active 
instances (this definition comes from Petri net theory [129]) . 

.t--Iodel checking is decidable for bounded models [42]. but for unbounded models 
it can easily become undecidable [68]. We therefore restrict ourselves to bounded 
models. In our implementation, the computation of the transition system is 
stopped if one of the nodes becomes unbounded. A node n is unbounded iff there 
is a state s that has n in its configuration C8 and s has a predecessor state s' 
such that its configuration Cs' is strictly contained in Cs and Cs' does not contain 
n. For example. in the top activity diagram in Figure 10.3. node B is unbounded 
since a state with configuration [A,B] is reachable from a state with configuration 
[A]. (This criterion is derived from the Karp-Miller algorithm that computes the 
coverability graph of a possibly infinite vector addition system [108]. A vector 
addition system is similar to a Petri net.) 

10.2.2 Abstracting from data 

Since an activity hypergraph can have integer and string Yariables, the state space 
of the transition system can be infinite. We reduce this infinite transition system 
to a finite one as follow~" 

The key observation is that the only data that infiuences the execution of the 
activity hypergraph are the event and guard labels. The only relevant data, there
fore. is the boolean valuation of the event and guard expressions. For example. 
suppose a guard tests whether variable s= "red". Then we only need to know the 
truth value of the guard, if we want to know whether the associated hyperedge is 
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enabled. 

A naive model checking strategy would therefore be to drop all data and to 
introduce for every guard expression a boolean representative. The guard is true 
iff its boolean representative is true. This strategy is naiw in the sense that it 
ignores that guard expressions can be dependent upon each other. For example. 
if guard expression [JJ /\ q] is true then [p] must also be true. And if [s="n:d''] is 
true then [s]i'''red"] rnust be false, and vice versa. Bllt in the naive rnodel checking 
strateg~·. [p /\ q] and [p] might be assigned conflicting truth values. for example 
[p /\ r1] = trur: and [p] =false. Such valuations are infeasible. and therefore should 
not occur in the model. 

\\·e therefore consider basic guard e:cp1Tssions: those parts of the guard expres
sions not containing /\, V and ---, . This partly solves the problem sketched above 
(for example [p /\ q] and [q] are dep('ndent 11ow). But not fully, since basic guard 
expressions too ca11 be dependent upon each other. For example, basic guard ex
pressions s="Ted" and s="blue" are not independent, since s cannot be both red 
and blue. We have solved this problem in our implementation by enforcing that if 
two basic guard expressions refer to the same variable, then at most one of them 
can he true at the same time. To avoid that say x < 10 and x > 12 are true at 
the same time. the only boolean expressions referring to integers that we allow arc 
equality tests, for example [:r = 10]. 

The approach above is based on existing approaches from modal logic theory, 
e.g. filtration :78]. Similar techniques are also applied in model checking tmder 
the name partition refinement [4 7]. Partition refinement can only be applied to 
a finite state space. Therefore, as far as we know, partition refinement is never 
applied to data abstrnction, since data ma~· induce an infinite state space. 

10.2.3 Real time 

Activity diagrams can contaiu simple real-time constructs of the form when and af
ter (see Chapter 3). In om prototype. we have only implemE'nted after constraints: 
when constraints ca11 be dealt with similarly. In computing a transition system, 
we need to interpret after constraints in order to generate timeouts. 

The problem is that our semantics uses a dense time model: between t\\·o points 
in time, there always exists another point in time. In a dense time model, clocks 
can have infinitely many valllcs in a finite interval of time. For example, the clock 
used to generate the timeout in the activity diagram in Fignre 10 . .J has a limit of 
1, but still there are infinitely many values the clock can have. Clearly, we cannot 
compute all these different values. 

One obvions solution is to use discrete clocks. The problem then is to find the 
right discretisation such that at least the qualitative behaviour of the dense-time 
model is preserved. For example. cliscretising the example in Figure lOA with clock 
ticks of 2 makes configuration [WAlT-l,WAlT-4,WAlT-5] unreachabk. whereas this 
configuration is reachable in the dense time model. In our case, we can use the 
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e 
WAIT-1 1------ WAIT -2 

after(2) 
WAIT-5 t----~ WAIT-6 

Figure 10.4 Example to illustrate discretisation of clocks 

result of Asarin et al. [lei]. based on results of Henzinger et al. [961• that dense 
time models in which all timing intervals are closed. can be discretisecl using clock 
ticks of l. The dense time model that is used in our semantics falls in this class. 

Tit<' discretisation preserves the untimecl (reachability) properties of the orig
inal dense time model, but it may int rod 1tce some different timing behaviour [ 14, 
96]. So it is not possible to use a real-time logic as property language. But si11ce 
there is 110 real-time model checker supporting strong fairness constraints, we are 
subject to this limitation anyway. 

10.3 Strong fairness 

The need for strong fairness. Workflow specifications can contain loops. Con
sider for example the activity diagram in Figure 1.1 on page 3. There is a loop 
Send bill.WAIT-3,Handle payment.Notify customer.Send Bill. .... It is possible that 
this loop is never exited. that is. the payment may never be ok. This is not \Vlrn1 
is i11te11decl. Ideally, a workflow will eventually exit a loop, because the workflow 
will evc11tnally terminate. So in Figure 1. L ideally the payment will eventually be 
ok. 

At first sight, it may seem as if loops an~ only introduced directly in the control 
fiow, as in Figure 1.1. But even a workfiow specification that has no loops in the 
control fiow may have loops in its unclerlyi11g transition system. This is due to 
event occurrences that can occur in a cntain state but that are irrelevant a11d 
therefore ignored. For example, in Figure ] O.G event e can occur while node A is 
active, bnt then it is simply ignored. Nothing in om semantics prevents e from 
happ<'ning over and over again while A is active. The run in Figure 10.5 would 
therefore be a valid run. But we want to exclude such a run, because in it. activity 
A lll'vcr terminates \\·hile e occurs infinitely often. (This behaYiour resembles Zeno 
behaviour in timed systems.) 

To exclude thee;e infinite loops. we have to find a way to specify that the loops 
will be exited eventually. A useful way to specify this is to use strong fairness 
(also known as compassion) constraints. A strong fairness constraint (p, q), where 
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initial 
state 

e occurs e occurs e occurs e occurs 

{A} {A} {A} {A} 

Figure 10.5 Example of hidden loops 

p.'q Ip. q Ip, !q 

Figure 10.6 Kripke structure to ill11strnte strong fairness. '!' denotes-. 

p and q are properties, states that if p is true infinitely often in a run, thl'n If 

must be true infinitely often in the run as W('ll [122]. Intuitively, a property p can 
only be true infinitely often if there is a loop in the transition system in which p is 
made true. So the strong fairness constraint (p. q) says that if there is some loop 
which makes p true infinitely often, then q must be made true infinitely often by 
the loop as well. If this is not the case. the loop is not strongly fair and the loop 
mllst he exited after a finite number of iterations. For example, specifying strong 
fairness constraint (p. q) for the Kripke strnct1m' in Figure 10.6, implies that run 
s1 . s1 ... is not strongly fair. since q never becomes true. Strong fairness constraint 
(p. q) only becomes true \\·hen \\'e exit the loop around s1 . l'.sing a strong fairness 
constraint. therefore, we can specify that some loop must be exited eventually. 
Note that run s1 , s1 ... , 81 . 82. 83 . 83 ... does satisfy strong fairness constraint (p, q). 
Even though q is false infinitely often in this nm, the strong fairness constraint ts 
satisfied, since p is false infinitely often as well. 

Encoding strong fairness. We now address the question how strong fairness 
constraints can be encoded in workfiow specifications. We have chosen to specify 
for every hyperedge h that is triggered by an external event a strong fairness 
constraint that states that if h is relevant infinitely often, it must be taken infinitely 
often. The strong fairness condition for the complete activity hypergraph is the 
rnnjnm:tion of all individual strong fairness constraints1

: 

sf ,1,- (stable/\ source(h) ~ C. stable/\ target(h) ~ C) 
hEHyperEdges1~ rnternal(h) 

1 Strictly speaking, the formalisation does not express this since it does not state that h should 
be taken. But for models in which no source and target of a hypcredge is contained in the source 
and targr't of another one, the formalisation is correct. 
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Predicate internal has been defined in Chapter 6 011 page 83. This strong fairness 
constraint statl's that the environment must behave in a fair way: if a hyperedge 
is infinitely often rele\·ant in a stable state. the erl\'ironment must generate the 
trigger event of this hyperedge some time and must make the guard true some 
time. We assume that the guard is satisfiable. For the example activity diagram in 
Figure 10.5, strong fairness constraint ([A] c-;; C, [WAIT] c-;; C) states that activity 
node A must terminate some time. So the run in Figure 10.5 is not strongly fair, 
because node A is infinitely often contained in the configuration, but nodl' WAIT is 
not. In this nm, the environment does not behave i11 a fair way: consequently. we 
cannot giYe any guarantee about the correct functioning of the \Yorkfiow s~·stem. 
for example termination of the workfiow. 

We do not put a strong fairness constraint for !typeredges that arc triggered 
by the system itself, so by some internal event. The <'nabling of these hyperedges 
does not depernl upon the environment, but solely upon the system itself. Since 
we are specifying the system, it docs not make sense to put any assumptions upon 
it. Therefore. lrvperedges triggered by an internal event do not have to be strong!:· 
fair. 

An alternative way to encode strong fairness constraints is to specify a strong 
fairness constraint for each cycle ill the generated Kripke structure. But this results 
in a far greater number of strong fairness constraints, since a workfiow specification 
with external events will have cycles in almost every state (cf. Figun' 10.5). In 
addition. we would have to take into account that for some cycles, namely those 
caused by internal hyperedges. no strong fairness constraints must be specified. 
Detection of such cycles is hard and cumbersome. 

Verifying strong fairness. Ea('h strong fairness ('Onstraint (p, q) is equivalent 
to LTL constraint G F p =} G F q, where (as explained before) G rp means that rp is 
globally true in every state of the run and F rp means that cp is true in some future 
state of the nm. At first. we tril'cl to encode the strong fairness constraints as 
antecedent of the LTL property that has to be \·erified and then use an ordinary 
LTL model checker like NuS.l\IV or Spin. Since we have a lot of strong fairness 
constraints, however, verification of these models was undoable in practice. To 
illustrate this, onr example has 21 hyperedges, so 21 strong fairness constraints. 
This already is too much for both NuSMV and Spin: we were not able to verify 
the simple property sf =} false (true iff the model has no run), where sf is the 
conjunction of 1 he strong fairness constraints for ever~· hyperedge. as explained 
and defined above. 

We therefore decided to use a11 existing special algorithm for modd check
ing LTL formulas with strong fairness constraints. The algorithm was defined by 
Kesten, Pnueli and Raviv [llO]. With this algorithm, the strong fairness con
straints are not encoded in the LTL formula that has to be verified, but the strong 
fairness constraints are added to the Kripke structure. The resulting Kripke struc
ture with the strong fairness constraints is called a Fair Kripke Structnre [llO]. 
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The algorithm restricts the evaluation of all LTL formula to strongly fair nms 
ollly. The algorithm has been implemeutcd ill a tool called Temporal Logic Vni
fier (TLV) [139]. TLV performed significantly better than NuSMV and Spin: TLV 
only took 20 seconds to verify false under 1.he strong fairness constraints. Ent 11n
fortu11ately, TLV does not support batch processing, so we could not integrate it 
into TCM. We therefore implemented the algorithm of Kesten et al. [llO] in 1.hc 
open sonrce model checker NuSMV, which does support batch processing. The 
resulting strong fairness model checker is called NuSMVfair· It is now part of the 
N11Sl\IV 2.1 model checker, which can be downloaded from the NuSMV homepage 
at http: I /nusmv. irst. i tc. it. 

10.4 Implementation 

\Ye first discuss some simplifying assumptions we made in our implementatioll. 
Next, the implementation itself is discussed. We only discuss the implementatioll 
made w.r.t. NuSMV. Although we havc implemented support for other model 
checkns as well, these other model checkers. like for example Spin [99], do not 
have ;1 special model checking algorithm for st.rang fairness, and are therefore not 
really useful for our purposes. 

10.4.1 Assumptions 

First. om semantics requires that for every activity .4 the variables that A reads 
and updates be specified. To deal with this. we have adopted the following as
sumpticms: 

I. If an activity reads a variable. we assume that it updates that variable too. 

2. We assume that a variable is updated by an activity A iff there exists an 
liyperedge h such that one of h's somces is labelled A and the variable is 
tested in h's guard expression. So in Figure 1.1 we assume that Check stock 
updates boolean variable insufficient stock. 

These two assumptions make it possible to deduce for every activity auto
mat.ically what. variables it updates. So the user does not have to provide this 
inforrnatiori. 

Next, we use the following data abstraction rule: 

~~. The effect of an acti,·ity is the possible challge in valuation of the variables 
that the activity updates. Since the only relevant changes are changes in 
truth value of a guard, the effect of an activity is expressed in terms of the 
basic guards that are made true or false by that activity. 
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We use this assumption as follows. An activity npdates those basic guard 
expressions that contain a variable that is updated by that activity. As explained 
in the previous section. \YE' do not allow basic guard expressions that coutain more 
than one wuiahlc. 

4. The data that is updated in an activity is not updated by the environment. 

The assumption is already introdnced before as Co11straint Cl on pag<' 79. Not 
making this assumption would make some workftow specifications counterintuitive. 
For example. in Figure 1.1 the tvvo choices based upon insufficient stock should hcise 
the same outcome. If above assumption is not made. the two choices might have 
different outcornl's, which is umksirable. A nice effect of the assumption is that it 
reduces the state explosion. 

The constraints mentioned in Chapter 6 have 1101 been implement('(L apart 
from afore mentioned Constraint C 1. 

10.4.2 Two implementations 

We now proceed io sketch two different implementations. The first implementation 
is an extension of TCM, written in C++, with an execution algorithm that maps 
an activity hypergraph into a Kripkc structure. Figure 10.7 shows a meta model in 
UML notation of our implementation. The model docs not show how au activity 
diagram is translated into an activity h)·pergraph: sec Section 3.3 and a technical 
report [60] for that. 

The main part of our implementation consists of an iterative algorithm that 
processes states (valuations) of the Kripke structure. A state is processed in one 
of the following two ways. 

• If a processed state is stable. timers can tick and/or some events can occur. 
If e\·ents occur. the next state becomes unstable. The algorithm cornpntes all 
possible states that can occm next. If the next state is unstable. then some 
named events occur, or some basic guards change value, or some activity 
nodes terminate, or some timeouts occur. 

• If a processed state is unstable, the algorithm computes all possible steps and 
all the resulting next states that are reached when those steps arc taken. A 
resulting next state is stable if there are 110 events in the queue and no 
enabled hyperedges in this state; it is unstable otherwise. 

The new states that are generated while a state is processed, are processed 
later. The algorithm stops if all states have been processed. The re~mlting tran
sition system can be straightforwardly encoded as input for a model checker by 
enumerating every state of the structure. Section 10.G analyses the structure and 
size of the state space and analyses different ways of reducing it. 
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\Ye have also experimented with a second implementation that is based 011 

existing approaches [34, 126] to verify statecharts with symbolic model checkers 
like for l'Xarnple NuSMV. In the second implementation, the syntax of an ac
tivity liypergraph is encoded directly as input for a symbolic model checker; the 
semantics that the symbolic model checker attaches to the input coincides with 
the r<'q11irements-level semantics. The second implementation cannot deal with 
every possible activity diagram. It can only deal with safe activity diagrams, i.<'., 
activity diagrams in which a node cannot be active more than once at the same 
time. l\Ioreover, if some hyperedges share sources and targets, the implementation 
docs not work any more, because then some constraints in the input will conflict 
with each other. Nevertheless, if the second implementation can be applied. it is 
more efficient than the first implementation. 

Both implementations are a\·ailable from the TCl\I homepage at http: I /www. 
cs.utwente.nl/-tcm. 

10.5 Example verifications 

We discuss some example verifications of requirements for the workflow specifica
tion of Figure 1.1. We distinguish general and ad-hoc requirements. A general 
requirement must hold for every possible· activity diagram, while an ad-hoc re
quirement is specified for a specific activity diagram. Performance statistics arc 
given at the end of this section. 

Note. Throughout the thesis. each requirement is only defined for strongly fair 
runs. h11t this is not shown explicitly in the definitions in order to a\·oid cluttering. 
TCl\I automatically generates the appropriate strong fairness constraint for each 
vvorkflow specification. 

Moreover, each atomic proposition is implicitly conjoined with predicate stable, 
so for example in(WAIT) should be read as stable/\ in(WAIT). 

10.5.1 Ad-hoc requirements 

Sino· every workflow specification might have its own ad-hoc requirements, we 
just give an example for the workflow specification shown in Figure 1.1. 

Ad-hoc requirement Rl states that for each possible strongly fair run, either 
both Make production plan and Produce occur sometime in the future or both of 
them do not occur. \Ye begin with formalising this propert~' as: 

(Rl) F in(Make production plan)<=? F in(Produce) 

where in(1;) is true in a valuation O' iff node :r is contained in the configuration of 
O'. (TCl\I translates in into an equivalent predicate on nodes.) This property fails 
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Make pro
duction plan 

[insufficient stock] 

Check 
customer 

Figure 10.8 Patil illustrating counterexample for Rl 

to hold: The path that TCM highlights is shown in Figure 10.8. We sec that if the 
customer check fails, the workfiow stops while Make production plan may already 
have been executed. 

There arc two ways to repair this error: either change the requirement or the 
activity diagram. We decide to adapt the requirement. Apparently, only if the 
customer check does not fail. the requirement holds: 

(Rl '): ( F customer ok) =? (F in(Make production plan) -RF in(Produce)) 

NuSMVJmr reports that this property is true. This property is true, because 
of our Assumption 4 in Section I 0.4 which implies for this workfiow specification 
that only Check stock can change variable insufficient stock. If we had allowed the 
environment to change insufficient stock. the property would not have been true. 
But that would have been counterintuitive. 

Finally, we verify that in each strongly fair nm, a bill is sent if and only if 
either something is produced or taken from stock: 

(R2): F (in(Produce) V in(Fill order)) -RF in(Send bill) 

NcSJ\IV fair reports that this property is true. 

10.5.2 General requirements 

We list four general requirements. Other general requirements are possible. The 
first general requirement is that for every strongly fair run, from the initial state 
a final state should be reachable. We formulate this requirement as the following 
LTL formula: 
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(R3): F G.final 

\\·here final is true in a state iff the configuration only contains final nodes (bull's 
eyes). TCJ\I translates final into an equivalent predicate on nodes: 

final ~ I;/ n E Nodes• n E C =? n E FN 

NuSMVJair reports that the prop('rty is true. 

Note that this formula is not in CTL;. Fortunately. for activity diagrams 
F G final is equivalent to G F ,final. because final nod('s have no outgoing hyperedges. 
And G F final is a CTL; formula. 

Another useful general requirement is that there are no dead nodes. i.e., for 
every node then· is a strongly fair run in which that node becomes active. 

(R4): for all n E Nodes, EF in(n)) 

~ote that this formula is neither an LTL nor a CTL formula. but a CTL * formula. 
It is not an LTL formula due to the existential path quantifier E. It is not a CTL 
formula because it is defined for strongly fair nms only. Below we will address 
how this general requirement can h(~ verified. 

Yet another general requiremcut is that there arc no dead hypercdges, i.e., 
every hyperedgc should be taken in some strongly fair run. Strictly speaking, 
checking this requires a logic that can refer to hypcredges. But an equivalent 
check is that for e\·ery h:•peredge h there exists a strongly fair nm in which the 
sources of h arc active in one state and the targets of h in the next state (under 
the assumption that for every two hyperedges, the sources and targets of one are 
not contained i11 the sources and targets of the other). 

(RS): for every hyperedgc h. E (sf/\ F (in(sou.ru(h)) /\ X in(tar:qct(h)))) 

\\'here in(N) abbreyiates A,,EN in(n). N"ote that this formula is neither an LTL 
nor a CTL formula. but a CTL * formula. I\Ioreovn. it is not a CTL; formula, 
since the next time X operator is used. For the ILS. a similar requirenwnt could 
be formulated by referring to component S (the variable in which the current step 
is stored). Below we will address how this general rcqniremcnt can be verified. 

The last general requirements states that the activity diagram does not diverge, 
that is, there is always a future in which the activity diagram is stable: 

(R6): G F stable 

NuSMV fair reports that this requirement is true. 

Checking possibility requirements. Unfortunately. requirements R4 and RS 
are CTL * constraints that are neither CTL formnlas. due to the implicit strong 
fairness constraint. nor LTL constraints. due to the existential path quantifier E. 
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Currently, NuSM V fair only supports LTL constraints with strong fairness. Luck
ily, as we will proceed to show, checking these two constraints does not require 
strong fairness: we can drop the strong fairness constraint and check the resulting 
CTL formula using a standard CTL model checker. 

The following theorem asserts that for activity diagrams a non-strongly fair 
patb can always be extended into a strongly fair path. 

Theorem 10.3 Assume a path 11 does not satisf>· the strong fairness constraint 
(stable/\ source(h) c;;; C, stable/\ target(h) c;;; C) for some non-internal hyperedge 
h. Then 11 can always be extended into a path 7r

1 which does satis{y that strong 
fairness constraint. 

Prnof. According to Kesten et al. [110], a path 7r always has the following structure: 

prefi:r period period period period 
...--"---..~ ~ ~~ 

11 = O"o. · ., O"k, O"k+l .. O"k, O"k+l, . . , a1,:, 1Tk+1, ... ak. ITk+l· . . , a1,c, ... 

If path 7r docs not satisfy (stable /\ source ( h) c;;; C, stable /\ target ( h) C 

C), then in the period part there must he some state O"m, m > k, such that 
O" m f= stable /\ source ( h) c;;; C. and no state in the p<'riod part satisfies stable /\ 
target(h) c;;; C. 

Since h is relevant and the event can hP generated and the guard can become 
true, it is clear that there does exist a state IT n such that O" n f= stable /\ target( h) c;;; 
C. Moreover, an is reachable from O"m· 

\Ye construct a ne1Y path rr' by extending 11: the prefix of 11 consists of the 
prefix and period of 7r follow<'d by the part of the period leading to O" m. Next we 
construct a path 7r

11 from O" m to O" n. If O"m is reachable from O" n by path 7r
111

• the 
period part of 7r

1 is 7r
11 followed by 7r

111
• If O" m is not reachable from O" n, path 7r

11 

also belongs to the prefix of 7r
1 and the period part of 7r

1 can be anything. (Because 
the transition relation is total, there always exists a period.) D 

Using this theorem, the following can be easily proven. As before, sf denotes 
the strong fairness condition. 

Corollary 10.4 Given a valuation O" under the RLS. Then 

(i) a f= E(sf /\ Fp) <=? O" f= EFp 

(ii) iJf=A(sf=?G(p=?E(sf /\Fq))) <=? O"f=AG(p=?EFq) 

where p, q are simple state formulas, not containing any temporal operator. 
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Requirement Result Time BDD nodes l\lemory 
(sec) (m) (kB) 

Rl False 20.21 138280 10107 
Rl' True 19.99 14G188 10227 
R2 True 20.01 131Gl0 9991 
R3 True 20.82 132525 10015 
R6 True 20.31 130877 9979 

Table 10.1 Resources used by NuSMV10 ; 1 for running example 

Performance statistics. General requirements R3 and R6 are simple LTL for
mulas that can be checked using NuSJ'vIV fair· General requirements R4 and RS 
arc equivalent to CTL formulas by Corollary 10.4. 13ut they can be checked im
mediately in TCM during generation of the transition system. and therefore do 
not need to be checked by ::\l·S\IV/air· 

The resources used by NuSMVJair during this analysis are shown in Table 10.l. 
The analysis was performed on a PC with a Pentium III 450 l\IHz processor with 
1281\Ib of RAl\I under Red Hat Linux 6.0. \Ye \Uifiecl the same properties by hand 
with TLV; the outcomes were the same. NuSMV fntr is slightly faster. probably 
since a more efficient BDD library is used. Most time during analysis was spent 
by the execution algorithm in TCl\I that computes the input transition system for 
the model checker; this time is not shown. TCl\I can be optimised by applying 
BTrees or hash lists. 

10.6 State explosion 

We first analyse the state explosion problem for activity diagrams. Based on this 
analysis, we define fom reduction rules on activity diagrams that alleviate this 
problem. 

10.6.1 Analysing state explosion 

The greatest problem of verification with model checking is the state explosion. 
Realistic models tend to get very large: in fact so large. that verification is no 
longer possible. For example, even the small example in Figure 1.1 has already over 
350 states (see Table I 0.2 below), although the nmnber of nodes in the workflow 
specification is only 19. There are several causes for state explosion. 

• Parallel threads. These are started by hypcredges that have more than 
one target, and stopped by hyperedges having more than one source. The 
product of two parallel threads that have x and y states respectively, will 
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have :r x y states. In the example of Figure 1.1, due to parallelism there arc 4 7 
different co11figurations, although there are only 19 nodes in the underlying 
hypergraph. 

• Events. Thne are named exter11al and act1v1ty termination events i11 the 
running example. Named external events can occur in any stable state, 
whereas activity termination events can only occur if the corresponding ac
tivity node is in the current configuration. Hence, activity termination events 
do not cause state explosion, sine<' their occurrence is limited, but named 
external events do cause state explosion. 

Combining this, if there arc k external events and in a given stable state the 
curre11t configuration contains l activity 11odes. then there are 2k+l - 1 (the 
non-occurrence of events is excluded) possible combinations of events. This 
means that from the stable state, 2k+l - l unstable states can be reached. 
This explains why the example i11 Figure 1.1 has over :~50 different states. 
even though it has only 47 configurations and 1 named external event. 

Temporal events (timeouts) can only occur if some timers haw reached their 
limitc;, see below. Their occurre11ce is therefore limited. Nevertheless, we 
show in the next item that due to the discretisation some state explosion 
may occur. 

• Real time. Due to clock tick-;, some extra states arc introduced. For example. 
if a timeout is m, then m ticks arc needed before the timeout is generated. 
This means that m <~xtra states arc introdnced in the corresponding branch. 
For cxmnple. the timer for after(2 weeks) in Figure 1.1 introduces hrn extra 
states in the branch of the Fina ncia I department. In combination with parallel 
branches and events, mentioned above, this can cause a state explosio11. 

• Data (basic guard conditions). Due to Assumption 4 in Section 10.4, a local 
variable is not updated by the environment. So a local variable only changes 
value after tNmination of some activity that updates the variable. Moreover, 
because every data is tested in a choice after an activity terminates, there 
are specific combinations of data and nodes. For example. in Figure 1.1 if 
node Notify customer is active then payment ok has to be false. Hence, basic: 
guard conditions that are updated by activities do not blow up the state 
space with respect to stable states. 

But basic guard conditions do blow up the number of unstable states. If 
after an activity node terminates a choice is made out of n alternatives. 
then there are n different terminations. So n different unstable states are 
possible. In Figure 1.1, for example, Notify customer can terminate in 2 
possible ways. In combi11a.tion with named external event oc:cmrences and 
activity termination events in parallel bra11ches (sec the previous item), this 
can result in a blowup in the number of unstable states that are possible. 
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receive payment/ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

after(2 weeks) 
customer ok 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
insufficient stock 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
payment ok 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

m of states 369 347 290 272 419 393 316 296 

receive payment/ 
() 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

after(2 weeks) 
customer ok 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
insufficient stock 1 1 () 0 1 1 0 0 
payment ok 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

nr of st<1tes 167 156 128 119 188 175 139 129 

Table 10.2 Effects of presence of events a11d data upon size of the model. Entry 
'1' d('notes the pr('scnce of an item, 'O' denotes its absence 

For example, Table 10.2 shows that including payment ok leads to around 20 
additional states. 

To illustrate the effect of ewnts and data upon the size of a modeL we have 
computed sewral variants of tlw acti\·ity diagram in Figure 1.1. Table 10.2 shows 
the results of removing event and guard conditions upon the number of states of 
the activity diagram. Event labels receive payment and after(2 weeks) must be 
removed at the same time; otherwise, if only one of these events is removed, the 
unlabelled hypercdgc (a completion hypercdgc) will haw priority over the labelled 
hypercdgc and some parts of the activity diagram will become unreachable. In the 
next subsection we define several reduction rllles. 

There are several things worth noticing. First, in this case, including one event 
doubles the state space. As a test, we included anothn dummy event in the 
activity diagram of Figure 1.1 011 a new edge between WAIT and Handle payment: 
the resulting model had 715 states. We also computed a variant of Figure 1.1 in 
which an event only occurs when it is releva11t, i.e., whe11 it triggers some relevant 
hyperedge. The reslllting model has 229 states. 

Second. abstracting from data that is used in one choice only. for example 
payment ok, does not have a big impact on the state space: the model is reduced 
by around 20 states. This effect we already explained above in the third item. 

Tliircl, perhaps a bit surprisingly, the table shows that removing guards may 
increase the state space, rather than decreasing it: if guard customer ok is removed. 
the state space becomes larger. The reason for this is that some choices in parallel 
branches can be dependent upon each oth('r (in this case the two choices based 
upon customer ok). This dependency is lost if these choices are made nondeter
ministic (in this case if customer ok is abstracted from). Then, some configurations 
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that do not exist when the guard is includcd, do exist if the guard is not included 
(in this case, when customer ok is not modelled, the branch starting with node 
Send bill can be active whereas the other parallel branch immediately stops and 
does not do Produce or Fill order). In the example. rcmm·ing guard customer ok 
introduces 9 extra configurations. By the way, removing guard customer ok does 
have the effect as described 1111der the last item (Data), but this effect apparently 
does not compensate for the extra config11rations and states that arc introduced. 

10.6.2 Fighting state explosion 

We now define four rules to reduce the state space of an activity hypcrgraph, given 
a CTL;. formula cp. The first two rules are defined 011 the semantics of activity 
hnwrgrnphs. The last two rules are defined on the svnt ax of activit,v b~·pergraphs. 
For each of the rules, we discuss when they can be applied. Every reduction rnlc 
r is sound and complete for cp, that is, cp holds for the CTS of the original activity 
hypcrgraph AH iff cp holds for the CTS of AH if r is applied. Unless stated 
otherwise. the reduction rules are also valid for activit,v hypergraphs not satisfying 
the constraints mentioned in Theorem 6. 7 on page 101. 

Rule 1: No irrelevant event occurrences. A named external event is irrele
vant in a certain state iff it docs not trigger an,v relevant hyperedge. Dy disallowing 
irrch•yant named external eyent occurrences. in other \nirds onl~· allowing an event 
e to occur if it triggers a relevant hyperedge, we can reduce the state space. The 
rule rules out hidden loops in an activit,v diagram: for example the run of the 
activity diagram in Figure 10.G would not be computed if this reduction rule was 
used. 

This reduction rule is allowed for ewry activity h_vpergraph and every CTL; 
formula under the condition of strong fairness. 

Rule 2: Interleaved named external event occurrences. Only allow inter
leaved named external eYent occurrences: that is. no two named external eyents 
can occur at the same time. Note that this rule doe:s not apply to temporal events 
and condition change events. 

This reduction rule is allowed for every activity hypergraph satisfying con
straints C2. C4(b). ClO. C15. Cl 7 (see Table 6.3 on page 91) and for ewry CTL; 
fonrmla. For these constraints, motivating examples have been presented in Chap
ter 6. 

Rule 3: Remove local variables. RcmoYe local variable v from the activity 
h,vpcrgraph and remove ever,v basic: guard condition that refers to 11. 

This reduction rule is allowed if: 

• v is not updated by two concurrent activities; 
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• the requirement :p does not refer to v: 

• the only hyperedges referring to v are the ones leaving the activity node A 
in which vis updated. u E Upd(act(A)); 

• in a decision. the disjunction of basic guard expressions referring to v is true. 
This can be easily ensured by including an else branch in every decision. 

The first constraint is needed because otherwise two interfering activity nodes 
can become active at the same time in the reduced activity hypergraph, which 
is impossible in the original activity hypergraph due to our st.ep semantics. The 
second constraint ensures that the requirement :p can still he evalnated on the 
reduced activity hypergraph. The third constraint ensures that the reduced activ
ity hypergraph does not have more confignrations than the original one. In our 
running example (Figure 1.1), variables insufficient stock and customer ok cannot 
be removed because they are contained in the guards of the h~'percdges leaving 
nodes WAIT-1 and WAIT-2. We already saw above that if they are removed, some 
extra configurations, and thus states. are introduced. Then the truth value of the 
requirement for the reduced activity hypergraph may differ from the truth value 
for the original activity hypergrapb. If for example customer ok is removed, re
quirement F G final is no longer true. even though it is trne in the original activity 
hypergraph. The fourth constraint ensures that if the original activity hypergraph 
contains a deadlock. the reduced one contains a deadlock as well. 

Applying this reduction rnle to our running example (Figure 1.1), if the re
quirement to be verified is F G .final. then variable payment ok can be removed and 
the corresponding guard conditions can be removed as well. 

Rule 4: Remove nodes. If there is an activity or wait node n with only one 
outgoing external hyperedge h such that source ( h) = { n}, so h does not conflict 
\Yith an)· other hyperedge, then both n and h can be removed from the acti,·ity 
diagram, by replacing every occurrence of n in the target of some hyperedgc with 
the targets of h. If h was the last hyperedge referring to some trigger event and/or 
local variable, these can be removed from the set of events and local variables 
respectively. 

This reduction rule is allowed if: 

• the requirement :p does neither refer to n. nor to the lahel of h. nor to the 
target nodes of h; 

• neither n nor the target nodes of h are reforred to by some in predicate in 
the activity diagram; 

• the trigger event of h is a named external event or a termination event; 

• the trigger event c of h can only occur in this state. either because (i) n is 
an activity node and e denotes termination of n, or because (ii) n is a wait 
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Figure 10.9 Heduced activity diagram of Figure 1.1. The used requirement is 
F G final 

node, e is a named external event, Constraint Cl 5 is satisfied, and reduction 
rule 1 (no irrelevant events) is used. 

If we want to apply Theorem 6.7. we must furthermore ensure that the reducl'd 
activity diagram satisfies Constraint CHi, i.e. there is no hyperedge with some 
wait node both as source and target. 

The first constraint ensures that the requirement can still be evaluated on the 
reduced activity hypergraph. The second constraint prevents that an in predicate 
has an undefined value. The third and fourth constraint ensure that the trigger 
event of h only triggers h and moreover can only occur in n. Thus, removal of 
both n and h will not affect other parts of the actiYity hypergraph. 

Figure 10.9 shows a reduced activity diagram of Figure 1.1, whl're the requirc
nwnt to he verified is F G firwl. 

The following theorem states that the reduction mies are sound and complete 
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rule 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
rule 2 0 () 1 1 () 0 1 1 
rule ;3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
rule 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 

nr of states 369 229 209 172 347 218 203 166 

rule 1 () 1 0 1 0 1 () 1 
rule 2 () () 1 1 0 0 1 1 
rnlc :3 () () 0 0 1 1 1 1 
rnlc ,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

nr of states 149 99 91 78 139 94 88 75 

Table 10.3 Eff(~cts of applying reduction rules upon size of the model of the 
rmming example. Entry '1' denotes that the rule is applied, 'O' is 
oUwrwise. If rule 3 is applied, variable payment ok is removed. Rule 
4 is applied 11·ith rcq11ire111e11t F Gfinal: the actii·it.1· diagram of Fig-
un' 10.9 is obtained 

for a CTL; formula cp. 

Theorem 10.5 Let cp be the CTI,; formula to be w'rifiecl and let AH be the 
activity hypergrnph. If cp satisfies the constraints of rnhzction rule r, then cp lwlcls 
for CTS(AH) if and only if;; holds if r is applied. written CTS(AH),: 

CTS(AH) F l(J <(=} CTS(AH), F cp 

Proof. For every reduction rule, the claim can be prown by induction on tlte struc
ture of CTL; formulas. Rule 1, 2 awl 3 are straightforward, because the reduced 
CTS has the same reachable configurations as the original CTS. The reduced CTS 
has less transitions than the original one. but this cannot be sensed hy CTL; 
formulas. Rule 4 follows from the fact that any state with n in its configuration 
has the same successors, apart from target(h), as any state with target.(h) in its 
configuration. Dy the constraints of rule 4, cp does not refer to nodes in /.11.1:qet(h). 
So the reachable states that are relevant for the truth value of cp are not removed 
from CTS(AH) when rule 4 is applied. D 

All four reduction rules have been implemented in TC.\I. The reduct ion rules 
are applied recursively to an activity hypergraph until no rule can be applied 
anymore. 

Table 10.3 shows the effect of applying the reduction rules on the size of the 
state space of our running example. Especially the fomth rule has a spectacular 
effect on the size of the state space. The third rule has the least effect. In the 
next chapter. in which we discuss some real-life case studies, we will see how these 
reduction rules can be used to deal with large state spaces. 
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RequirernC'nt Result Reachable Time BDD nodes l\Ic111ory 
states (nr) (sec) (nr) (kB) 

Rl False l07 1.76 40cl54 ;3715 
Rl' True 107 1.75 41055 ;3757 
R2 True l33 2.81 47729 4:367 
R3 True 75 1.03 26221 :m67 
R6 True 71 0.84 22252 2875 

Table 10.4 Resources used /Jy NcS.\I\.fair for r111111ing example using all four 
reduction rules. The original model has 369 states 

Table 10.4 shows the performance results for model checking our running ex
ample with NuSMV fair when all four reduction rul<'s are applied. Comparing this 
to the original model. in which no reduction is applied. shown in Table 10. L it is 
clear that even for this small example applying the reduction rnles impro\·es the 
performance of the verification considerably. 

Ad-hoc reduction. Above w<' saw that abstracting from local variables that 
are tested twic<' in two different choices, like customer ok in our running example, 
may introduce new reachable states. including some new configurations. It may 
seem. therefore. that abstracting from such guard conditions makes the resulting 
Kripke structure useless for airnl.vsis. For example. F G final is no longer true if 
guard customer ok is removed from our example. But if the dependency between 
the different choices can be stated as an antecedent to the property to be verified, 
such abstract models can still be useful. Then, however, the dependencies must be 
defined by hand. For example, in the following property. the antecedent states that 
only those nrns should be checked in which a bill is sent if and only if something 
is produced or an order is filled. 

(F in(Send bill)¢? F (in(Produce) V in(Fill order)))=? F Gfinal 

Even if guard customer ok is removed from the activity diagram, this property will 
hold. This shows that reduction is also possible 011 an ad hoc basis. depending 
upon the model, the requirement to be verified, and especially the insight of the 
modeller. Of course. verification of such properties on!>· works if the propcrt:v does 
not refer to an item that is abstracted from. 

10.7 Related work 

Restricted temporal logic. In a seminal paper, Lamport [113] argues not to 
use the next time X operator iu temporal logic specifications. because this operator 
makes it possible to distinguish between a high-level specification and a lmYer 
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level implementation. Lamport does not, however, !"('Strict usage of the until U 
operator, because in his formalism variabks referred to by a property must change 
instantaneously. 13~, contrast. in our irnplementatim1-level semantics. variables 
that a property refers to do not have to change instantaneously. Consequent.ly, it 
is possible to observe an inconsistent state. For example, in the !LS it is possible 
to observe a configmation in which some nodes have been left but still some nodes 
have to be entered. That is why the only states we allow to observe are stable 
ones. That is also why 1Ye need to restrict usage of the until U operator. whereas 
Lamport does not need to do so. 

General requirements. The conjunction of the first three general requirements 
resembles the sounclncss criterion that Van der Aalst [3] uses for Petri nets that 
model workflows. There is however a subtle difference. The proper termination 
property in the soundness criterion amounts to the CTL formula AG EF final, which 
states that the workflow can terminate properly. This formula is weaker than the 
property we use. F Gfinal. which states that the workfimv ccill terminate properly. 
The difference between the two formulations pops up in the case of divergence: a 
diverging workfiow specification would pass the soundness criterion but not our 
proper termination requirement. 

Hofstede and Orlowska [98] also discuss some general requirements for work
flow models that are formalised in process algebra. They focus on the computa
tional complexity of verifying these requirements. They do not consider divergence. 
Sadiq and Orlowska [143] also focus on verifying general requirements like absence 
of deadlock by applying graph reductions. They do not consider divergence. 

Verification tools. There are several workflow verification tools. Woflan [155] 
is a tool for verification of textual workflow specifications without data and rcal
time. Feedback is also textual. The workfiow specifications are based on low-level 
Petri nets. In \Yofian the properties that are verified. like soundness. are fixed and 
cannot be changed by the user. The issue of strong fairness is not addressed. 

FlowMake [14:{] is a tool for verification of workfiows that arc notated in a 
subset of the WFl\IC workfiow notation. Data and real-time arc not modelled. 
Flow:\Iake wrifics some fixed properties of a workflow by applying graph reduction 
techniques; if the reduction docs not lead to an empty graph, apparently the graph 
contai11s an error and it should be possible for the user to find this error using the 
reduced graph. The issue of strong fairness is not addressed. 

The tool developed in the !\Ientor project [130] uses a CTL model checker for 
statecharts [101]. The tool is not integrated with the model checker. The authors 
do not use strong fairness. They do not provide any details on how the feedback 
is presented to the user. 

The Testbed Studio tool [104] supports model checking of business process 
models with Spin [99]. The process modelling language neither has external events 
nor temporal events. Models can have loops, but the analysis results on such 
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models may be counterintuitive, since it cannot be specified that loops arc exited. 
The authors do not use str011g fairness. 

Karamanolis et al. [107] use the existing LTSA toolkit for model chl'cking 
workflow specifications. \Yorkflow specifications are translated manually into input 
for LTSA; the output of verification is shown graphically in the LTSA input, not 
in the original workflow specification. LTSA is based on process algebra; dRta and 
real-time cannot be explicit!.\' modelled. Strong fairness const mints can also be 
specified in LTSA, but Karamanolis et al. [101~ do not focus on loops in "lrnrkflow 
schemas. 

Our work is also closely related to the work done on model checking STATE-
1\IATE and UML statecharts. Chan et al. [34] and l\Iikk [126] have defined model 
checking for STATE11IATE st ateclrnrts or variants thereof, usiug S::\I\' [125] and 
Spin [99]. Latella et al. [llG] present a translation for a subset of UML statccharts 
to Spin [99]. None of the implementations discussed in these papers provide a 
graphical reprcst'ntation of the feedback of the model checker. All these papers 
encode the syntax of the statechart explicitly in the input lauguage and let the 
model checking tool derive the step semantics implicitly. \\'e, 011 the other hand, 
hav<' programmed our execution algorithm [65] in TCM, so TCM generates the se
mantic structurt' directly. These syntactic encodings only work for simple models 
with a restricted syntax. Amongst others. every node can be active Rt most once 
at the same time: it must have a bound of one (i.e .. the activity diagram rnust be 
safo). This is true for a statcchart but not for an activity diagram. Also, syntactic 
encodings are error prone (s<'e for example a discussion by Mikk on errors he found 
in such translations [126]). 

\Ve have also implemented a syntactic encoding for activity diagrams in TCJ\I in 
order to compare it with our own encoding. We found that if the syntactic encoding 
can be applied, it is more eJlicient than the enumerative encoding we use. But in 
order to decide whether the syntactic encoding can be applied, still the semantics 
of the acti,·ity diagram needs to be computed using our first implementation in 
order to check that the activity diagram is safe. 

Lilius and Paltor [120] present vUML, a tool for model checking a commu
nicating set of objects whose behaviour is modelled by UML statecharts. They 
use Spin [99] as their underlying model checker. :.\o details arc given on how the 
statechart is encoded. The feedback of the tool is graphically represented by a 
UML sequence diagram. They neither address strong fairness nor real-time. 

It is difficult to compare our work with this work on statecharts, since our se
mantics differs somewhat from the statcchart semantics. both C::\IL and STATE:\1-
ATK in particular since we have atomic activity states whose effect is declaratively 
specified (these are not present in statccharts). Next, we have configurations and 
steps that are bags rather than sets, since nodes in om models can have a bound of 
more than one. ~one of the references above use strong fairness constraints. since 
these are apparently not required in the domain they model (usually embedded 
real-time systems). Neither do they analyse the state space nor discuss possible 
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reductions. 

Reduction rules. Our reduction rnles are similar to slicing rules in program 
analysis (see Tip [151] for a survey). In program analysis, slicing is used to increase 
program nnderstanding and to make program debugging and program testing more 
cas.\·· \\'(' use reduction rules to decrease the state space oft he models we check. 
The reduction rules may however also be beneficial for a workfiow modeller to 
increase understanding of the workfiow models. 

Recently, slicing has been used in combination with model checking by Chan 
d aL [35], Clarke et aL [40], and Ratcliff ct aL [93]. Chan ct aL [35] slice a RSML 
statechart with rl'spect to a given property cp by removing parallel nodes in the 
statechart that are not (in)directly referred to by ;;. In particular. if a certain 
node is relevant, all its predecessors are relevant as well; these arc not removed. 
Difference with onr approach is that we sometimes cut away predecessor nodes 
(rule 4). \\'e do not remove parallel nodes. Clarke et al. [40] apply slicing to 
VRDL programs. Ratcliff ct aL [93] slice .Java-like programs for model checking. 
Difference of our approach with both these references is that their programming 
languages are at a lower level of abstraction than actiYity diagrams, and that the 
sliced programs arc not concurrent_ whereas activity diagrams are. Heimdahl and 
Whalen [95] also apply slicing to RSML statecharts. but their purpose is to facil
itate manual review of requirements on RSl\IL statecharts. not formal automatic 
verification of these requirements. 

10.8 Conclusion and future work 

\\'e presented a prototype implementation that supports workfiow modellers in 
verifying workfiows specified in UML activity diagrams. The tool translates an 
activity diagram into an input for a model checker according to the requirements
l('vel semantics defined in Chapter 5. Om tool supports the specification of cvent
driven behaviour, data, real-time and loops in workfiow specifications. Also, the 
properties that are checked can be specified by the user himself and are not fixed. 
The appropriate strong fairness constraints are generated automatically by the 
tool. Th(' used model checker is under the hood of our tool; the user merely has 
to know an LTL based input language. If the model checker returns a counterex
ample. the tool translates this counterexample back into the activity diagram by 
highlighting a corresponding path. The tool can automatically reduce the input 
activity diagram by applying the reduction rules defined in Section 10.6. These 
features makes our tool different from other workfiow verification tools and also 
from existing verification tools for the related UML statecharts. As far as we know, 
our tool is the first verification tool for UML activity diagrams. 

The most interesting result is that \Yorkfimy specifications require strong fair
ness constraints. Although there are some model checkers that support verification 
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of models that have strong fairness constraints, only model checkers that use a spe
cial model checking algorithm for strong fairness perform well enough 1 o be useful. 
Since no existing model checker \nlS suitable for our purposes. \\T have extended 
NcSJ\IV with an existing model checking algorithm for strong fairness. 

Future work is to implement the stable implcnwntation-level semantics in the 
tool. MoreovcL a more abstract requirement specification language is required, 
since temporal logic is difficult to understand for users that do not have a mathe
matical background. It is also interesting to see whether verification of st.atccharts 
would benefit from our approach. i.e .. the restricted logic and the reduction rules. 
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Case studies 

In the previous chapter we have explained how the requirements-Jew! semantics 
of Ul\IL activity diagrams can be used to verify workftow models. To see whether 
the Vl'rification also works for non-toy examples. we do two case studies in this 
chapter. Both case studies are based 011 existing workfiow models that are being 
used in organisations. Our main concern will be scalability: what is the size of th<' 
models that still can be verified in reasonable time? And is this size reasonable. 
or is only verification of toy examples possible'! 

Iu Section 11.1 we verify a workfiow for the seizure of goods at the Dutch 
Public Prosecution Servic('. In Section 11.2 we verify the order procedure within 
an IT department of a large company. Section 11.3 discusses the lessons that we 
leanwd. \Ye end with conclusions. 

11.1 Seizure of goods under criminal law 

This section describes a \vorkfimv at the Dutch Public Prosecution Seffice (PPS). 
The Public Prosecution Service's main tasks, as laid clown by law, are investigating 
criminal offences. prosecuting offenders. and ensuring that sentences arc carried 
out properly. 

Part of these responsibilities is the seizure of goods. The PPS can seize goods 
for example because it is necessary for discovering the truth, or because the goods 
have been unlawfully obtained. 

Workfl.ow description. The now following workfiow clescripti011 is based on a 
Petri net based workfiow description [941 and rn~· own interpretation of th(' Dutch 
criminal law [44]. (I do not claim that it. is an accurate description of Dutch law.) 
Figure 11.1 shows the activity diagram of this workfiow. Note that the diagram 
contains an OR node (diamond) with more than one incoming and outgoing edge. 
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eve11 though in Chapter 3 we stated that an OR node must have either one incom
ing or one outgoing edge. Using two Oil nodes, the same construct be modelled, 
bnt introducing more nodes would make the diagram harder to understand. 

The workflow starts when the registration desk of the PPS receives a11 offi
cial report and a corresponding report of seizure of some goods from the police. 
Among others. the registration desk ch<'cks whether all the necessary documents 
are present. N('xt, the public prosecutor must make a decision what to do which 
each of the seized goods. To keep the p1Tsentation simple, in Figure 11.1 \\T assume 
that only one good has been seized. Seizure of multiple goods can be modelled 
using the dynamic concurrency construct; we have not done this because such a 
construct does not introduce potential new errors, as the different subworkflows 
for the different goods are isolated from each other. If the public prosecutor does 
not make a decision within one week, a reminder is sent to him. 

The public prosecutor can make the following decisions. If the person that 
has been seized has not parted with the good, the public prosecutor can decide 
to confiscate the good (if the good is illegal). or. if the good is stolen. to give it 
back to the person entitled to the good, the rightful claimant, (if the good is not 
needed anymore for the lawsuit) or to let it be kept by the rightful claimant (if 
the good is needed), or to keep the good in custody. The public prosecutor sends 
his decision to the person whose goods have been seized. If that person docs not 
lodge a complaint within two weeks, the decision is carried out in some activity 
whose name corresponds to the made decision. If the good is kept by the rightful 
claimant, then as soon as the good is not needed anymore, the good is officially 
given back to that person, modelled by event give back good. 

If the perso11 whose goods have bee11 seized docs lodge a complaint. the court 
sitting in chambers judges the claim. Then the decision is not yet carried out. If 
the person docs not agree with the judgement of the court sitting in chambers he 
may appeal to the court of cassation. If he does not appeal within two weeks, the 
judgement becomes final and the clecisio11 is carried out. The decision of the court 
of c:assation is always final; that decision is subsequently carried out. 

If the person whose goods have been seized has parted with the good, the 
following decisions are possible. If the good has been stolen, then the public 
prosecutor can either decide to give the good back to the rightful claimant, or. if 
the rightful claimant is unknown, to keep the good in custody until that person 
becomes known. 

If the good has not been stolen, then the public prosecutor can confiscate 
the good and withdraw it from social and economic life. If the confiscated good 
is illegal, it is destroyed. Otherwise, it is kept i11 custody: a deposit order is 
given. Since it may be expensive to keep confiscated goods in custody, under some 
c:irc:mnstances the public prosecutor may decide to sell or destroy the good. The 
decision is carried out by the custodian. 

The custodian may also decide himself not to keep a good in custody any 
longer. But then he must ask the public prosecutor for authorisation to carry out 
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the decision, for (~xample to destroy or sdl a good that he keeps in custody. If 
the public prosecutor does not respond within two weeks, the custodian may carry 
out the decision. Tf a good has been in custody for over two years. the custodian 
can decide to sell or destroy the good without having to ask for authorisation. In 
Figure 11.1 we ha vc mode !led this as half a year. 

As soon as the lawsuit begins that deals with the offence for which the goods 
were seized, the rnurt becomes responsible for the goods. The public prosecutor 
then must ask the court for authorisation if he wishes to make a decision about 
the seized goods. This cannot be modelled well in activity diagrams; we simply 
assume that this happens. 

l\Iost of the constructs used in Figure 11.1 are standard, except the race construct 
Rftcr node Receive request for authorisation t. The race is between two eyents that 
can occur in parallel. The first eYent is the termination event of t.hc authorisation 
activity of the public prosecutor. The second event is a timeout that is generated 
two weeks after the authorisation activity has become enabled. The event that 
occurs first wins the race and triggers activity Cnstodian carries ou.t decision. The 
event that occurs later is ignored; it does not trigger Custodian carries out decision. 
So activity Cnstorhan carries out decision is only executed once. The race con
struct should not lead to a deadlock, i.e., tlte workfiow should terminate properly. 

To full~· grasp 1 he meaning of the const met. let us consider the three possible 
orders of eYent occurrences: 

• If the authorisation activity terminates before the timeout occurs, node 
WAIT-9 is entered while node WAIT-8 is already active. Then the only en
abled hypercdµ;e is the one leaving both WAIT-8 and WAIT-9 and entering 
node Custodian carries out decision. (The hyperedge with the after label is 
not enabled due to its guard condition.) If that enabled hypcredge is taken, 
node WAIT-8 is left. disabling generation of the timeout. 

• If the timeo11t occurs before the authorisation activity terminates, then the 
hyperedge with label after is taken and node Custodian carries out decision is 
entered. If the authorisation activity subsequently terminates, node WAIT-9 
is entered and then the final node. 

• If the authorisation activity terminates simultaneously with the occurrence 
of the timeout, the hyperedge with label after is taken and the hyperedge 
entering WAIT-9 is taken. The seq11cl is similar to the previous item. 

The race construct is probably the most complex construct 11sed in workfiow 
modelling. To illustrate why the race construct is so difficult, in Figure 11.2 we 
show some flawed variants of the race construct. The construct in Figure ll.2(a) 

1The race construct is similar to the discriminator workflow pattern that Van der Aalst et 
al. [7] have found in existing workflow specifications. 
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is fiawed because it ignores that the authorisation activity can tcrminak simul
taneously with the timeout. According to the activity diagram in Figure 11.2(a), 
in that case node Custodian carries out decision is entered twice, meaning that ac
tivity Custodian carries out decision is executed twice. This is not the intended 
meaning of the race construct. 

The construct in Figure ll.2(b) is fl.awed because it too ignores that the au
thorisation activity can terminate simultaneously with the timeout. If the autho
risation activity terminates simultaneously with the tim<'out, both node Custodian 
carries out decision aud WAIT-9 are entered. Next, WAIT-9 cannot be left, so the 
workfl.ow does not terminate properly. 

Both flaws were found by model checking property F Gfinal. 

Requirements. 2 \Ye check two general and three ad-hoc requi1nnents. \\'e first 
observe that the activity diagram faib to satisfy the constraints mentioned in 

2 As in thP previous chapter, strong fairness conditions and the ronjunction of predicate stable 
with atomic propositions is not shown explicitly. 
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Theorem 6.5. Constraint C4(b) on page 91 is not fulfilled, because there is a com
pletion hyperedgc, leaving WAIT-9, whose guard contains predicate in. 1\Ioreover. 
there is a cycle in the -< relation due to the completion hyperedge leaving WAIT-9 
and the external hyperedgc leaving WAIT-8. Thus. we cannot apply Theorem 6.5. 

However, we now show that for this particular example the requirements-level 
semantics and implementation-level semantics have similar behaviour, i.e., we can 
prove for this particular example a similar theorem as Theorem 6.5. even though 
Constraint C4(b) is not fulfilled. First, we observe that every RLS superstep 
in which the completion hyperedg<' leaving WAIT-9 is taken, starts if activity 
node Public prosecutor gives authorisation terminates. If the current configuration 
does not contain WAIT-8. or if the after event in WAIT-8 does not occur. the two 
semantics have similar behaviour. 1f the current configuration docs contain WAIT-
8 and the after event occurs. under the requirements-level semantics configuration 
[Custodian carries out decision,final] is reached. Cnclcr the implementation-level 
semantics, this configuration can be reached by first processing the after event. 

So for this particular example the requirements-level semantics and implemen
tation-level semantics have similar behaviour. i.e .. for this particular example ·we 
can prove a theorem similar to Theorem 6.5 without using Constraint C4(b). Thus, 
by Theorem 10.L we can use CTL; formulas and obtain results valid for both the 
RLS and ILS. \Ve appl:v all of the four reduction rules defined in Section 10.6.2 
using TCM. TC.I\! cannot abstract from variable action. so rule 3 cannot he applied, 
because some of the edges whose guards refer to action, leaw non-activity nod<· 
WAIT-2. However. for this particular example action can be safely abstracted 
from, i.e .. by abstracting no new ('Onfigurations arc introduced. \Ve therefore 
remove variable action by hand from the activity diagram. Figure 11.3 shows the 
reduced activity diagram for the first requirement; the reductions for the other 
requirements arc similar. 

First we check two general requirements. The first requirement is that the 
activity diagram does not deadlock. 

(Rl): F G.final 

This requirement is true. 

The second requirement is that the activity diagram does not diverge. 

(R2): G F stable 

This requirement is true. The other general n~quirements mentioned in Chapter 10 
we verified to be true as wdl. 

NexL we verify as third requirement whether in WAIT-6 it is possible to reach 
Custodian carries out decision. This is a kind of sanity check on the model [115]. 

(R3): AG (in(WAIT-6) ==? EF in(Custodian carries out decision)) 
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Figure 11.3 Reduced activity diagram of Fig11re 11.1. The requirement that is 
verified is F G final 
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Requi- Result Reachable Time BDD nodes Memory 
rement states3 ( nr) (sec) (nr) (kB) 

Rl True 656 66.55 185656 16547 
R2 True 121 2.66 36405 4279 
R3 Ttue 502 :36.56 80137 11619 
R4 True 502 ;{6.91 109992 12179 
R5 False 136 3.82 65708 5271 
Ro· True :ms 15.-±3 94-±17 8963 

Table 11.1 Resources used by NlJSMVJau 

This requirement is true. 

\Ve proceed with some ad-hoc req11ircments. The fourth requirement states 
that nodes WAIT-6, WAIT-8. WAIT-9 and Custodian carries out decision are not 
acti\·e simultaneonsly. This formalises that the raCl' construct only starts one copy 
of activity C1lsfodian carries 01lt decision. 

(R4): .., F ( in(WAIT-6) A in(WAIT-8) A in(WAIT-9) 

A in(Custodian carries out decision)) 

The requirement is true. 

The fifth requirement states that a confiscated good is not returned to its 
owner. 

(R5): F (in( Confiscate good))=>.., F ( in(Return to rightful claimant)) 

The requirement is not true. Figure 11 A shows the counterexam pie returned by 
TCJ\I. From node Confiscate good, via node Give deposit order, node Return to right
ful claimant is reachable. The activity diagram can be repaired by adding guard 
[!action= "confiscate"] to the label of the hyperedgc leaving WAIT-6 and entering 
Return to rightful claimant. For the repaired activity diagram the requirement is 
tnH'. 

We conclude by giving the performance statistics for verification of these re
quirements; sec Table 11.1. The analysis was performed on a PC with a Pentium 
III 450 MHz processor with 128Mb of RAJ\I under Red Hat Linux 6.0. Note that 
R5 is verified t\vice: the first verification is done on the original activity diagram; 
the second verification is done on the repaired activity diagrams as sketched above. 
For the second verification of R5, the reduced model is much larger, as variable 
action cannot be abstracted from any longer! 

:iThe original model has 55cl,470 states. \\iith a timeout of two years the model has 1.()(l:3,610 
states. 
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Figure 11.4 Counterexample for req11irernent RS 
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11.2 Order procedure within IT department 

In this section we model the workflow of ordering a good within the IT department 
of a company. It is based npon an existing procedure at Oce [:32] which has been 
modelled using the Logi::;tic 1'vlodd [26]. 

Workfiow description. Figurc 11.5 shows an activity diagram that describes 
the workfl.ow. The workfl.ow starts by checking the reqnest for a good. If the re
quest is not ok it is returned. Otherwise, next the request is split into snbrequests. 
A subrequest is either a hard or software request or a computer relocation request. 
We here assume that there is at most one hard or software request a11d at most 
one computer relocation request. (Relaxing this constraint would require dynamic 
concurrency node:::: as in the previous example, these do not impact verification, 
but would blow up the state spac('.) 

A hard or soft\vare request i::; handled by first making a specification. If the 
required hardware is already available in some left-owr computer in stock the 
hardware can be installed after rcmoving it from that computer. Otherwise. the 
hardware must be ordered, i.e., ;i formal reqtwst must he made. Then, a form 
is filled in. Next it is checked whether the request cou11ts as investment, i.e .. the 
investment requires a largl' amount of money. If so. an additional form has to be 
filled in. 

Next, the head of the IT department needs to approve the request. If he 
disapproves the request, the subworkfiow stops. If he approves, an order is made 
and sent to the supplier by the purchase department. If the supplier is not known, 
some administrative information. among others a supplier rrnmber. is created. 

If the order arrives, the delivered product can be installed. If the bill arrives, 
it is paid. 

If the request is a computer rdocatio11 request, the request is inspected and it 
is checked whether a new ethernct access point is needed. If not, the computer 
is rl'locatccl. Otherwise. an estimation of the costs nmst be made. If the costs 
exceed a certain threshold, the request counts as an investrne11t, and the head of 
the lT department must approve of the rl'quest. [f he disapproves the request, the 
subworkfl.m\· stops. 

Next, a new etl1ernet access point is made by a supplier. The documentation 
of th(' building is updated with the location of the nl'w ethcrnet access point. 
Then the rnmputer can be relocated. J\lcanwhik the supplier sends his bill to the 
organisation and the organisation pays the bill. 

Requirements. We first observe that the activity diagram satisfies the con
straints mc11tionecl in Thl'orem 6.7 and Theorem 10.1. Thus we can use CTL; 
formulas and obtai11 results valid for both the RLS and ILS. \Ve apply the four 
reduction rnles defined in Section 10.6.2. Figur(' 11.6 shows the reduced activity 
diagram for the first two rl'quireml'nts: the other reductions arc similar. 
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Figure 11.6 Reduced actiFit.y diagram of Figure 11.5 
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Requi- Result Reachable Time BDD nodes Memory 
rement states4 (nr) (sec) (nr) (kB) 

Rl True 458 34.59 230912 13863 
R2 True 162 4.33 61288 5295 
R3 True 324 16.02 6~JG77 8627 
R4 True 323 17.87 14D2G6 10247 

Table 11.2 Rc;;ources used by NuSl\IVJriir 

Again, we first check two general requirements. The first requirement is that 
the activity diagram does not deadlock. 

(Rl): F Gfinal 

This requirement is true. 

The second requirement is that the activity diagram does not diverge. 

(R2): G F stable 

This requirement is true. 

The third requirements states that it is possible 1 o relocate a computer if a 
computer relocation request has bel'll made. This is a sm1ity check on the workfiow 
specification. 

(R3): AG (in(lnspect computer relocation request) =? 

EF in(Relocate computer)) 

This requirement is true. 

Finally. the fourth requirement states that executing activity Make order im
plies that sometime in the future activity Install is executed. We formalise this 
by referring to the corresponding activity nodes. 

(R4): G (in(Make order)=? F in(lnstall)) 

This requirement is true. 

The performance statistics for verification of these requirements arc shown in 
Table 11.2. As before, the analysis was performed on a PC with a Pentium III 
450 MHz processor with 128Mb of RAM under Red Hat Linux 6.0. 

~The number:; refer to the reduced model. The original model has around 100.000 states. 
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11.3 Lessons learned 

Before we discuss the lessons learned, we make some caveats concerning the case 
studies. First. I haw b~· now gained experience in using activity diagrams 1 o 
specify workfiows. Persons that are less experienced might come up with workfiow 
specifications that I would not even consider, because I know beforehand that they 
are fiawcd. It would therefore be interesting to see how workfiow modellers not 
used to activity diagrams would model the workfiows that were discussed in this 
chapter. 

Second, the workfiows are of moderat(' size and do not seem ov<'rly complex. 
It remains to be seen how our verification approach performs for larger and more 
complex workfiows. However, we observe that reduction rule 2 ensures that the 
scale factor is linear in the number of e\·ents. whereas if rule 2 is not used the scale 
factor is expone11tial in the number of events. 

Third, the workfiows were constructed from existing workfiow descriptions in 
other workfiow notations. The workfiows were not modelled immediately in ac
tivity diagrams. Hence. it might be that certain aspects of the workfim,·s would 
have been modelled in a different way if activity diagrams had been used from 
the outset. This means that the workfiow models in this chapter might not he 
completely realistic. 

Taking into account these caveats. \Ve now discuss what \Ve lrnve learned. First. 
writing properties is difficult. Tf I verified a property to be false, quite frequently 
the property was wrong, not the model. vVriting correct properties is an art iu 
itself. Moreover, writing CTL properties is considerably harder tha11 writing LTL 
properties. 

Second, CTL properties turned out to he rather weak for our purposes: they say 
something about possibilities (''what can happen"), not about necessities ("what 
will happen"). For reactive systems, including workfiow systems, possibility prop
erties are not really interesting, unless as a sanity check on the model that certain 
nodes and hyperedges are indeed reachable. This agrees with the view of Lam
port [115]. 

Third, temporal logic properties and activity diagrams are complementary. 
not s11 bstitutes for one each other. Some constructs arc more easily modelled by a 
property, others more easil~, by an activity· diagram. For example. the requirement 
that some activities A and B should always be done together in the same run is 
easy to express in temporal logiQ, but not so easy in activity diagrams, as there 
is no order information provided as to which activity executes first. And the 
requirement that some set of activities A. B. and C should be done in a certain 
order, say A before B before C, and that the sequence should be repeated until 
a certain condition holds is easy to modd in activity diagrams but difficult in 
temporal logic (for example, property in(A) /\ F (in(B) /\ F in(C)) does not model 
the iteration). 
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Fourth, by model checking we were able to find hidden assumptions. For 
example, the need for strong fairness constraints may seem obvious at first sight, 
but the counterexample returned by the model checker, showing that irrelevant 
events can prevent otlwr events from occurring (see Section 10.:3) came as a surprise 
to me. The point is that things that seem obvious at hindsight are not so obvious 
at foresight. l\Ioclel dwcking proved to be useful for gaining insight. 

Fifth, the original workfiow descriptions did not list any requirements, not even 
in natural language. So I had to invent myself several requirements. I conjecture 
that for most workfiows that arc used in real-life, their requirements are not doc
umented at all. This makes the validation of workfiow specifications difficult, if 
not impossible. 

11.4 Conclusion and future work 

We haw verified two activity diagrams that specify workfiows that are in use in 
real organisations. The size of both \Vorkfiows is moderate. All requirements could 
be verified in reasonable time, after having applied the reduction rules as defined 
in Chapter 10. This shows that reasonable complex workfiow specifications of 
moderate size can be verified efficiently using a state of the art computer. 

To fully asct•rtain whether or not our approach scales up to larger examples, 
some more and Pspecially larger case studies need to be done. But since one of the 
reduction rules (rule 2) in Section 10.G transforms the exponential blowup of the 
state space into a polynomial blowup, we expect that larger examples can also be 
handled. 

Fut.me work includes applying the verification to more complex workfiow spec
ifications that do not fit on one sheet of paper. The correctness of such workflows 
cannot be determined by visual inspect.ion anymore. and it is in this case that 
verification really pays off. Next, the effectiveness of our verification should be 
studied in more detail. Temporal logic is hard to use for non-experts, and even 
experts sometimes make mistakes in it. A high-level specification language for 
properties that is easy Lo use for non-experts should be defined. 
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Chapter 12 

Conclusion and future work 

12.1 Conclusion 

In the introduction we have stated that the goal of this thesis is to define a scma11-
tics of activity diagrams that is suitable for workfiow modelling. The semantics 
should allow verification of functional requirements using model checking. The 
semantic should be accurate, yet easy to analyse by a model checker. We now 
discuss whether this goal has been met. 

We have proposed two formal semantics for activity diagrams. As an activity 
diagram is used as workfiow specification. and a workfiow specification prescribes 
how a workfiow system should behave. both semantics are defined and motivated 
in terms of workfiow s~·stems. In both semantics a workflow system is viewed 
as a reactive system. Both semantics support the modelling of e\·ent-driven bc
haviom, data, real time and loops. thus supporting the specification of complex, 
realistic workflows. The requirements-level semantics assumes that workfiow sys
tems arc infinitely fast with respect to their environment and react immediately 
to input events (perfect synchrony) whereas the implementation-level semantics 
does not. Since the implementation-level S('ni<mtics stays close to the way a work
flow syst(•m actually operates, it is accurate. The requirements-level semantics, 
on till' other hand, is not so accurate, since it assumes perfect synchrony. But 
for a model checker the requirements-level semantics is easier to analyse than tlw 
implementation-level semantics, since the state space in the requirements-level 
semantics is much smaller than the one in the implementation-level semantics. 

For activity diagrams satisfying the constraints identified in Chapter 6 and 
requirenH'nts in CTL; (Chapter 10). the requirements-level semantics gives the 
same outcome as thC' implementation-level semantics. Thus. for such activity 
diagrams and requirements, the requirements-level semantics is as accurate as the 
implcmc11tation-level semantics. In that case the requirements-level semantics is 
both accurate and easy to analyse by a modd checker. This class of activity 
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diagrams and requirements is fairly broad, but of cours(' rnles out certain activity 
diagrams and requirements. For example, requirements <"annot refer to events. 

Our approach of defining two semantics, rather than one, acknowledges that 
ilCtivity diagrams are first all(! foremost informal, like~ tlH' other UML diagrams. 
Different people may interpret the same diagram in completely different ways. Our 
approach recognises that Ul\lL activity diagrams can lw interpreted in different 
ways. and puts this diffcr('nce in a more formal setting lff relating two completely 
different formal semantics. \Ve clo not know of an_\· ot h('r ,,·ork in which different 
formal semantics for the sam(' diagram are related with ('ach other. 

Comparing both our semantics with Petri nets, both semantics arc admitted!,\· 
more difficult to analys(' than a Petri net token-gam(' s('mantics. But this is be
cause the paradigm of Petri nets presupposes that systems are closed and active, 
whereas the paradigm of st.atccharts presupposes that syst.Pms arc open and reac
tive. Clearly, open reactive systems are more difficult to nnderstand than closed 
active systems. Since workllow systems are reactive syst.('ms. we think that the 
Petri net token-game semantics is not accurate enough for workfiow modelling. 
\Ve t hcrefore have taken the statcchart step semantics as starting point of our two 
semantics. 

\\'e have implemented the requirements-level semantics in an activity clia
grnm editing tool and intcrfacccl it with a model check('L Thus we have shown 
that the requirements-level semantics can be used for model checking. The (sta
ble) implementation-level semantics can be used for rnodel checking in a similar 
way. The tool supports verification of workfiow mod('ls that have event-driven 
behaviour, data, real time and loops. Existing verification approaches do not sup
port all these features. Th(' frcclback of the model check('r is presented in terms of 
the original activity diagram. Tims, the tool completely hides the model checker 
from the user of the tool. allowing the model checker to be used by people that 
are unfamiliar \\·it h formal met hods. 

\Ve were able to verify some 11on-trivial real-\rnrld examples with the tool. As 
usual in model checking, the state space explosion pr('vent.ed that model checking 
could be applied straightaway to these examples. Instead. we had to use reduction 
rnles to reduce the state space of the examples. To fully validate the semantics 
and our verification approach, some more and some larger case studies need to be 
done. The presented rcs11lt.s merely indicate feasibility. However. the presented 
results are encouraging in this respect. We do not expect problems with scalability, 
as one of the reduction rules transforms the exponential blowup of the state space 
into a polynomial blowup. 

12.2 Summary of main contributions 

This thesis has made several contributions. We list th(' main ones. 

• Two completely difforent formal semantics for UML activity diagrams arc 
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ddined. 

• Doth semantics are motivated entirely b.v the domain of workfiow modelliug. 
Ot.lwr approaches that formalise Ul\IL ac:t.ivity diagrams or workfiow models 
j11st. define or take a formal semantics without providing any motivation. 
Formal semantics are rarely justified by the intended application domain. 

• All the design choices that are made arc listed explicitly. Thus, our semantics 
can be applied to another domain hy validating all design choices on that 
do mai11. 

• The two formal semantics are related by showing for which activity diagrams 
atJ<! for which requirements the two S<'rtrnntics are similar. 

• A realistic jnstifirntion of the perfect synchrony hypothesis is proYicled b~· rc
lat.i11g a semantics that satisfies perfect. synchrony with a semantics that docs 
not satisfy perfect synchrony. The existing justification puts an assumption 
upon the system and environment (th<' system should be fast enough w.r.t. 
pac:C' of change of the environment). Our justification allows the system to 
be slower than the environment. 

• TlH' thesis shows that a statechart-lik<' step semantics can be given to a 
notation with a Petri net-like syntax. 

• The thesis clarifies the difference bctweP11 statecharts and Petri nets by com
paring their semantics, rather tha11 their syntax. We have shown that the 
Petri net token-game semantics ca1111ot model reactive behaviour. Since 
workflow s~·stems are reactive systems. we think that the Petri net token
game semantics is not accurnte cnongli for modelling \Yorkflows. 

• \Vl' have developed a powerful verification tool for realistic real-life workfiovv 
models. written in U::VIL activity diagrams. that have event-driven behaviom. 
data, real time, and loops. 

• Till' model checker used by the verification tool is completely hidden from 
the 11scr, thus increasing user friendlin<'ss of the tool. In particular, feedback 
of the model checker is translated in tl~rms of the activity diagram. 

• Om tool is the first verification tool for U ML activity diagrams. 

• A restriction on CTL * is defined that extends the restriction proposed by 
Lamport [113]. The restriction can be used in other approaches in which 
at the concrete lower level variables do not change instantaneously. but can 
limT an inconsistent intermediate val11<' that should not be obsern'd. 

• Scv<'rnl reduction rules for acti,·ity diagrams have been defined. The recl11c
tio11 rnlcs ensure that the reduced activity diagram preserves the requirement 
to he verified. One reduction rule trausforms the exponential blowup of tlw 
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state space into a polynomial blowup. Thus, this rule considerably improves 
the scalability of the verification approach. 

• \Ye haw applied model checking, in particnlar strong fairness model check
ing, to real-life workflow specifications. Strong fairness model checking is 
necessary to accurately VC'rify requirements on workflow models that have 
loops. 

12.3 Future work 

There are sevC'ral extensions of our work possible. First, the semantics could be 
extended to deal with for example object flows and interrupt regions. as sketched 
in Chapter 7. Moreover, the semantics could be updated to UML 2.0, once that 
has been endorsed by OMG. Also case management, in which several workflow 
instances can synchronise and communicate with each other, poses au interesting 
challenge. Thl' current semantics deals with one workflmv instance in isolation. 

Second, our semantics, especially the implementation-level semantics, could 
be used to generate code for supporting workflows at run-time. The code im
plements workflow management functionality. This can be particular useful for 
inter-organisational workflows in the setting of e-commerce [80], as e-commerce 
frameworks like ebXML [153] have adopted UML activity diagrams as modelling 
language. To deal with inter-organisational workflows our semantics probably has 
to be extended. \Ye then han~ to model parties. Each party executes its own part 
of a workflow. Parties cooperate to deliver a combined service. 

Third, we have identified commonalities in behaviour between two completely 
different semautics. We could extend this by identifying a whole class of different 
semantics that have common bC'haviour. The ultimate benefit of such au identifi
cation is that the precise semantics attached to activity diagrams can be left open, 
as long as the semantics used satisfies some common constraints. Then different 
tools do not have to implement exactly the same semantics, but nevertheless can 
cooperate with each other, even though they use different semantics. Putting this 
one step furtb('r, then the UML standard can leave open the actual semantics of 
activity diagrams, and instead put some constraints that a semantics 11111st satisfy. 

Fourth, the verification tool could be enhanced ill several ways. Some of the 
reduction rules have been implemented in the tool: the remaining reduction rules 
should also be implemented. l\ ext. a more abstract property language should be 
defined that is preferably graphical and in terms of the diagram. This allows for 
a more user-friendly and intuitive specification of user requirements. Finally, the 
tool could be C'xtended with a simulator that allows animation of activity diagrams. 
Then the user can play the error scenarios that are returned by the model checker. 
Furthermore, animation of activity diagrams allows the user to better understand 
the behaviour of activity diagrams according to our semantics. 
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Notational conventions 

Throughout the thesis we use a variant of the Z notation [148]. !\lost. of the notation 
is standard set theory, and therefore straightfonvard. In this chapter we give a 
short iutroducticm to some of the unfamiliar parts of Z that we use frequently in 
this thesis, in particular bags and sequences. 

The symbol • separates a declaration from an expression. For example, the 
property that e\Try natural number is nonnegatiye is expressed in Z as: 

Symbol ~ denotes a function. not an implication. An implication is denoted 
by symbol =?. Symbol >--* denotes a bijective function. 

Notation x /val represents substitution of the value of variable x by value val. 
Valuation LT[x/val] assigns to variable x value val and to every other variable y, 
y -=f. :r. the value rT(y). Symbol & denotes a bulk update: 

df 

where n = #X. (Function # returns the size of a set.) 

A bag or a multiset is a set in which an element can occur more than once. A 
bag b on a set X is a function from X to natural numbers. The set of all bags on 
a set X is denoted bag X, which abbreviates 

bagX 
df 

where N1 is the set of all strictly positive natural numbers, i.e .. excluding 0. So 
b : bag X is equivalent to b E X ~ N1. The number associated with each element 
x E X represents how many times x is in the bag. A set is a bag in which every 
element can occur at most once. 

A hag on set X can be represented textually by listing between square brackets 
the elements of X as many times as they are in the bag. For example, given a set 
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{x1,:r2}, bag b = {x1 f-+ 2,:i:2 f-+ 1} can be written as [x1,1:1,:i:2], [x1,x2,:r1], or 
[ 1:2 , :I:1 , X1 ] . 

Given a bag b on set X. the number of times an element :i: E X occurs in b 
is denoted b ~ J:. Union of two bags b1 • b2 on set X into a new bag b, denoted 
b = b1 1:8 b2 , is defined as the addition of the number of times each element :r E X 
occurs in the individual bags. So b ~ x = b1 ~ x + b2 ~ :i;. For example, if b1 ( :i:) = 2 
and /J2 ( x) = 4 then b( x) = G. Bag difference. denoted by i=J. is defined similarly. 

A bag b1 on set X is contained in hag b2 on X. denoted b1 [;;; b2, iff for each 
element x E X the number of times J: occurs in b1 is lower than or equal to the 
num lier of times x occurs in b2: 

A sequence s on set X is a list of elements of X. It is denoted by a function 
from natural numbers to X. The set of sequences 011 X is denoted seq X. 

Concatenation of two sequences s and t is written s ~ t. The concatenation 
contains the elements of s followed by the elements of t. 
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Abstract 

This thesis defines a formal semantics for Ul\IL activity diagrams that is suit
able for workfiow modelling. The semantics allows verification of functional re
quirements using model checking. Since a workfiow specification prescribes how 
a workfiow system behaves, the semantics is defined and motivated in terms of 
workfimv systems. As workfiow systems are reactive and coordinate activities, the 
defined semantics refi('cts these aspects. In fact, two formal semantics are defined, 
which are completely different. Both semantics are defined directly in terms of ac
tivity diagrams and not by a mapping of activity diagrams to some existing formal 
notation. The requirements-level semantics. based on the STATEl\IATE t-iemantics 
of statecharts, assumes that workfiow systems are infinitely fast w.r.t. their en
vironment and react immediately to input events (this assnmption is called the 
perfect synchrony hypothesis). The implementation-level semantics, based 011 the 
UML semantics of statecharts. does not make this assumption. Due to the perfect 
synchrony hypothesis, the requirements-level semantics is unrealistic, but easy to 
use for verification. On the other hand, the implementation-level semantics il'i re
alistic, but difficult to use for verification. A class of activity diagrams and a class 
of functional requirements is identified for which the outrnme of the verification 
does not depend upon the particular semantics being used. i.e .. both semantics 
give the same result. For such activity diagrams and such fnnctional requirements, 
the requirements-level semantics is as realistic as the implementation-level seman
tics. even though the requirements-level semantics makes the perfect synchrony 
hypothesis. The requirements-levd semantics has been implemented in a verifi
cation tool. The tool interfaces with a model checker by translating an activity 
diagram into an input for a model chl'cker according to the r<'quirements-level 
semantics. The model checker checks the desired functional requirement against 
the input model. If the model checker returns a counterexample, the tool trans
lates this counterexample back into the activity diagram by highlighting a path 
corresponding to the counterexample. The tool supports verification of workfiow 
models that have event-driven bchaYionr. data. real time. and loops. Only model 
checkers supporting strong fairness model checking turn ont to be useful. The fea
sibility of the approach is demonstrated by using tlw tool to verifv some real-life 
workfiow models. 
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Samenvatting 

In dit pro<'fschrift wordt cen formele semantick voor UML activiteitendiagram
men gedefinieerd die geschikt is voor workflowmodcllering. De semantick maakt 
verificatie van functionelc eigenschappen met belmlp van model checking mo
gelijk. Aangezicn een workflowspecificatie voorschrijft hoe een \rnrkflowsysteem 
:.1ich gedraagt, wordt de semantiek gedefinicerd en gemotiveerd in termen van work
fiowsystemen. Orndat workflowsystemen reactief zijn en activiteiten coordineren, 
weerspiegelt de gedefinieerde semantiek deze aspecten. Eigenlijk worden er twee 
sema11tiekeu gedefinicerd, die totaal vernchillend zijn. Beidc semantieken wor
den direct gedefinieerd in terrnen van ac:tivitcitendiagrammen en niet door een 
activiteitendiagram te vertalen naar cen bestaande formele taal. De requiremcnts
level semantiek neemt aan dat workflows.vstemen oneindig srwl zijn ten opzichte 
van hun orngeving en dat ze direct reageren op gcbeurtenissen (deze aanname 
wordt de 'perfect synchrony' aanname genoemd). De implementation-level se
rnantiek maakt deze aanname niet. De requirements-level semantiek is gebascerd 
op de STATE~IATE semantiek van statecharts. De implementation-level semantiek 
is gebaseerd op de UML semantiek van statecharts. Door de perfect synchrony 
aanmune is de requirements-level semantiek onrealistisch, maar makkelijk te ge
bruikcn voor vcrificatie. Daarentegen is de implementation-level semantiek re
alistisch, maar moeilijk tc gebruikeu voor verificatie. Er wordt cen klasse van 
activiteite11diagramrnen en een klassc van functionele eiscn gedefinit>erd waarvoor 
geldt dat de uitkomst van de verificatie niet afhangt van de gcbruikte semantiek, 
dat wil zeggen, beide semantieken gcven hetzelfde resultaat. Voor zulke activitei
tendiagrammen en zulke eisen is de requirements-level scmantiek even realistisch 
als de implementation-level sernantiek. hoewel de requirements-level semantiek de 
perfect sy11chro11y aannarne maakt. De requirements-level sernantiek is ge'imple
rnentcerd in een softwaregerecdschap voor verificatie. Het softwaregereedschap 
maakt als volgt gebruik van een model checker. Het softwaregercedschap ver
taalt een activitcitencliagrnm rrnar ecn invoer voor cen model checker volgens de 
requirements-level semantiek. De model checker controleert of het invoermodel 
voldoct aan de gewcnste eigenschap. Als de model checker cen tcgenvoorbeeld 
teruggeeft, vertaalt het softwaregereedscl1ap dit tegenvoorbeeld terug in termen 
van het activitcitendiagrnm door een pad dat correspondeert met het tcgenvoor-
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beeld tc laten oplichten. II et softwaregereedschap ondersteunt verificatie van work
flowmodellen die gebeurteuis-gedreven gedrng, data, real-time C'll iteraties bcschrij
ven. Alleen model checkers die strong fairness model checking ondersternwn blij
kcn nuttig te zijn. De haalbaarheid van ck aanpak wordt aangetoond door het 
softwarcgereedschap te gC'bruikcn om enkelc workflowmodellen die op de praktijk 
gcbase<'rd ziju. te vcrifieren. 
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Stelling en 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

SEMANTICS AND VERIFICATION OF UML ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS 

FOR WORKFLOW MODELLING 

1. De UML 1.4 semantiek van activiteitendiagrammen is niet geschikt voor 
workflowmodellering. (Hoofdstuk 9) 

2. Model checking is een geschikte analysetechniek om te controleren of work
flowmodellen voldocn aan bepaalde functionele eigenschappen. (Hoofdstuk 10) 

3. Het is onmogelijk met behulp van metamodelleren de semantieken in Hoofd
stuk 5 te definieren. 

4. Bran Selics claim <lat aannames als perfect synchrony niet gemaakt moeten 
worden omdat ze onrealistisch zijn, wordt weerlegd door de relatering van 
de requirements-level semantiek aan de implementation-level semantiek in 
Hoofdstuk 6. 

B. Selic. Physical Programming: Beyond Mere Logic. In H. Hussmann, 
editor, Proc. Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering (FASE 
2001), Lecture Notes in Computer Science 2029, page 1. Springer, 2001. 

5. Informele diagramtechnieken zoals UML activiteitendiagrammen moeten meer 
dan Mm formele semantiek hebben, afhankelijk van het doel waar de diagram
men voor gebruikt worden, bijvoorbeeld analyse of implementatie. 

6. De token-game semantiek van Petri netten is niet reactief. Het is daarom niet 
voor de hand liggend om reactieve systemen met laag-niveau Petri netten te 
beschrijven. (Hoofdstuk 8) 

7. Met de Petri net token-game semantiek zijn alle mogelijke configuraties van 
een activiteitendiagram te berekenen (hoewel in andere semantieken sommige 
van de berekende configuraties onbereikbaar kunnen zijn). Daarom is de 
Petri net token-game semantiek de moeder van alle mogelijke semantieken 
voor UML activiteitendiagrammen. 

z.o.z. 



8. Een van de kenmerken van systeemtheorie is <lat het gehele systeem meer 
is dan de som van de deelsystemen ( synergie). Aangezien het principe van 
compositionaliteit impliceert <lat de som der delen gelijk is aan het geheel, 
staat compositionaliteit op gespannen voet met systeemtheorie. 

9. Een simpele uitleg van Gerrit Achterbergs gedicht De Jachtopziener is <lat 
de jachtopziener in bovengenoemd gedicht vertelt hoe hij zich verteld heeft. 

10. Veel wetenschappers verwarren het zoeken naar waarheid met het vermijden 
van inconsistenties en het streven naar eenvoud. 

11. Geloven is zien. 

12. De bepaling van de UT <lat een promovendus een rokkostuum client te dragen, 
laat zien dat het emancipatiebeleid aan deze universiteit ver is doorgeschoten. 

Rik Eshuis, 25 oktober 2002 




